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Abstract

The English language holds a privileged position in Norwegian society.
Although it is not one of the official languages, most Norwegians are
nonetheless competent speakers. English is consumed in abundance in
TV, film, and music. It is part of children’s school curriculum starting
from the first grade, and it has almost completely taken over the domain of
academia. With Norway consistently topping the list of the best countries
in the world to live due to its high standard of living, attractive social
welfare system, fairly stable currency, not to mention the fact that English
is so widely used and understood, it is an appealing country for skilled
migrants. There are currently 380 000 immigrants employed in Norway
making up a formidable 14.1% of the national workforce.

The fact that English holds such a privileged position in Norway leaves
English-speaking migrants with a distinct advantage: if they can find
employment in an English-speaking role, they might never need to learn
Norwegian. In any case, this was the view expressed by many of my
Norwegian acquaintances. They claim to have colleagues who, after many
years of living in Norway, still aren’t competent Norwegian speakers.

In this thesis, I have assessed the validity of their observations by taking
a sociolinguistic perspective on the study of the language practices and
identity constructions among English-speaking, highly educated migrants
in Oslo. I adopt an integrationist approach to identity, which views
identity as something that is both constructed within discourse (the
micro environment) and which also reflect dominant discourse (macro
environment).

The data I collected from both an online survey and two focus group
conversations, the latter employing a narrative analysis method, indicates
that this particular group of migrants do indeed learn Norwegian.
However, they use it to different extents in the various domains of
their life. The ability to construct a competent and intelligent identity
in interactions with Norwegians seems to play a key role in migrants’
language preferences. The data suggests that the participants preferred
to use English over Norwegian in all domains except for use in the wider
community. While some felt confident using Norwegian in the workplace,
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others thought their rudimentary skills would negatively impact their
professional image. This may help to explain why some Norwegians
observe low levels of Norwegian language use amongst their migrant
colleagues.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent decades, we have experienced increases in people movement
like never before. Globalisation through trade and work agreements
has metaphorically shortened distances between countries and continents,
while faster and more affordable transnational transport has made the
physical distance less of an issue for those wanting to work across
state borders. With a strong currency and high salaries on offer, the
Norwegian job market is very attractive to foreigners. According to the
latest information from the Norwegian bureau of statistics (SSB1) there
are currently 380 000 immigrants employed in Norway making up 14.1%
of the national workforce. About 4.5% of these jobs are filled by people
staying in Norway short term (i.e. less than 6 months). This leaves the vast
majority of employed immigrants as longer term residents in Norway. The
increase of people movement has led to more diversity in the country’s
population, while language and culture contact has created new markets
but also new challenges for the society as they strive to maintain some
sort of national identity2 while remaining competitive on the international
market.

This thesis looks at the language practices of a sub-group of migrants:
young professionals with a migrant background. We will be looking
at how, together, they construct their identities in such a multicultural
and multilingual setting. It is set within a sociolinguistic framework
and follows a post-structuralist theory which views identity as dynamic
and constructed in interaction as well as being influenced by dominant
discourse. This is in opposition to the essentialist theory where identity is
regarded as pre-determined and fixed.

Norwegians view language as a key national identity marker according

1. Statistisk sentralbyrå
2. https://www.faktisk.no/artikler/6Z/hva-vil-det-si-a-vaere-etnisk-norsk (accessed

27/10/2017)
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to a Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD) report from 1995 (Skjåk
and Bøyum 1995). Over 95.6% of respondents agreed that it held some
level of importance, with almost 75% ranking it of high importance. This
criterion was second only to ‘respecting Norwegian institutions’ where
almost 80% ranked it of high importance and a total of 95.8% accorded
it some degree of importance (ibid., 65-66). A similar study completed
in 2013 showed that though attitudes towards learning Norwegian have
softened somewhat, it still remains an important indicator for successful
integration according to Norwegians: 70% of the survey’s respondents
rated Norwegian competency as an essential factor for integration. This
has, however, dropped from 85% in 2008 (IMDi 2014, 29-30). While
Norwegian language skills are decreasing in importance, two factors that
have seen an increase in importance are: ‘sharing in basic values with
Norwegian society’, and ‘being able to financially support your family by
working’. These were indicated as being important for 53% and 71% of
respondents respectively (ibid., 29-30).

As a migrant living in Norway, I often have Norwegians remarking to me
that my Norwegian is very good when we converse. The conversation
usually goes something like this: “How long have you lived in Norway?”
“Three years.” “But you’re so good at speaking Norwegian! I work with
someone who’s lived here for 10 years and doesn’t speak as well as you.”
This is a comment I have heard on quite a few occasions and while it
might be nice to think that I have some kind of supernatural ability to learn
languages, I doubt that’s the case. I assume that the more likely answer is
that some people just don’t put that much effort into learning Norwegian.

People can have different types of motivations for learning a second
language, it might be that highly educated immigrants who are fluent
English speakers feel less of a functional need to speak Norwegian. After
all, most Norwegians have a good level of proficiency in English and
if you have a high level of education in the right sector (oil, business
etc.), the chances are English competency will be more important in the
workplace than Norwegian. So, who are these migrants the Norwegians
are referring to? I thought I might have found them when I encountered a
social networking group called the Norway International Network (NiN),
but in my first outing with the group I discovered two things: firstly,
most of the members I met on this first occasion had at the very least
a good level of Norwegian comprehension. This surprised me in the
beginning, but I also found out that quite a few of them had a Norwegian
partner. My hypothesis is that migrants in this group may feel less of a
functional motivation to learn Norwegian in relation to employment, but
that factors such as relationships with Norwegians play an important role
in a migrant’s desire to learn the language.

There are many different words used to describe people who move to a
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new country: immigrants, foreigners, expats/expatriates, and internationals
just to name a few. Then there are categories used to denote people
according to their reason for migrating such as: refugees, skilled migrants,
economic migrant, migrant worker, foreign labour, and foreign worker. Public
and political discourse on migration to Norway has, of late, focussed
almost entirely on asylum seekers. The majority in this group has, in
recent years, been made up of people with an Oriental, Middle Eastern,
or African background (Sandnes 2017, 41). Some people argue that there
is racial discrimination inherent in the differentiating between expats and
immigrants since they seem to have acquired different connotations:

“Africans are immigrants. Arabs are immigrants. Asians are
immigrants. However, Europeans are expats because they
can’t be at the same level as other ethnicities. They are superior.
Immigrants is a term set aside for ‘inferior races’.” (Koutonin
2015)

Do these categories constitute different groups in NiN members’ identity
constructions of the self or others?

By looking at the policies for English language learning in Norwegian
schools, it is plain to see just how important the English language has
become in Norway. Children in Norway start English lessons in their
first year of primary school (aged 5–6 y/o),3 but they don’t start a third
language until their first year of junior high (aged 12–13 y/o). Besides the
fact that they start English so early and it remains compulsory all the way
through high school (though high school itself is not compulsory after 10th
grade), English is not considered a foreign language the same way that,
say, French, Spanish, German, or Russian are. Rather, it has its own set
of competency guidelines in the Norwegian Directorate for Education and
Training’s handbook. The aims are justified in the following passage:

“In order to get by in a world where English is used in
international communication, it is necessary to be able to use
the English language and to have knowledge about how it is
used in different situations. This means developing vocabulary
and speaking skills, writing, grammar and principles for
sentence and text construction, and to adapt the language for
different subjects and communication situations.”4

3. https://www.udir.no/kl06/ENG1–03 (last accessed 10/05/2018)
4. My translation for “For å klare oss i en verden der engelsk benyttes i internas-

jonal kommunikasjon, er det nødvendig å kunne bruke det engelske språket og ha
kunnskap om hvordan språket brukes i ulike sammenhenger. Det betyr å utvikle ord-
forråd og ferdigheter i å bruke språkets lydsystem, rettskriving, grammatikk og prins-
ipper for setnings- og tekstbygging, og kunne tilpasse språket til ulike emner og kom-
munikasjonssituasjoner.” Utdanningsdirektoratet ’Læreplan i engelsk (eng1–03) http://
www.udir.no/kl06/ENG1–03/Hele/Formaal (last accessed 10/05/2018)
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Part of the reason for the push for English literacy in the education
system is as a result of Norway’s interpretation and implementation of
the Bologna Agreement. The Bologna Agreement is a document outlining
policies for European higher education institutions in order to standardise
tertiary degrees in European countries. The popularity of English
increased dramatically in Norway following England’s participation in
World War II and its cooperation with Norway during that period.5 The
English language pervades Norwegian society. Its presence is particularly
noticeable in: TV and billboard advertising, popular music and radio, TV
series, films (where films are mostly screened in their original language
with Norwegian or sometimes English subtitles), tertiary level curriculum,
and academic articles. In fact, English is so prevalent in Norwegian
academia that some have debated whether the loss of Norwegian in that
domain represents a step towards diglossia in Norwegian society as a
whole (Ljosland 2007).

This is not to say that all Norwegians communicate flawlessly in English.
In fact, many Norwegians overestimate their ability when it comes to
English, this is especially visible in academic writing where many post-
graduate students feel they have no choice but to write their thesis in
English (ibid., 405). However, it does mean that almost wherever you find
yourself in Norway, you should be able to have at the very least a basic
conversation in English with whomever you meet.

We have also seen a shift from French to English as the main language of
international cooperation and trade. Lots of international companies have
English as a working language. A survey completed by the Language
Council of Norway, ‘Språkrådet’, in 2016 showed that 8 of 10 companies
in industry use English as a language of function and 2 of 10 companies
had it as their main language (Språkrådet 2016, 4).

This means that for highly educated foreigners who are fluent in English
and working in multinational companies in Norway, they can probably
live in Norway (at least in the larger cities) indefinitely without the need to
learn Norwegian - a story I have heard many times from Norwegians who
work with or know someone who has lived in Norway for many years
without gaining what they would consider competency in Norwegian. In
a functional sense, it seems plausible that a migrant who works in English
could get by with that language alone, but what do people in the Norway
International Network (NiN) feel about speaking English in Norway?
With the instrumental (functional) motivation diminished, and since this
group provides an arena for social interactions also in English,6 what, if

5. The Norwegian government in exile was based in London as was the King and
Crown Prince at the time.

6. “Our main and federating language is English” http://www.ninside.org/
index.php/about-us/who-we-are (last accessed 10/05/2018)
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any, reasons do members have for learning Norwegian? This study aims
to document the language practices of this particular group, and focus also
on how they co-construct their identities in a semi-structured conversation
with their peers. Using a sociolinguistic framework, I will address the
following research questions:

1. Can they speak Norwegian?

2. When, how, and why do they use the languages they do in particular
settings?

3. How do they co-construct their identities in this multicultural group
of peers?

4. Do they consider having competency in Norwegian as important -
why/why not?

This remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 Theory and previous studies - deals with the theoretical
background of identity studies and narratives, presents previous
studies in this field and outlines the analytical tools that have been
employed in them, and provides the framework I have selected for
this research.

• Chapter 3 Methodology - is a presentation of the methodology used
in this study. There were two methods involved in collecting and
analysing the data: an online survey, and a focus group conversation.

• Chapter 4 Presentation and analysis of data - provides a presentation
and analysis of the data from both the survey and the focus group
conversations. It includes an in-depth analysis of 11 narratives.

• Chapter 5 Discussion and conclusion - is a discussion of the main
findings and how these provide answers to the research questions
and affect the hypothesis. I also provide an outline of what these
findings mean for future research.

5
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Chapter 2

Theory and previous studies

Although the main field of focus in this research project is identity
construction, it also touches on multilingualism, language attitudes,
language policy, and Norwegian as a second language (NOAS). Most
studies in the latter topic focus on learner language - mother tongue
influence. Between 1980 and 2005 over half of master’s and doctoral theses
within NOAS had learner language as the theme - as opposed to language
and culture, and didactics. However, language and culture contact is the
only area exhibiting growth (Golden, Kulbrandstad and Tenfjord 2017, 13)
and this is the focus of my thesis.

This project is situated within a sociolinguistic framework where the focus
of study is on language in use in society: “[. . . ] sociolinguistic work is
based on observations of people using language and analyses of those
observations” (Johnstone 2000, 1). Since the object of study is so vastly
different from that of generative, cognitive or psycholinguistics, it follows
that the methods employed for data collection and analysis also differ:
“theory influences how research questions are formulated and carried
through into description, analysis and application” (Coupland 2001, 1).
The researcher’s own intuition regarding the grammaticality of phrases
is of little importance in this field, and data should be collected from the
specific domains that are of interest. For example, these domains can be
within a speech community, a family, a workplace, or even from online
multi-player games and the data can be speech, sign, or text.

Due to the nature and depth of the information required for research
on identity, it will be necessary to take a qualitative approach to data
collection. According to Labov, “Intersubjective agreement is best reached
by convergence of several kinds of data with complementary sources of
error” (Labov 1972c, 97). In addition:

Labov’s principle of convergence states that “the value of
new data for confirming and interpreting old data is directly
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proportional to the differences in the methods used to gather
it” (Labov 1972c, 102).

2.1 The Observer’s Paradox

According to Labov, the most important data for linguistic theory is the
vernacular, or speech that occurs when minimal attention is paid. His
Principle of formality states that “any systematic observation of a speaker
defines a formal context in which more than the minimum attention is
paid to speech”. Therefore, in order to collect this ideal data, it would be
necessary to observe and collect data on language that is spoken when the
speakers are not being observed. This is known as the Observer’s Paradox
(Labov 1972b, 112-113). Since making audio-recordings of people’s
conversations without their knowledge and consent would raise ethical
issues, researchers collecting this type of data must find ways to deal
with this challenge. A common practice in research conducted using the
sociolinguistic interview is to try and mitigate observer effects (Schilling
2013, 108). Labov theorised that if the interview was made less formal, the
participants would be more at ease and the influences of observation on
the speaker would diminish. This is true to some extent, but it would be
naive to think that observer influence can ever be completely removed, or
that there is some base level of language that is independent of context.
Schilling argues instead for accounting for possible influences from the
observer and context during the analysis of data (ibid., 112). It is still
not possible to be certain of accounting for every single influence, but
it is important to remember that discourse is never performed in a void
and is therefore always subject to influences by the context whether it be
interactions with a barista or a barrister. As such, the method employed
in this study seeks to evaluate the context and the way it interacts with
discourse.

2.2 Second language acquisition

As well as having different degrees of motivation to learn a second lan-
guage, people can also have different types of motivation. Within the field
of Second Language Acquisition (SLA), there are four main types of motiv-
ation for language learning: instrumental (or functional), integrative, res-
ultative, and intrinsic (Ellis 1997). Instrumental or functional motivation
is related to learning a language in order to be able to use it for functional
reasons e.g. for work or study. Integrative motivation refers to learning
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language because you are “interested in the people and culture repres-
ented by the target language group” (ibid.). Resultative motivation stems
from success in language learning leading to increased motivation to learn
more. By the same token, perceived failures in learning can lead to de-
creased motivation. Intrinsic motivation is derived from the love of learn-
ing things for the sake of learning them. These different kinds of motiva-
tion are not mutually exclusive, any number or combination of them can
occur together. As a result, Ellis states that we should treat these motiva-
tions as “complementary rather than as distinct and oppositional” (ibid.).
Another important aspect to keep in mind is that, much like the construc-
tionist perspective on identity which I will present in section 2.3.2, these
motivations are not stable objects to be possessed, but dynamic in nature
and subject to change over time depending on the context.

2.3 Approaches to identity studies

A postmodern view is that we should refer to identities in plural
“reflecting the notion that individuals and groups have access to a
repertoire of choices socially available to them”. This has changed the
way researchers regard non-prototypical narratives as

“fragmented and ‘polyphonous’ (Barrett 1999) identities coex-
ist within the same individual, ways in which identities change
and evolve according to situations, interlocutors and contexts,
ways in which identities are created, imposed, enjoined, or
repressed through social institutions and interactions.” (De
Fina 2003, 16)

The three main approaches to studying identity in discourse are: a macro
approach in which identity is seen as fixed and unchanging, a micro
approach in which identity is constructed only within the confines of the
discourse without any pre-conceived ideas about categories, and the third
is a combination of the two, an integrationist approach (Coupland 2001, 2).
The theories related to these approaches will be expanded upon in the
following sections.

2.3.1 Essentialist approach

This approach, known as structuralism or essentialism, treats identity as
something stable and pre-determined. It was very common in variationist
linguistics such Labov’s studies in New York City and Martha’s Vineyard
and is still prevalent in studies from various fields today (Benwell
and Stokoe 2011, 3). An essentialist approach to identity views it as
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something to be possessed rather than constructed. It is pre-determined
and unchanging. Since this approach regards identity as something that
is constructed and understood at a societal level, the focus is not on
the way identity is negotiated in the interaction itself and studies based
on an essentialist perspective are considered as macro based approaches
(Coupland 2001, 2). Take as an example Labov’s classic study on
“The Social Stratification of (r) in New York City Department Stores”
(Labov 1972b, 43-69). Labov posed as a customer and asked a specific
question to elicit speech containing the variable /r/from store employees
in three different department stores each related to a different social class.
Respondents to his rapid and anonymous survey were placed into pre-
determined categories based on which store they worked at, their age,1

sex, occupation within the store, race, foreign accent (if any), and which
floor they were on (ibid., 49-50). He would ask them where he could
find a particular item which he knew to be located on the fourth floor,
the phrase he wanted to elicit. If he was already on the fourth floor he
would ask what floor is this?. He then acted as though he hadn’t heard
them properly and asked them to repeat their answer and in this way,
was able to elicit four instances of the variable /r/per person. A value
of the variable, (r), that they produced in each instance was noted by
the researcher following the event. Labov managed to conduct a total
of 264 interviews in only 6.5 hours. This type of analysis is therefore
suited for quantitative surveys to find overarching patterns but it won’t
tell us anything about the individual circumstances that may be important
for a specific participant. Also, as Bethan and Stokoe point out it is a
correlational fallacy to view these “crude categories” as necessarily having
a causal relationship to the linguistic variables (Benwell and Stokoe 2011,
28-9).

2.3.2 Constructionist approach

The second option is a social constructionist approach: “A constructionist
approach examines people’s own understandings of identity and how
the notion of inner/outer selves is used rhetorically, to accomplish social
action.” (ibid., 4). This view of identity as something fluid that occurs in
interaction was created as a reaction to essentialism. Rather than having a
tangible, fixed identity, it is proposed that identity is shaped only during
interaction in such a way that participants co-construct their identities
without influence from any outside influences. As such, this is considered
as a micro perspective on identity.

1. (as estimated by the researcher)
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2.3.3 Integrationist approach

The third approach incorporates the first two “to bridge the micro-macro
divide”: the integrationist approach (Coupland 2001, 2). This approach
allows for identity to be seen as constructed partially within the discourse
itself, but also within the context of the dominant narrative on a macro
scale. For example, people have pre-conceptions about categories even
before they enter a discussion. These pre-conceptions are therefore formed
partially before the interaction based on discourse at a societal level but
they can be influenced during the interaction.

“identities are not just discursive constructions emerging in
local interactions. They reflect and constitute in complex ways
ideologies and representations of roles and relationships that
go beyond the immediate context of interaction, and that often
only become apparent when we transcend the boundaries of
local discourse and look at other contexts and speakers.” (De
Fina 2003, 185)

It is this third approach that I have used to define identity and how it
constructed.

2.4 Narrative as a genre

In this section I will present three frameworks for defining and studying
narratives. The first is the prototypical narrative, a structural approach to
narrative proposed by Labov and Waletzky, this is followed by the work
of Ochs and Capps on narrative dimensions. The final narrative approach
is that of Bamberg and Georgakopoulou and their work on everyday
narratives or small stories.

2.4.1 The traditional narrative

In their ground-breaking article on oral narrative structure, Labov and
Waletzky laid the groundwork for a formal account of oral narratives. At
its most basic, the authors define a narrative as “any sequence of clauses
that contains at least one temporal juncture” (Labov and Waletzky 1997,
21). A temporal juncture is what separates two clauses that are temporally
ordered with respect to each other (ibid., 20). A more in-depth description
is provided in Labov’s book Language in the Inner City: Studies in the Black
English Vernacular:
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“We define narrative as one method of recapitulating past
experience by matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the
sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred.”
(1972, 359-360)

Recounting the events in the same order as they originally occurred,
referred to as temporal sequence , is considered essential to the definition
of a narrative. According to Labov and Waletzky, recounting events out of
order of the sequence in which they occurred does not result in a narrative
(1997, 13).

“Narratives serve two functions, referential and evaluative.” (Labov and
Waletzky 1997, 38) The referential function is satisfied in the recounting
of the events while the evaluative function is accomplished by providing
the reason(s) for which the narrative is relevant. Although not all of these
elements are always present in a narrative, a prototypical narrative is said
to consist of the following sections: abstract, orientation, complicating action,
evaluation, resolution and a coda (ibid., 27-37) (Labov 1972a, 363).

If it is present at all, the abstract contains a short summary of the entire
narrative. The orientation serves to introduce and identify “the participants
in the action: the time, the place, and the initial behavior” (Labov and
Waletzky 1997, 27). The complicating action is, as the name suggests, the
section where the main action in the story occurs. Labov states that
this section provides an answer to the underlying question: “then what
happened?” (Labov 1972a, 370). In addition to the complicating action, the
most important section is the evaluation. This provides the listeners with
the reason that the story is being told in the first place. Evaluative elements
in narrative fall under four major headings: “intensifiers, comparators,
correlatives, and explications” (ibid., 378). The resolution section ties up
the action and lets the listener know what the outcome of the event was.
The evaluation section may be fused with the resolution section such that
“a single narrative clause both emphasizes the importance of the result
and states it.” (Labov and Waletzky 1997, 30) Finally, the narrator may
include a coda, which makes it known that the story is over and usually
returns the conversation back to the present: “The coda is a functional
device for returning the verbal perspective to the present moment.” (ibid.,
35).

Labov and Waletzky outline three clause types that can make up a
narrative: narrative clauses - which cannot be shifted to another place in the
narrative without altering the meaning of the original event, free clauses -
which can be moved anywhere within the narrative, and restricted clauses
- which can be moved but only within a restricted area or displacement
set. The authors postulate that the placement of the different types of
clauses correlates somewhat with specific sections within the narrative.
For example, free clauses are likely to appear at the beginning of the
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narrative in the orientation section in order to fulfil the function of the
orientation in introducing the characters and setting the scene (ibid., 27)
(Labov 2010). Narrative clauses make up the complicating action section,
and free and restricted causes often occur between the complicating action
and the resolution (i.e. the evaluation) (Labov and Waletzky 1997, 30).

2.4.2 A dimensional approach to narrative

A different perspective on the definition of narrative is that proposed by
Ochs and Capps:

“Rather than identifying a set of distinctive features that
always characterize narrative, we stipulate dimensions that
will be always relevant to a narrative, even if not elaborately
manifest.” (2001, 19)

This approach allows a text or telling to be assessed according to each
of the five dimensions: tellership, tellability, embeddedness, linearity, and
moral stance. Tellership is concerned with the actual telling of the narrative.
That is, who is involved in contributing, how are they contributing and
how much are they contributing? (Ochs and Capps 2001, 24) A narrative
can be placed anywhere along the scale from having a single teller with
no external input (prototypical Labovian narrative), narratives with one
primary contributor and minimal feedback from a listener (often found in
formal interviews), to multiple contributors actively co-telling a narrative
(most common in situations where the co-tellers have a close relationship,
such as in the family) (Siromaa 2012, 533). A different way of co-tellers
contributing is when the telling of one narrative triggers the telling of
another similar narrative referred to as a parallel story (Ochs and Capps
2001, 32) or second story (Siromaa 2012). As we will later see in chapter 5,
these types of narratives featured heavily in the data for this project.

The tellability of a narrative is related to how interesting it is given to
be, where narratives with low tellability might fail to keep the listener’s
attention. Labov’s definition of a highly tellable account is linked only
to the content of the narrative: “Mundane events are not tellable” (Labov
1972a, 370), whereas Ochs and Capps suggest that the form of a narrative
can also influence this dimension: “a narrator may use rhetorical skills to
transform even a seemingly prosaic incident into a highly tellable account”
(2001, 34). In the same sense, topics where the content might be considered
interesting can be made less tellable if the telling is given in an awkward
or hesitant manner. Ochs and Capps suggest that the tellability of a
narrative may in part be related to tellership (Ochs and Capps 2001, 36).
The most important divergence from Labov’s definition of a narrative is
that Ochs and Capps do not believe that tellings with low tellability are
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failed narratives,

“[t]hey simply constitute personal narratives that are geared
less to narrative as performance and more to narrative as a
social forum for discovering what transpired and/or piecing
together an evaluative perspective on an incident, including its
implications for the future.” (Ochs and Capps 2001, 36)

This view has led the way for others, for instance Georgakopoulou and
Bamberg, to conduct more research on stories with low tellability, such as
small stories which we will discuss in section 2.4.3 Small stories.

The dimension of embeddedness refers to the degree of entrenchment of
a narrative in the surrounding discourse. Narratives can be highly
embedded in the discourse, in which case they are hardly distinguishable
from the surrounding discourse due to similarities in the themes. Such
narratives can be used to “illustrate a point, make a comparison, support
an argument, or otherwise elaborate a focus of concern” (ibid., 37). Second
stories are a type of embedded narrative as they rely on the topic of the
preceding narrative to introduce the theme that launches the following
narrative. It may not just be the content that is replicated, but the lexico-
syntactic, functional and prosodic elements too (ibid., 210)(Siromaa 2012,
528). Second stories can be used to redefine, reinforce or reject the gist of
the preceding narrative. At the other end of the spectrum are narratives
that are highly detached from surrounding discourse. It is at this end of
the scale that we find the traditional Labovian narrative.

Highly linear narratives present events according to the order in which they
originally took place, where the actions had a causal path, occurred at a
specific time, and have been completed (Ochs and Capps 2001, 41). As
discussed in section 2.4.1 The traditional narrative, Labov and Waletzky
considered linearity as essential to the definition of a narrative. In other
words, non-linearity would be a disqualifying feature for discourse to be
counted as a narrative according to them. However, for Ochs and Capps it
is precisely this “temporal elasticity [that] lies at the very heart of personal
narrative”, as it reflects the human experience where the present time
might be interrupted by a memory from the past, or an imagined situation
in the future (ibid., 200). Ochs and Capps place value on nonlinear
narration as it:

“opens narration to multiple truths and perspectives and the
realization that certain life experiences resist tidy, ready-at-
hand interpretive frameworks.” (ibid., 45)

This allows the teller to contemplate “hypothetical alternative scenarios”
(ibid., 44) to their lived experience.

While Ochs and Capps suppose that all narratives of personal experience
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contain some form of moral stance, that is, the speaker’s and/or character’s
moral view or opinion on the topic being discussed, it is not always
presented as a certainty. Thus, moral stance occurs along a scale from
certain and stable to uncertain and fluid. (ibid., 50) Traditional narratives
are given to have moral stances of the former kind. Ochs and Capps talk
about the “looking good” principle in which a narrator tries to present
themself in a morally positive light (2001, 47) and may skip over aspects
of the story to achieve this. This may lead to a less linear, co-constructed
narrative as interlocutors ask for more information or challenge previous
parts of the story that don’t appear to stand up to scrutiny (ibid., 54).

2.4.3 Small stories

Along the same lines as Ochs and Capps, Bamberg and Georgakopoulou
also wished to break free from the confines of a rigid, structural approach
to narrative (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008, 382). Their research
over the past 1.5 decades has instead focussed on the “snippets of talk
that flouted expectations of the canon” (Georgakopoulou 2007), referred
to as small stories. Georgakopoulou explains the term small stories as
fitting both literally and metaphorically: the narratives they reference are
typically shorter than traditionally defined narratives, and they are small
in the sense that they deal with everyday talk rather than grand themes
(like Labov’s near death experiences) (ibid., 122, 123). In greater detail,
they define small stories as “an umbrella-term covering under-represented
narrative activities” including events that are ongoing, that have yet to
happen, that are hypothetical, and even instances where a speaker defers
a telling or refuses to tell a story that has already been introduced (ibid.,
146) (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008, 381). Proponents of small
stories argue that it is these narratives, “the ones we tell in passing, in
our everyday encounters with each other”, rather than more formal, well-
structured narratives which constitute the “‘real’ stories of our lived lives”
(Bamberg 2004, 367). Bamberg goes as far as saying that it is indeed the
messy parts, the “inconsistencies and equivocations” prevalent in small
stories that provide the most interesting data on identity (ibid., 368).

In their studies on small stories, Bamberg and Georgakopoulou take a
functionalist perspective, focussing less on the content of a narrative
and more on its tellership and how the discourse in social interaction is
used to construct an identity (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008, 378-9,
382). Whereas traditional narrative analysis takes the interaction involved
in narration for granted, viewing the narrative purely as a reflection
of the world according to the narrator, later frameworks such as those
proposed by Ochs, Capps, Bamberg, and Georgakopoulou consider that
identity is constructed within the interaction itself. As such, the context
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and conditions of the narrative merit study. Specifically, Bamberg and
Georgakopoulou outline 3 levels of positioning which they assess:

1. the positioning of characters within the story

2. the positioning of the narrator within the interactive situation

3. how the narrator positions themself and does identity work with
respect to the dominant discourse in the story (Bamberg and
Georgakopoulou 2008, 385)

2.5 Why are narratives useful for studying iden-
tity?

If we accept an integrationist perspective on identity such that we believe
identity is not static or pre-determined, but partially constructed in
interaction, then narrative data provides us with an “ideal locus” for
analysing identity constructions since “ narratives are always subjectively
and culturally determined versions of personal experiences” (De Fina
2003, 217). Narratives can be studied to evaluate several aspects related
to identity construction such as:

• a narrator’s stance towards a topic or experience:

“in narration the speaker creates a story world to tell about
the event in such a way that the speaker’s stance to the
events is revealed” (Golden and Lanza 2015)

• the level of agency displayed by the narrator, co-contributors to the
narrative, and the characters in the story world:

“the practice of narration involves the ‘doing’ of identity,
and because we can tell different stories we can construct
different versions of self.” \parencite[138]{Benwell2006}

• how narrators relate to others in both the micro and macro environ-
ment:

“This perspective [using narrative] privileges a dynamic
view of identities, with individuals continuously involved
in production of selves, positioning of others, revision
of identity narratives, and creation of new ones which
valorize new modes of being and belonging.” (Pavlenko
and Blackledge 2004, 19)
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2.6 How can we study identity using narratives?

Now that I have outlined what narratives are and why they are relevant
for researching identities, in the following sections I will present several
different methods for analysis and previous studies that have employed
these methods.

De Fina discusses 3 ways to look at identity in narratives:

1. narrators’ adherence to cultural ways of telling through the articula-
tion of linguistic and rhetorical resources

2. the negotiation of social roles (both local and global) that conform
to or oppose the ones attributed to narrators by communities and
individuals. (by studying pronouns and voicing devices)

3. the expression, discussion and negotiation of membership into com-
munities. (studying the categorisation and identification strategies
used by narrators to introduce themselves and others in narratives
(De Fina 2003, 19-23)

2.6.1 Metaphors

Metaphors are prevalent in speech whether or not we are conscious
of using or hearing them. They are defined as “a mapping between
two domains, a source domain and a target domain. It is a way of
conceiving of one thing in terms of another” (Golden and Lanza 2013,
298). The links between these two domains are the result of “some generic
structural similarity or because they are correlated in our experience”
(Kövecses 2006: 130). Golden and Lanza state that metaphors are among
the linguistic “devices deployed in interaction for identity constructions”
2013, 298.

In a study by Golden and Lanza 2013, metaphors were used to analyse
identity constructions in migrants’ narratives. The study focussed on the
narratives of two migrant doctors who had lived and worked in Norway
for many years after migrating as refugees from Africa.2 The narratives
used in this study were produced during a focus group conversation
between the two participants and one of the researchers at the latter’s
home. The researchers took a semi-structured approach to the focus group
conversation, their aim was to encourage the participants to tell narratives
focussed on three stages of their lives in Norway: 1) migration to Norway,
2) after the first few years, 3) the present time (ibid., 300). The researchers

2. Their respective countries of origin were not specified in order to protect their
anonymity.
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were particularly interested in metaphors about culture which they called
metaphors of culture, and asserted that:

“Conversations with a focus on migration issues often bring
culture into question. In such conversations, the speakers
orient themselves to culture, to comparing what they associate
with their ”new“ and ”old“ cultures and what these cultures
open up, or close, for them.” (Golden and Lanza 2013, 296)

During analysis, they were particularly interested in the level of agency
expressed within the metaphors of culture, as the second part of the above
quote states: cultures are viewed as a kind of gateway for evaluating
experiences.

The findings of this study showed that culture was conceptualised in
metaphors in two main ways, each with two sub-categories:

1. as an object

(1) as an object you meet or encounter

(2) as an object you can use to store and retrieve things

2. as a location

(1) as a place where you have your roots

(2) as a place you have mobility and different perspectives

(ibid., 309).

Further, the metaphors often presented as an object/location pair. If
agency is thought of along a scale, then the encountered-object/location-
with-roots pair was at the lower end of the scale while the storage-unit/
perspectives-location pair was at the other end of the scale displaying
a high level of agency. The identities constructed by the participants
expressed varying levels of agency in the narratives depending on the
context (ibid., 311)

Golden and Lanza conclude that:

“metaphors of culture provide the migrant with an important
means for negotiating various degrees of agency in her/his
narratives about life in a new situation” (ibid., 311)

2.6.2 Categories

Categories are labels given to groups and group members either by the group
members themselves, or externally by a non-group member. I place those
terms in inverted commas because a group is not a definite object. Groups
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may be defined differently by different people. In fact, the group may not
even be salient for a person who is considered a member by the one using
the category since “it is through language that membership categories are
constructed and negotiated.” (De Fina 2003, 140)

In her study on undocumented Mexican immigrants in the U.S., De
Fina uses a number of methods to analyse migrant narratives produced
during a focus group session. One of these was looking at “identity as
categorization”. De Fina states that people often attribute behaviours,
values, and ideas to the groups that they conceive an individual as
belonging to rather than simply attributing to them to the individual
themself (ibid., 139). An analysis of categories should focus on:

1. what kinds of identifications narrators routinely use to introduce
characters e.g. ethnic, national, supranational

2. how narrators make those identifications relevant to the story world
and to the interactional world

3. the kinds of (narrated and interactional) contexts that bring about
these identifications (ibid., 140)

An analysis that covers the above points can provide the researcher with
an insight into the stance of the narrator in relation to different behaviours,
attitudes and ideologies (ibid., 140).

De Fina states that immigrants in general often use ethnicity as a basis
for member categorisation both for themselves and for others (ibid., 8).
The findings in her own study reflect these trends although the definition
of ‘ethnicity’ is viewed as dynamic and partially constructed within the
context of the narratives (ibid., 143).

In addition to explicitly naming categories, group membership can also
be implied in the use of category-bound activities. This involves using
cultural knowledge and/or stereotypes of different groups’ activities to
define membership or non-membership. One example of a category-
bound activity is speaking a particular language, i.e. “A Norwegian
speaks Norwegian” (Pájaro 2011). This particular example is taken from
another master’s thesis that studied the use of categories in migrant
narratives. Pájaro studied narratives produced by three Latin American
migrants in Oslo. The narratives were constructed in a focus group setting
with all three participants and Pájaro present. As Pájaro also has a Latin
American background, she had the advantage of in-group membership
according to ethnic/supranational categories and of being able to conduct
the focus group session in the participants’ native language. What she
found was that the participants avoided using loaded terms with negative
stereotypes attached like Latino and immigrant for themselves, opting
instead for a more neutral term like foreigner and they often defined
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themselves in opposition to Norwegians. In their narratives, membership
in the latter group was mostly based on being able to speak Norwegian
(Pájaro 2011, 107-108).

Both De Fina and Pájaro have presented interesting studies on categorisa-
tion in migrants’ narratives and demonstrated this as an effective tool in
research on identity construction.

2.6.3 Pronouns

As I have already presented De Fina’s use of categorisation techniques in
the analysis of narratives, for a background on her data collection method
see the previous section. In this section I will discuss her analysis of
pronominal choice in deciphering a narrator’s identities as an individual
or as part of a group, “to express stances with respect to interlocutors and
topics, and to shift alignments and positions” (De Fina 2003, 53).

The narratives in De Fina’s study tended to be focussed on constructing
a collective experience rather than individual: “speakers often spontan-
eously present themselves as part of a collectivity” (ibid., 76). When they
told stories about illegally crossing the border (referred to as chronicles by
De Fina), they collectivised their experience even for acts that were only
carried out by them alone by consistently employing a collective we pro-
noun as the agentive actors, thus generalising their experience as reflect-
ive for their group as a whole (ibid., 74). In spite of this, it is important to
keep in mind that whereas the concept of strong individualism is “typical
of Western developed societies”, it may be common practice in other so-
cieties to think more in terms of the community and less about individual
agency (ibid., 54). Thus, the findings from De Fina’s border crossing nar-
ratives should also be interpreted with regards to the macro context.

In addition to how characters within the story world are referred to,
pronominal choice can also be analysed within the interaction involved
in telling the narrative. Reference to others outside of the story world
may be present in the evaluative sections and/or as part of the coda. De
Fina analysed the codas in terms of 3 groups: personalised codas, neutral
codas, and generalised codas (ibid., 85). “Personalised codas frame the
story as relevant to the individual. For this reason, narrators typically use
first person pronouns in them” (ibid., 85) whereas there are no specific
references to the narrator or anybody else in neutral codas. In generalised
codas, narrators “may generalize experience either by collectivizing it [. . . ]
or by involving the hearer” (ibid., 88). In the first case the pronominal
choice in English would be we or a generalised you (one is not so common
in daily speech), and a specific you in the latter case (though it might be
hard to judge whether the you is specific or generalised).
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De Fina has put forward a convincing case for the study of identity
constructions by analysing pronominal choice in narratives.

2.6.4 Direct reported speech

Direct reported speech (DRS) is, simply put, speech that is directly quoted
from a character in the story world. For example, rather than a narrator
using indirect speech like: ‘he said that he wasn’t going to the party’,
direct reported speech would be: ‘he said, “I’m not going to the party!”’.
Even in the written format, you can see the difference between the two:
direct reported speech allows the narrator to express not just what was
said, but how it was said. Since it is reformulated, we cannot consider
DRS necessarily as an accurate depiction of exactly what was said. Rather,
reported speech serves (amongst other things) an evaluative purpose by
highlighting elements of the story that the narrator deems important
(ibid., 95). In addition, De Fina states that DRS is also:

“a powerful positioning device [. . . ] since it allows narrators
to assume different points of view and express stances and
interpretations often through theatrical manipulation of the
voices of others” (ibid., 96).

DRS doesn’t even need to represent something that was actually said,
it can also be used to convey the (assumed) thoughts or feelings of the
character whose role the narrator is adopting:

“The reported speech [of a narrator thinking out loud some-
thing that wasn’t actually said] conveys that anxiety indir-
ectly, by letting the listener feel what the character was feeling”
(ibid., 106).

Hence, it makes a powerful storytelling tool.

According to Bakhtin, reported speech (whether direct or indirect) is also
an indication of agency, since it involves appropriating and reformulating
somebody else’s words (cited in De Fina 2003, 94). So in short, direct
reported speech is a useful linguistic element to investigate agency,
positioning, and stance.

2.6.5 Co-constructed narratives

In addition to looking at linguistic elements within the narrative to study
identity constructions, we can also evaluate how the narratives are told.
According to Ochs and Capps, the narrative dimension tellability is related
to how interesting a narrative is. Rather than simply evaluating tellability
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based on the content of a narrative as Labov did, Ochs and Capps
postulate that tellability is also linked to another narrative dimension:
tellership, which looks at how many people and to what extent they
are involved in co-constructing the narrative (Ochs and Capps 2001, 24).
We can study whether specific narratives have a single teller with little
feedback from others present, or whether the narratives have a high
level of active co-tellership. Co-tellership can be analysed in terms of
what it says about participants’ stance on the narrative’s topic, their
positioning with respect to characters in the story world and each other,
and constructing a shared identity within the interaction itself.

In their research on small stories, Bamberg and Georgakopoulou found
that a high level of active co-tellership is the norm rather than the
exception in the narratives we construct on a daily basis (Bamberg 2004,
367). They conducted a study looking at the identity constructions of
four young boys and how they used positioning techniques in the co-
construction of narratives in a focus group setting:

“it is the action orientation of the participants that forms
the basic point of departure for our functionalist-informed
approach to small stories and, to a lesser degree, what is
represented or reflected upon in the stories told” (Bamberg and
Georgakopoulou 2008, 382).

What they found was that the boys did not tell stories one at a time, but
frequently interjected, challenged accounts, encouraged stories to be told,
and even acted as a proxy-narrator for stories where the author of the
story was hesitant to tell it himself (ibid.). The gist of the narrative that
they focus on in their analysis is on the topic of girls. The researcher
asks the boys what they like in girls. Rather than simply supplying a
straightforward answer in the form of a list (which is what the researcher
implying in his suggestions), one of the boys, Victor, claims he has a story
to tell, but that he can’t tell it because it’s his friends story and he promised
he’d keep it a secret. After a substantial amount of urging from the other
boys (and to some extent, the researcher as well), Victor agrees to tell the
story to one of the boys, Wally, who then narrates it to the rest of the group.
What the researchers were most interested in was the negotiation that
went on in the lead up to Wally telling the actual story. In their analysis of
the interaction, the researchers used what they called a 5-step process:

1. “who are the characters in the story world and how are they
relationally positioned? (Positioning level 1)3”

2. “the interactive accomplishment of ‘narrating’?” How did the author
present the story? (Positioning level 2)

3. See section 2.4.3 Small stories for an explanation of the 3 different positioning levels
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3. “how is the speaker positioned within the interactive flow of turns
that constitute the situation as ‘research’? (Positioning level 2)”

4. “how are the relations between the four boys managed? (Positioning
level 2)”

5. “who am I [Victor] in all this? (Positioning level 3)” (ibid., 385-391)

“The analysis consisted of a detailed description of the bids,
deferrals, and refusals to tell, and the interactional negotiations
that in this case led to the telling” (ibid., 392).

The researchers claim that this is the main difference between small story
analysis compared to the big story approach. The focus is more on the
interaction in the act of telling than what is being told.

2.6.6 Second stories

Another form of active co-telling occurs when “the telling of one narrative
touches off other tellings” (Ochs and Capps 2001, 32). Ochs and Capps
refer to these as parallel stories, but I will use the term employed by Siromaa
(2012), second stories. Second stories often mimic both thematic and
linguistic elements found in the first story (Siromaa 2012, 528), referred
to as resonating elements, and are used to provide “either comparable or
contrasting experiences and perspectives” (Ochs and Capps 2001, 32).
They are useful in providing an insight into the stances of fellow group
members by allowing them to redefine, reinforce or reject the gist in the
initial telling (Siromaa 2012, 525). By providing the second story narrator
with the means to display solidarity with the narrator of the first story,
they are also a way of “‘doing’ friendship” (Coates 2001, 8 cited in Siromaa
2012, 538) and co-constructing a group identity.

In her research on second stories, Siromaa analysed one particular
linguistic element: direct reported speech (DRS). Simply put, DRS is
speech that is directly quoted from a character in the story world (for a
more detailed definition, see section 2.6.6 Second stories). Siromaa states
that the

“DRS in first and second stories match each other on a
functional level, i.e., they appear in the story high point, and
on a formal level, i.e., they share matching lexico-syntactic and
prosodic features” (ibid., 528).

Since DRS is such a prevalent resonating element in second stories,
Siromaa argues that it is a useful tool for “anchoring the second telling
to the previous telling” (ibid., 525). Siromaa concludes that the use of DRS
in a second story where it represents a “reformulated version” of DRS in
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the first story acts as a strong indicator of stance alignment. (Siromaa 2012,
535)

2.7 Theoretical perspectives for this project

This study will take a point of departure from the integrationist perspect-
ive on identity. That is, that a person does not possess one single identity
that exists on the inside and is merely reflected in interaction, but that
identities are plural and contextual, partially constructed in the micro en-
vironment as well as having links to dominant discourse in society. De
Fina summarises this perspective nicely in the following quote: “identit-
ies are situated in historical, social, and interactional contexts.” 2003, 26

I feel that the structural criteria for narrative as defined by Labov and
Waletzky (1997) are not suitable for the analysis of data I have collected,
and adopting that definition would severely limit the data I would
have available in my corpus. In addition I agree with Ochs, Capps,
Bamberg, Georgakopoulou that narratives do not necessarily contain all
the elements specified by Labov and Waletzky, but can exhibit them
to a greater or lesser extent. Thus, I have adopted Ochs and Capps’
dimensional approach to narratives and included narratives in my corpus
that would fall under the category of Bamberg and Georgakopoulou’s
small stories.

Rather than selecting one specific tool to study identity constructions in
all of the narratives, and since I am also interested in learning about
the participants’ language practices, I have decided to take a holistic
approach to analysing the narrative data. I have done this by keeping the
different technique(s) in mind and selecting those that are most relevant to
analyse each narrative. This will also allow me to study both the linguistic
elements in the story world and the negotiation that occurs within the
interaction:

“[. . . ] identities emerge through the interplay between lin-
guistic choices, rhetorical and performance strategies in the
representation of particular story worlds, and the negotiation
of such representations in the interactional world.” (De Fina
2003, 17)
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In accordance with Labov’s principle of convergence which I discussed in
Chapter 2 Theory and previous studies, I have selected two complement-
ary methods of data collection in order to mitigate possible sources of er-
ror: an online survey and a focus group conversation. The combination of
surveys and interviews has been described by Schilling as “two important
and complementary methods for collecting data on language in its social
setting” (2013, 96). Although this statement is clearly directed towards
studies on language variation, the use of a survey to collect initial data fol-
lowed up with a qualitative method like a focus group conversation also
presents benefits to a study like this one in terms of the first part of my
research: language practices. The survey provided me with quantitative
data that I could use to find overarching trends which I then discussed
with the participants in more detail during the focus group conversations.

The methodology employed in this research mimics that of other stud-
ies on identity construction where analysis of various elements in par-
ticipants’ narratives provided an insight into how they formed and ex-
pressed ideas about their and others’ identities (Aas 2010; Bamberg and
Georgakopoulou 2008; De Fina 2003; Golden and Lanza 2013; Pájaro 2011;
Siromaa 2012; Tannen 2008).

The target group for my research was migrants between the ages of 18
and 40, who were highly educated and fluent English speakers. The
Norway International Network (NiN) is a not-for-profit organisation
run by volunteers whose mission statement is “to promote interaction
between Norwegians and the international community” and provide
networking opportunities for their members who they describe on their
website as “educated foreigners and Norwegians”1 but who, from my
own observations I would define as overwhelmingly young, professional

1. http://www.ninside.org/index.php/about-us/who-we-are (last accessed 10/05/
2018)
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migrants. The NiN states that their “main and federating language is
English. However, Norwegian and other languages are also used among
our members.”

Following selection of the NiN as a suitable arena to conduct a study on
young professionals with a migrant background, an online survey was
developed to provide some background information and also as a first
point of contact for many participants. The data collection method for the
online survey is presented in section 3.1 while section 3.2 deals with the
method employed for the focus group conversations.

3.1 Survey

The survey was aimed at getting background information on the parti-
cipants’ nationality, migration history, education, profession, and their
language skills and habits. This information was collected online through
Nettskjema: “a tool for designing and managing data collection using on-
line forms and surveys”.2 There were also a few short answer questions
where respondents could express opinions related to the Norwegian lan-
guage and learning Norwegian. A copy of the online survey is provided
in Appendix C.

Due to the sensitive nature of information related to ethnic origin collected
in the survey, it was necessary to register this research project with the
Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD) who outlined procedures for
collecting, storing, and using such information. The letter of approval
from the NSD can be found in Appendix B.3. In addition, since this
data was being collected online, it was also necessary to ensure that any
sensitive information sent over the Internet was properly encrypted. To
this effect, I employed the Services for Sensitive Data3 (TSD) in order to
“collect, store, and analyze sensitive data in a secure environment”4

Both myself and NiN administration posted a link to the NiN’s Facebook
page asking for members to participate in the research project. Although
respondents could complete the survey anonymously, I did request that
they provide their name and contact details either to clarify answers and/
or to be contacted for participation in the next round of data collection:
a short, informal conversation. This type of quantitative data collection
(albeit a small one) also allowed me to evaluate if there were any
overarching trends that merited further discussion during the focus group

2. http://www.uio.no/english/services/it/adm-services/nettskjema/(last accessed
10/05/2018)

3. Tjenester for Sensitiv Data
4. http://www.uio.no/english/services/it/research/sensitive-data/index.html
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conversations. Another reason to collect this data first was to be able
to screen participants to make sure that they fit the description of my
target group before inviting them to participate in the second round of
data collection.

The advantages to using an online survey are that the researcher has
the potential to reach lots of people in a relatively short amount of time
without having to schedule interviews. The convenience factor makes it
likely that more people will respond since they can complete it in their
own time when it suits them. With the advancement of smart phones this
means that a person could complete the survey on public transport on
their way to work, or whenever they have a spare few minutes. When they
are done well, a survey should be quick and easy to respond to. Another
factor that can encourage higher rates of participation is that anonymity
is possible with an online survey. The added bonus of having an online
survey for the researcher is that information is readily available in a format
that is ready to analyse.

There are, however, also some disadvantages, the main one being the
potential for respondents to either not understand or misunderstand the
question and answer incorrectly. Since there is no direct interaction
between the researcher and the participant, it’s not possible for the
researcher to clarify questions at the time or to probe further and gather
more information where the respondent provides an interesting answer.
This is where it is useful to follow up with a qualitative method such as a
focus group conversation, which I will present in section 3.2.

3.1.1 Analytical tools - Excel

The surveys were saved on the TSD’s server as comma-separated values
(CSV) files. This was simple to import into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
but since the files were encrypted it was necessary to decrypt them before
they were available in any format that could be interpreted.5

I compiled all the responses into a single excel sheet and anonymised the
data. Since there were so few responses, a detailed quantitative analysis
would not allow me to make generalisations from my data. Thus, I limited
my analysis of the data to looking for patterns I could discuss in the focus
group conversations. I compared language competency and use between
the respondents to find averages both for the languages that were present,
and where they were most frequently used.

5. For a description of the file import/export and decryption process, see http:/
/www.uio.no/english/services/it/research/sensitive-data/use-tsd/import-export/
index.html (accessed 10/05/2018)
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3.2 Focus group conversations

The following sub-sections are dedicated to presenting the method used in
collecting narrative data during the focus group conversations. In section
3.2.1, I provide a definition of a focus group and examine its relevancy for
collecting narrative data. Section 3.2.2 outlines the planning stages of the
focus group conversations while section 3.2.3 deals with their execution.
In the following section, 3.2.4, I describe how the data was handled to
prepare it for analysis. In section 3.2.5, I present the analytical tools I
employed for an in-depth study of identity constructions in the narratives.

3.2.1 What is a focus group?

According to Krueger and Casey, a focus group is defined by the following
four characteristics (Krueger and Casey 1994, 5):

• there is a specific purpose for the conversation (the focus)

• there is a skilled moderator present

• it comprises of a small group of people (6–8) that have something in
common

• it is conducted in a comfortable, permissive environment

Focus group studies first appeared in the 1930’s and were used during
World War II by the U.S military. They then lost popularity in the social
sciences to quantitative methods, but continued to be widely accepted
and used in marketing. They experienced a comeback to academia in the
1980’s (ibid., 6-7)

Krueger and Casey emphasise that the role of the moderator is not to
comment on or judge the participants’ answers, but to listen, observe,
note, and keep the discussion focussed (ibid., 9).

The benefit of using a focus group over an individual interview is that
it presents a more natural interactive experience since “participants are
influencing and influenced by others—just as they are in life” (ibid., 10).

A similar sentiment is expressed by Tannen in her 2008 study on two
sisters,

“Perhaps the term ”focused conversations“ is more accurate
than ”interviews,“ since I did not ask a pre-set series of
questions but merely began by saying something like, ”Tell me
about your sister(s).“ Much as I would if the conversation had
arisen naturally, I asked followup questions as they occurred
to me and at times interjected observations about my own two
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sisters. During these focused conversations, I encouraged my
interlocutors to relate specific incidents.” (Tannen 2008, 206-7)

and by Golden and Lanza in their 2013 study on metaphors of culture:

“The advantage of using focus groups is that this form of
conversation is dynamic in that it enables the participants
the possibility to react to one another, to be challenged by
one another, to compare experiences and values, and to be
reminded of similar or contrary experiences.” (Golden and
Lanza 2013, 299)

Focus groups and their variants “focused conversations” (Tannen 2008,
206-7) and “focus group conversations” (Golden and Lanza 2013, 299) can
therefore be considered as appropriate settings to gather narrative data.

3.2.2 Planning the focus group conversation

At the end of the survey, respondents were requested to leave their email
address and phone number if they were happy to be contacted about their
answers and possibly participate in a focus group. I then sent emails
to those respondents with further information and a link to a Doodle
group6 where they were asked to fill in their availability. When several
respondents indicated availability for the same session, I confirmed with
them by telephone and email.

Almost all of the respondents from the survey had shown interest in
participating in the focus groups, but they were unable to attend the
scheduled sessions and we had difficulty coordinating a suitable time
for more. In any case, keeping the group size small turned out to be
an advantage as it allowed for each participant to be able to effectively
contribute to the discussion without too much downtime or multiple
conversations starting up within the group. Golden and Lanza referred
to this style of focus group interview with a small group more specifically
as focus group conversations:

“A small focus group is easier to manage as it gives the
participants less competition in talking and hence we may refer
to such interviews as focus group conversations” (ibid., 299).

There were three specific themes I wanted to cover during the interviews:
an introductory theme allowing each participant to present herself to
the group and talk about reasons for migrating and initial reactions to

6. Doodle.com is an online platform used for coordinating meetups where people can
indicate their availability preferences for a specific event.
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life in Norway; impressions of Norwegians and Norwegian culture; and
language practices and attitudes.

I developed a question guide both for my own benefit to prepare and
in case I got stuck during the focus group conversation and needed to
refer back to it. It also made up part of my application to the Norwegian
Centre for Research Data to gain approval for the collection of personal
data (see Appendix B.1 for a copy of the question guide). However, I
followed the methods of Tannen and De Fina in that “the log was not
rigidly followed and the interviews largely developed according to the
interviewees’ reactions to my questions” (De Fina 2003, 45).

As I, the researcher, am considered an in-group member both formally as
a member of the Norway International Network (NiN) (albeit one who
has not been very actively participating in group events) and informally
by fitting the criteria of their typical members (a foreigner between 20–40
years old with a high level of education who moved to Oslo sometime in
the past 10 years)7 I have found that the topics I am interested in as part of
my research naturally arise in conversation when meeting new foreigners.
My expectation was that we would have many shared experiences and
that my position as a fellow foreigner would aid participants to talk about
challenges they have faced where they may be less inclined to discuss such
things directly with a Norwegian researcher for fear of causing offence.
Jourard had a similar finding in his studies of self-disclosure:

“subjects tended to disclose more about themselves to people
who resembled them in various ways than to people who differ
from them” (Jourard 1964 as cited in Krueger and Casey 1994,
9).

3.2.3 Performing the focus group

Two focus group sessions were held at my home on consecutive Sunday
afternoons in April 2017. The participants made their own way to my
house and were met by myself and my dog, Odin, in the front yard. I tried
to make the setting very informal by seating us in the sofa and armchairs
around a coffee table already set with cake, tea, and coffee. I showed the
participants the audio recorder to make sure they were aware that our
conversation would be recorded, then placed it in the centre of the table
amongst the plates and cups. Odin was allowed to roam freely around
the house, but he mostly kept to the lounge room where we were and
from time to time got up to get pats from the participants (or growl at
birds he saw out of the windows). He served well as a distraction, an

7. This is my own observation from interactions with members at NiN events.
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ice breaker, and helped with the informality I was trying to achieve. There
were meant to be three participants present at Focus Group 2 (FG2) but one
didn’t show up. In the end, both focus groups consisted of three people
each: two participants from the Norway International Network and the
researcher (myself). All participants were females in the in their 20’s and
early 30’s.

The dialogue was recorded using an unobtrusive recording device, the
Olympus digital voice recorder WS–831, which is small and quite similar
in appearance to an early 2000 style mobile phone (before they started
getting larger again). The focus groups were conducted in my own home
and tea, coffee, cake, and the chance to play with my dog were offered
as enticements/a thank you for participating. These techniques were also
expected to help the participants feel more at ease during the interview as
it simulates a situation that might naturally occur when friends meet up.
The relaxed atmosphere is thought to make participants focus less on their
speech and thus produce a more natural style, the vernacular: “the style
which is most regular in its structure and in its relation to the evolution
of the language is the vernacular, in which the minimum attention is
paid” (Labov 1972c, 112). Although this is more relevant in variationist
studies, I believe that if creating a relaxed atmosphere can influence the
register of language used, it can also influence what type of stories are
shared. I wanted to create an environment that was conducive to reducing
inhibitions so that the participants would feel comfortable opening up
about a range of topics without feeling too self-conscious.

As I mentioned in the previous section, there were three specific themes
I wanted to cover during the interviews: introductions, impressions of
Norway/Norwegians, and language practices and attitudes. Aside from
the introductions coming first, there was no order implemented for the
questions in the other themes and we frequently switched back and forth
between those themes and others. My approach was to follow the flow
of conversation. I occasionally added my own narratives, and only really
tried to direct when there were long breaks which made it obvious that the
participants were waiting for me to ask a new question.

Each focus group conversation lasted for roughly 90 minutes, which is 30
minutes longer than I had originally intended but the conversation was
interesting and the participants seemed to enjoy sharing their experiences.

3.2.4 Preparing the data for analysis

Following collection of the data, I transferred the taped conversations
from the audio recorder and converted them from MP3 into WAV files.
An initial analysis and time-aligned, orthographic transcription was
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performed on the conversations in their entirety using PRAAT software8

(version 6.0.14) (Nagy and Sharma 2013, 239-240). The transcriptions in
PRAAT resulted in .textgrid files that were then converted into .text files in
order to be further formatted and analysed in detail. Since conventions for
transcribing differ across and within disciplines it was necessary for me to
select the conventions, from various sources, that were most relevant for
the purposes of my study and that seemed the most straightforward to
me (ibid., 246) and (Johnstone 2000, 21). The transcription conventions
employed in this research can be found in the Appendix D.1 Transcription
key. It is a combination of conventions mostly sourced from (Duranti, n.d.)
and the Jefferson Notation System (Nagy and Sharma 2013, 243-4).

3.2.5 Analytical tools

As I had transcribed both focus group conversations in their entirety, I was
then able to run all the data through a series of commands which resulted
in two text files (one for each conversation) showing each unique word
and the number of times it appeared in that conversation. This data was
then sorted to order the words from most to least frequent. I then manually
searched through the list to find words that denote categories, such as
Norwegians, friends, and foreigners. I noted these down and then, using
the ‘find’ feature, I performed a search for all the occurrences of a specific
word or phrase in the transcriptions. These occurrences were provided
in a list with their surrounding context (the complete line). I was able to
sift through the instances and in this way, differentiate between multiple
senses of a particular word (like ‘Norwegian’ language and ‘Norwegian’
people) and exclude any examples that were not relevant. I have also
excluded results where the only occurrence of a category was uttered by
the moderator.

In addition to searching for categories, I have also used various other
analytical tools, such as use of pronouns, metaphors, and direct reported
speech, and the presence of second stories (all of which were presented
in the theory chapter). These analytical tools allowed me to make
inferences about the participants’ stances, their positioning in relation to
each other and others, and their agency both within the micro context of
the interaction and the macro context of their experiences in Norwegian
society.

8. www.praat.org
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Chapter 4

Presentation and analysis of data

As mentioned previously in the methodology chapter, there were two
types of data collected in this project. The first was a set of questions
in an online survey aimed at gaining some background information on
who the participants were and what their self-rated competency was
in the different languages they have at their disposal (see Appendix C
Nettskjema, for an overview of the survey). The second was an informal,
focus-group type conversation between myself and two participants at a
time. We will look at the data from these two sources separately, starting
with a presentation of the information collected during the online survey.

4.1 Online survey

There were 11 respondents in total who completed the online survey.
Their backgrounds spanned across all continents and the nationalities1

represented were American, Australian, Belgian, Bulgarian, Indonesian,
Japanese, Kenyan, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish, and Vietnamese. Over
half of the respondents had lived in at least one other country in addition
to their country of birth prior to moving to Norway. These countries are
England and the USA with three instances each, two people indicated
having lived in the Netherlands, and one person each in China, Japan,
and Spain. The respondents ranged in age from 24 to 36 years, with an
average age of 29.1 years old.

All respondents had lived in Norway for at least one year and majority
of them had lived there for four years or more. The ones who had been
in Norway the longest moved there six years ago. The reasons given

1. I did not problematise the concept ‘nationality’ for the respondents as the question
was worded in such a way as to refer to citizenship. i.e. what nationality/nationalities
do you currently hold?
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for migrating were (in descending order of frequency): work (including
internships), post-graduate studies, love (e.g. for a Norwegian boyfriend/
girlfriend etc.), and volunteerism.2

As far as education goes, the minimum level of certification achieved by all
respondents was a bachelor’s degree. Four respondents had this as their
highest qualification, while one respondent had also obtained an honours
degree and is currently working towards a master’s degree. In addition,
four respondents held a master’s degree, and two more had completed a
PhD at the time of the survey.

All but one of the respondents had taken part in some form of Norwegian
language course since arriving in Norway. However, only three were
offered a free language course supported by, for example, the state,
their workplace, or their educational institution. All those who were
offered a free course made use of the offer. This means that seven
out of eleven respondents paid for Norwegian language courses out
of their own pockets. The certification received by the respondents in
relation to language courses ranged from ‘course completion’ to taking an
exam resulting in a more quantifiable qualification such as the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) level ‘B1/B2’,
and the notoriously difficult Bergenstest which has an equivalent CEFR
level of B2/C1 (Council of Europe 1997, 24) . See Appendix A for a
guide to the CEFR levels. The only respondent who hadn’t participated
in any Norwegian language courses indicated that the reason for that was
because learning Norwegian wasn’t a priority for them at that moment in
time. That was one of the respondents who had been in Norway for the
least amount of time, who had moved there for work reasons, and was not
planning on settling permanently.

4.1.1 Language repertoire

When asked to report on their language repertoire using a scale from 0 - 73

to rate their passive (listening, reading, and humour comprehension) and
active (oral and written) skills in different languages, only one respondent
reported having skills in a single language. One reported fluency in
two languages, three respondents claimed at least a good grasp on three
languages, five recorded varying levels of knowledge in four languages,
and one respondent indicated skills in six languages. However, it should
be noted that with the exception of two respondents (this last one and one
of those who reported on four languages), the lowest score provided by

2. The respondent did not elaborate on this but the Oxford English Dictionary defines
volunteerism as ‘the use of volunteer labour, especially in the social services’.

3. A rough suggestion of what certain numbers in the scale (0, 1, 4 and 7) indicated was
made with 0 being ‘non-existent’, 1 being ‘basic’, 4 being ‘good’, and 7 being ‘native-like’.
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the respondents in any of the five skills was a 3.4 This may indicate that
most respondents did not include languages in which they had very basic
skills, possibly due to a design flaw in the survey which will be discussed
in section 5.4.1 Limitations with the survey. In total, the respondents
reported on having skills in 19 different languages between them. The
languages specified along with the number of people listing it can be
viewed in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Languages represented in the survey

Although I didn’t specify any order for the languages to be listed in,
there appears to be a pattern whereby the native language(s)5 is(/are)
listed first, followed by English, then Norwegian, and any other languages
after that. In all but three cases this correlated precisely with how the
respondents rated their fluency in the respective languages going from
highest to lowest fluency. One of the exceptions is a respondent who

4. bar one who, in one instance, indicated a 2 in humour.
5. I use the term ‘native languages’ here loosely to mean a language that one has grown

up with and uses fluently, that perhaps holds some sentimental or cultural significance.
Though in some cases it might be difficult to define what a person’s native tongue is
according to the above definition, the answers in the survey suggest that my respondents
fall neatly into such categories.
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moved to an English-speaking country in their early teens, and now rates
their English capabilities at the highest level in all categories while the
language they learned as a child was listed first and included a mix of sixes
and sevens. The other two exceptions to this pattern of descending fluency
listed English first, followed by Norwegian, then their native language
followed by a fourth language. These last two respondents appear to have
ordered according to their current usage of each language from most to
least frequently used.

Two of the respondents had English as their first language. Of the
remaining nine, eight learned English primarily in a classroom setting
as part of their regular schooling and one (as described above) moved
to an English-speaking country at age 13. In spite of the vast majority
of respondents having English as a second language, no one rated their
English competency in any of the five categories lower than a 5,6 and the
average score was 6.3. The level of competency in English was very stable
across the categories for each respondent. Five respondents had all 7s,
three had all 6s, two had all 5s, and only one person had a mixture of 6s
and 7s. This could be interpreted as being due to laziness when filling
out the form but I don’t believe this was the case since there was more
variation expressed in the other languages.

For the eight respondents who included Norwegian in their language
repertoire, their competency in the various categories ranged from 3 to
6 with an average score of 4.3. The only person to rate their Norwegian
competency across the board at level 6 was the one who had passed
the Bergenstest.7 See Figure 4.2 for a comparison of self-rated English
and Norwegian competency.8 Those respondents who didn’t include
Norwegian moved to Norway in 2012, 2015 and 2016 either for work
reasons or post-graduate studies. The one from 2012 was completing a
PhD. As we will discuss in section 4.3.1 Participant background, two of
the respondents who didn’t include Norwegian in the survey attended
a focus group and evidence from the session suggests that they do
indeed possess some Norwegian comprehension and production skills
that perhaps should have been included in the survey.

4.1.2 Thoughts on Norwegian language

When asked if they thought Norwegian was a difficult language to
learn, four respondents answered affirmatively. The results from the

6. out of a possible 7.
7. Equivalent to CEFR B2/C1 and required for foreigners in certain professions such

as teachers and medical doctors/nurses.
8. This figure does not include data on Norwegian for the 3 respondents who didn’t

include it in their language repertoire.
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Figure 4.2: Box plot distribution of self-reported language competency

survey indicate that the amount of any other languages specified in their
repertoire and the language family to which these respectively belong did
not appear to impact their answer. However, it is interesting to note that
all four who thought it was difficult were amongst those who had taken
a relatively higher level of testing for Norwegian language (CEFR B1/B2
or equivalent) than most who thought it was easy. This suggests a view
that is often credited to Aristotle, that “the more you know, the more you
know you don’t know”. More specifically that although a language might
be relatively easy to learn at a beginner level, it becomes increasingly
difficult to continually improve past the acquisition of basic vocabulary
and conversation.

In the follow-up question which asked respondents to elaborate on
what they considered to be easy or difficult with the language even
those who indicated that Norwegian was easy in the former question
included aspects that they found challenging. Some of the difficulties
cited include understanding the many different dialects, pronunciation
of phonemes such as those associated with the Norwegian letters: ‘æ’
/æ/, ‘ø’ /ø/ and ‘å’ /O/ that might not be part of the respondent’s
previous language repertoire, different phonemes represented by shared
letters causing confusion (i.e. ‘j’ /dZ/ in English vs. ‘j’ /j/ in Norwegian,
‘o’ /O/ in English vs. ‘o’ /u/ in Norwegian), its distinctiveness from
Romance languages (for respondents who were most familiar with those),
the lack of opportunities to practice when you work in an international
environment and have to use English most of the time, and not having
previous experience learning a second language. On the other hand,
aspects of Norwegian that respondents found easy include the grammar
when compared to other European languages and its similarity to English,
many Norwegian words have cognates in English which makes it easier to
guess the meanings of new words, some respondents found pronunciation
to be easy and straightforward, previous knowledge of English or German
makes Norwegian easier to learn.
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4.1.3 Language practices

Respondents were also asked to rate how frequently they used the
different languages in their repertoire in different domains. The domains
were: at home, at work, at their place of study, with friends, and in
the community. They were asked to rate their usage by selecting the
phrase which best suited their situation and the phrases correlated with
an undisclosed numerical value on a scale from 0–5 as follows:

(n/a) Not applicable

(0) Never

(1) Rarely

(2) Once a week

(3) Several times a week

(4) Most of the time

(5) Always

English was by far the most frequent language employed in the workplace
with an average score of 4.1 out of a possible 5 in that category. Norwegian
had a high frequency of usage in the workplace for some respondents,
with three respondents selecting always, but on the other hand four others
stated that they never used it at work. This resulted in an average score
of 2.2 out of 5 for Norwegian in the workplace if we look at all the
respondents, and 3 out of 5 if we only consider those respondents who
specified some level of Norwegian language competency and thus the
choice to use it in some capacity. Only one respondent indicated use of
another Scandinavian language at work, stating that they used it most of
the time, but several respondents in the focus groups expressed working
in a multilingual environment with both Danish and Swedish regularly
featured so I don’t believe these results are indicative of the complete
picture. Since these languages can be very similar in some cases, “forming
a dialect continuum” (Golden and Lanza 2013, 300) it might be that passive
usage is often taken for granted since they understand it based on their
Norwegian competency. The only other languages indicated for use in the
workplace were Japanese, Portuguese, and Spanish which were all used
rarely, and one instance of Russian which was used several times a week.

If they included any languages for use in the place of study section it
was overwhelmingly English. A couple of respondents indicated using
Norwegian at their place of study up to several times a week. These
results should be interpreted carefully since many people indicated never
rather than not applicable in this section, implying that the environment
was relevant but that language was not employed. Since most of these
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people also indicated working in a professional capacity, my deduction
is that the vast majority of them are not currently studying and supplied
answers according to the language practices they had in the past while
they were studying. See section 5.4.1 Limitations with the survey for more
on this.

All of the respondents reported using English in their social networks
ranging in frequency from several times a week to always. The average
score for English in this category was 4.3 out of 5, but again, these results
should be interpreted with caution due to the nature of the question.
Respondents were not supplied with the numerical values when they
responded, only the text. Equating the text responses with numerical
values is problematic for several reasons. Firstly, because the distance
between the different options may not be equal. Secondly, because these
responses are dependent on how frequently the respondent has social
interaction with their friends. It may be that they always use English
with their friends but that they only interact with them several times
a week in which case it’s not entirely clear how they should respond.
However, we can use these results to compare the relative usage between
their different languages within this domain, and here again, English
is the clear preference. Seven respondents indicated that they used
Norwegian with their friends to some extent varying from rarely to most
of the time, but the most common answer (four respondents) was several
times a week. Of the remaining four respondents, three did not include
Norwegian as a language they had competency in at all, and one who
indicated quite a high level of competency claimed not to use it in this
specific domain though they use it elsewhere (like at home and in the
community). Of those who claimed some level of Norwegian language
skill, the average score for usage in their social networks was 2.25 out of 5,
significantly less than for English. As for the remaining languages, most
other languages were only featured once with people indicating using
their first language9 to some extent with friends. The frequency of this
usage varied greatly across respondents with some rarely using their first
language with friends and others indicating regular interaction.

As for the home environment, 8 out of 11 or 73% of respondents claimed to
use some amount of Norwegian at home. In other words, all respondents
who indicated some level of Norwegian competency use it at home. Out
of those eight, their usage at home was an average of 2.8 out of 5 which
can roughly be interpreted as several times a week. It is much lower than
the average for English which was 4.3. The latter was included for use at
home by every single respondent. Native languages also featured more
in this section than in any other category with most people who listed a
language other than English in first place stating that they used it at least

9. Defined as the one they listed first and had the most competency in.
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several times a week in the home environment.

As far as languages used in the wider community there was a lot more
variation with the results for English. It had an overall average of 2.8
out of 5, the lowest score for English of all the domains. While some
people indicated that when interacting with the wider community they
only use English, others rarely used it, and some used it once or twice
a week. It should come as no surprise that those who claimed to use
English always in this domain were the same three respondents who didn’t
include Norwegian as part of their language repertoire. It follows that
with less use of English there must be an increase in other languages,
and here we have the only category where Norwegian scored higher
in usage than English, with an average score of 3.3 and 4.5 out of 5
depending on whether you consider all respondents or just those who
included Norwegian as part of their repertoire. The trend is clear, if
they have Norwegian in their repertoire, then this is the domain that
it is most regularly used. There was a mention of small amounts of
Swedish, Russian, and Dutch being used in this domain but if not,
other languages were not represented. This is a logical outcome given
that people need to communicate in mutually intelligible languages and
although most Norwegians are skilled English speakers, there are fewer
who feel confident using a third language.

4.2 Summary of survey findings

All those who were offered a free course made use of the offer. For
two of the participants who didn’t include Norwegian at all in their
language repertoire, the focus group showed that they had some degree
of Norwegian knowledge and do in fact use it in certain contexts (such
as socially), at least passively. This demonstrates that the results from
the survey should not be interpreted as a conclusive representation of the
languages each participant has at their disposal.

The results from this survey suggest that the hypothesis that highly
educated migrants with English as a working language were unlikely to
learn Norwegian is incorrect. This is demonstrated in the fact that 10/11
participants have taken part in some form of Norwegian language course
since arriving in Norway. A follow-up conversation with the only one
to not have participated in any Norwegian language course expressed
a wish to do so should their stay in Norway extend past their current
work contract. Time and expense were given as negatively influencing
a participant’s decision to learn Norwegian. Majority of the participants
had a language other than English as their native language and English
was commonly used as a lingua-franca both in the workplace, in social
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situations and in the community.

4.3 Focus groups

In this section I will first present a brief background of each participant
followed by an analysis of several excerpts from the focus groups covering
topics such as: motivations for learning Norwegian, deterrents to learning
Norwegian, perception of Norwegians and Norwegian culture, personal
identity, and thoughts on integration.

4.3.1 Participant background

Focus Group 1 (FG1) consisted of Victoria10 from the Balkans and
Lana from southwestern Europe. Victoria moved to Norway with her
Norwegian husband (then boyfriend) four years ago but she also spent
one and a half years of that time living in the Netherlands while
completing her master’s degree. She is currently working freelance
while looking for a fulltime position. Lana originally came to Norway
as a tourist in 2011 but she liked it so much that she decided to come
back and complete an internship there following which she gained full
time employment. She lives with her non-Norwegian boyfriend whom
she met here. Both women have taken Norwegian language courses at
level B1/B2 according to the Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment (CEFR) and speak and
understand a good level of Norwegian which they mostly use in a work
and community context while the language they employ at home and in
a social context is overwhelmingly English. Neither of them have any
plans to leave Norway anytime soon. They both regularly attend Norway
International Network (NiN) events.

The participants in FG2 were Australian11 Tracy, and Leticia from Spain.
Tracy originally moved to Norway for a one year work contract with the
same company she was working for in England but has since extended it
for another year. She lives with two Norwegian housemates who make
up an important part of her social network in Oslo. Leticia moved there to
complete her PhD which she has just finished. During her time studying
there she became involved with a Norwegian with whom she now lives.
She is currently taking a beginner course in Norwegian while looking

10. Participants have selected their own aliases to be used in this study.
11. Ideally, I could have anonymised the countries of Tracy and Leticia the same way I

did with Victoria and Lana. But there was no way around their relevancy in relation to
the narratives.
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for employment. Although neither of these women claimed to have any
Norwegian language skills in the survey and they explicitly said so during
the FG session, there were quite a few instances where they demonstrated
some knowledge of Norwegian vocabulary. This leads me to believe they
have at least a basic level of spoken Norwegian comprehension. While
Tracy plans on moving back to Australia once her contract expires, Leticia
has no plans to leave Norway. This is the first time either of them has
actually attended any NiN affiliated activity.

4.3.2 Selection of excerpts for the corpus

The excerpts that make up the corpus used for in-depth analysis in this
section were selected based on a range of criteria. There were many
interesting stories in the data, both big and small stories, and it was
difficult to limit the corpus to fit within the scope of this project based
solely on formal criteria. Thus, I also used some discretion in the final
selection. In addition to stories that fit more or less within a narrow
sense of the definition of a narrative (see 2.4.1 The traditional narrative
for a description of Labov’s criteria), stories were also identified where
the temporal order of events was not followed in the narrative, where
references were general rather than relating to one specific incident in
time, and where multiple people contributed to building a narrative
together. Thus, Ochs and Capps’ narrative dimensions provide a more
suitable framework for this project (see 2.4.2 A dimensional approach to
narrative). In addition to a broader definition of narrative allowing for
more data on nonlinear, co-constructed stories to be used, this was also
done to include stories where opinions were given explicitly on culture
and identity. The extended criteria I used was to delineate a story every
time Norwegians or other group categories or category-bound activities
were discussed, when references were made to language practices, or
where direct reported speech was employed. These stories provide an
interesting insight and valuable contribution but would otherwise have
been excluded if Labov’s criteria had been strictly followed.

In all, there were 79 excerpts that could have been included in the corpus
using a combination of Labov’s criteria and the extended criteria outlined
above. Of these, 27 were more prototypical narratives, there were 28
excerpts from a middle space on Ochs and Capps’ scale including small
stories and co-constructed narratives, and an additional 24 instances of
direct reported speech (constructed dialogue) that might be referred to as
‘very small stories’ or ‘snippets of talk’. It is at this point that personal
discretion was necessary to limit the corpus. The final stories included
here for in-depth analysis were selected from the first two categories and
based on highlighting overarching topics in the narrative or topics that are
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relevant for this study as determined by the macro environment according
to current media and policy.

The corpus includes a total of 11 narratives: 7 from the first focus group
and 4 from the second.

4.3.3 Category labels

As expected, the most common words used to refer to people were deictic,
with the pronouns I, you, and they featuring in the top 14 words in both
conversations. Category labels grouped people based on nationality, age,
gender, religion, continents, regions within a nation state, ethnicity. The
most frequent category labels were: Norwegian, Norwegians, other(s),
other people, person, Spanish, Swedes/Swedish, friend(s), from the north,
foreigner(s), American, Portuguese the nationalities the participants
themselves identified with, It was interesting to see Swedes and Swedish
was mentioned 11 times in the second conversation, while only once in the
first conversation, even though there were no Swedes present. All other
frequent occurrences of nationalities other than Norwegian correlated
strongly with the nationalities of the participants present. That is, there
was a high frequency of the category labels Australian and Spanish used
in the focus group 2 where the participants represented those respective
nationalities but significantly fewer in the other group. This is reflective of
the micro context of the conversation.

This table shows the 10 most frequent category labels used to reference
people during the focus group discussions, followed by a selection of less
frequently used category labels for comparison.

Since it doesn’t give us any information on the positioning or stance of
the speaker, we cannot draw too many conclusions about identity from
the frequency of category labels alone. However, we can use this data
as a starting point to find out which terms merit a deeper analysis. In
addition, it is useful to assess whether or not the corpus is reflective of
the conversation as a whole or whether certain terms have been over or
underrepresented in the analyses (Pájaro 2011). (See the column furthest
to the right in table 4.1 for figures showing the amount of times a category
label was used in the corpus as a percentage of its total occurrences in
the conversations.) The most frequent categories overall were friend(s),
other(s)/another, Norwegian(s), person, and foreigner. The category immigrant
featured seven times in FG 2 but was not used at all in FG 1. There was

12. Instances of ’each other’, ’otherwise’, ’the other day’, ’other than’ where the
reference was not a person were excluded from the results

13. All instances of this category label in FG 1 were uttered by the moderator
14. this category is only implied as an opposition to refugees from Africa
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Category label FG 1 FG2 Total Corpus % in corpus

Friend(s)/boyfriend 42 34 76 6 8%
Other(s)/another12 27 40 67 10 15%
Norwegians 27 32 59 1 2%
Norwegian 26 26 52 11 21%
Person 38 12 50 6 12%
Foreigner(s) 29 10 39 7 18%
Australian 313 12 15 3 20%
Swedes/Swedish 1 11 12 0 0%
Spanish 1 9 10 2 20%
Immigrant 0 7 7 3 43%
American 0 6 6 0 0%
Refugee(s) 0 5 5 1 20%
Not/non- Norwegian 2 1 3 0 0%
European 0 2 2 1 50%
Eastern European 0 1 1 0 0%
European work migrants14 0 1 1 1 100%
Western European 0 1 1 0 0%

Table 4.1: Categories and their frequency in the focus group conversations

a total of 38 457 words in the combined transcriptions of the two focus
groups and 4857 words in the corpus. This means in terms of the number
of words, the corpus selected for in-depth analysis represents 12.7% of the
total data. Thus, we can see that with a percentage of 43% of its total
occurrences being featured in the corpus, the category label immigrant
is vastly overrepresented in the corpus as is European15 with 75%. The
first case was due to all three occurrences in the corpus transpiring in the
same narrative. The latter because there were so few examples in total
that any inclusion in the corpus was going to result in a large percentage.
On the other side of the spectrum, the category label Swedes/Swedish was
underrepresented with none of the 12 occurrences from the focus group
conversations appearing in the corpus. The most common category labels
were all featured in the corpus less than 21% of their total occurrences
which demonstrates that they weren’t drastically overrepresented.

Whereas the word Norwegian was employed both to refer to the language
as well as the category label Norwegian, all instances of the word English
in both focus groups referred only to the language. Although the
following are not strictly categories, they are also worth mentioning since
they appear frequently in the data are relevant because they refer to
category-bound activities: accent, English (the language), work, language,

15. combining the categories ‘European’ and European work migrants’
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Norwegian (the language).

4.3.4 Themes

Although the participants were aware of the broad topic of the research
being on language and living in Norway, the conversation in the focus
groups was very loosely structured and a number of themes seemed to
occur and reoccur quite naturally. The narratives that they told centred on
performing Norwegian, stories from the workplace, Norwegian culture,
traditions and stereotypes, and negotiating language choice.

4.4 Analysis of narratives

4.4.1 Lana 1

The following excerpt contains an extremely short narrative from Victoria
and another short narrative from Lana. Both women talk about their
experiences immigrating to Norway in response to a direct question from
the moderator. We are going to focus more on Lana’s response which
conforms closely to Labov and Waletzky’s structural description of a
personal narrative as it includes an orientation - lines –11–12; complicating
actions - lines 15–20 and 23–26; evaluation - lines 13–14, and 21; resolution
- lines 27–29; and a coda - line 31 (Labov and Waletzky 1997; Labov 2010).
It has a linear progression so that the actions are told in the same order
as the narrator recalls them being experienced. The story is told by a
single narrator with input from interlocutors limited to minimal feedback
cues to indicate that they are listening. It refers to a specific event in
the past and has a high level of tellability. It fulfils both the referential
and evaluative functions that Labov described as essential in a narrative
(Labov and Waletzky 1997, 38)

Danielle: why (.) why did you move to Norway (1.3)1
um (1.1)2

Victoria: u:h (1.3)3
I moved to Norway: because I found my partner online4
and I moved from New York to Oslo because of him (1.1)5

Danielle: how long ago was thatŢ(.)6
Victoria: uh that was two thousand thirteenŢ (0.5)7
Danielle: okay (.)8
Victoria: yes (1.0)9
Danielle: an:d youŢ10
Lana: ((inhale)) yeah I: moved to Norway because I-11

I’ve been here as like a tourist in two thousand elevenŢ12
a:nd uh I was really like13
"okay I really like (.) Scandinavian way of living and uh"14
and I decided after my university will finish I would find a way to do an15
internship here (.)16
((inhale)) so then I: found this program: uh17
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from European Union that uh yeah allows you to18
uh find a company who can accept you and give you some trainingŢ19
((inhale)) a:nd uh yeah20
they do like they give you a scholarship (.)21

Danielle: //mhm22
Lana: //yeah so I came here for 6 months and then that company (.)23

contract me after (.) yeah (.)24
for more sixŢ months25
but then was the oil crisis and yeah26
u:h (.) //then I just stayed because I found my boyfriend here (.)27

Danielle: //ah okay28
Lana: and I decided "yeahŢ okay I will stay"29
Danielle: //@30
Lana: //@ that’s the story31

The most striking aspect of this narrative is the high level of agency
displayed through the protagonist’s language. In the orientation Lana
mentions that she travelled to Norway as a tourist before moving there.
The fact that she was able to go there as a tourist, reflect to herself and
make a judgement about the lifestyle, and then decide by herself that
she would move there gives the impression of a confident, independent
and adventurous person who has control of their life. This kind of
building up one’s credentials is common in personal narratives, a process
known as self-aggrandisement (Labov and Waletzky 1997, 30). There is
a short section from lines 18–21 where the tone changes to constructions
placing the protagonist in the recipient position, indicating a more passive
role: “[the EU] allows you”, (they) “accept you”, and “give you” where the
pronoun you is used to generalise these actions and also to include the
other participants in the conversation as though they could have been in
the same situation. A similar construction is used again in line 24: “contract
me” this time referring to a specific incident involving the narrator as
can also be seen in the choice of pronoun. However, even within these
passages there is still an element of agency involved as Lana pauses
the action in the story to mention both the training and the scholarship
as attractive reasons upon which to base her decision. Otherwise the
narrative is abundant with constructions using the first person singular
pronoun as the agent: lines 11–17, 23, 27 and 29. The narrator uses the
agentive verb decided on two occasions on lines 15 and 29. The choice
of phrase in line 15 also demonstrates the narrator playing an active role
in the process of moving: “I would find a way” implies there was a certain
amount of effort involved on her part instead of being a clear, easy path to
follow.

As far as evaluations go Lana employs a technique known as embedded
evaluation (Labov 1972a, 372) on two occasions: lines 14 and 29.

Lana: "okay I really like (.) Scandinavian way of living and uh"14

Lana: and I decided "yeahŢ okay I will stay"29

According to Labov, one way to embed the evaluation so that the flow of
the story is not broken is for the narrator or protagonist to quote something
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to themself or think aloud in the story world. This is exactly what happens
in Lana’s narrative where she employs direct reported speech to have her
character in the story think aloud to herself. Another method is for the
narrator to have the protagonist say something to another character in the
story, or a third person in the story can evaluate “the antagonist’s actions
for the narrator” (ibid., 372). An embedded evaluation, as opposed to an
external evaluation, allows the flow of the story to continue uninterrupted
and maintains listener interest whilst allowing the listener access to the
narrator’s thoughts. An embedded evaluation is more objective than an
external one, though less than if it had been a third-party quoted (Labov
2010).

In this first evaluation, Lana brings up the category Scandinavian and
refers to a “Scandinavian way of living” rather than, say, a Norwegian way
of living or a European way of living. This choice of category demonstrates
a grouping of several countries including Norway, Sweden, and Denmark
which she deems to share similar traits. She reiterates this opinion again in
the conversation following this narrative where she talks about the shared
culture and languages used at her company, which has offices throughout
the Scandinavian countries. At the same time as drawing similarities
between certain European countries, this category also distinguishes the
perceived lifestyle in Norway from that of other (non-Scandinavian)
European countries. Without mentioning what a Scandinavian lifestyle
entails, her story makes it clear that there are at least some differences
from the lifestyle she had back in her homeland. She is thus speaking as a
non-member of the category Scandinavian.

There is a complicating action in line 26 that threatens the smooth path
her life in Norway had appeared to take, the oil crisis. The way this is
briefly mentioned but not elaborated is evident of the shared knowledge
the narrator expects the other participants to have. This knowledge might
include that Norway suffered an economic downfall at this time and oil
companies and their affiliates made employment cut-backs. This made
the job market in Norway a lot more competitive. In spite of these set-
backs due to circumstances outside of her control, the protagonist remains
agentive in the story and makes a conscious decision to stay in Norway in
order to be with her boyfriend.

The coda presented on line 31 neatly ties up the story and brings the
listeners back to the present by distancing the story using the obviate
deictic that. Deixis is a common feature used in codas according to Labov
and Waletzky (Labov and Waletzky 1997, 36) and is used to relate the story
to the present moment.

The findings on agency present in this narrative are in stark contrast to De
Fina’s (2003) participants, Mexican immigrants who illegally crossed the
border into the USA, who displayed minimal agency either as individuals
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or as part of a collective (De Fina 2003, 74). When agency was present in
their stories it was it was in the form of requests, and narrators tended
to employ plural pronouns to generalise their entire move as prototypical
for all Mexicans attempting that route. In contrast, Lana’s story frequently
places her in the position of initiator: she travels voluntarily, makes a
decision to move seemingly on a whim, follows through with finding a
job that provides training and a scholarship, and then decides by herself to
stay. The identity she constructs in this story is as an agentive individual.

4.4.2 Leticia 3 (t-bane)

Prior to this narrative we had been talking about situations in which a lack
of Norwegian proficiency has caused problems for the participants. Leticia
mentioned that it’s mainly two situations for her: applying for jobs, and
in a social context with her boyfriend and his friends who she describes
as “ALL Norwegians (.) I’m the ONLY international” Even though they make
an effort to include her by speaking English, it doesn’t always happen
this way in a group situation and sometimes they’ll, perhaps absent-
mindedly, switch back to Norwegian. She defends them by making a
general statement about how it’s natural for people to slip back into their
mother tongue spontaneously.

This narrative starts with a generalised abstract from lines 1–5.
Leticia: yeah b- but I’ve met sometimes1

i- it’s very rare but there- it’s rare but there are some Norwegians that are not2
that good with English or they are shy (0.5)3
an:d they don’t speak they don’t want to speak in English or they speak (.)4
very bad and just feel worse and then they just shut //up so:5

We had just been talking about the fact that most Norwegians we’ve
encountered have had a very good standard of spoken English. This
story presents an anomaly “yeah b[ut]”, “it’s very rare but” indicating that
the expectation is that stereotypical Norwegians have a high proficiency
of spoken English and they are comfortable using it. Leticia states
that she has nevertheless had encounters with Norwegians who she
assumes weren’t good at English because they elected not to converse
with her. Already in the abstract she provides several alternatives to
explain this strange behaviour: they couldn’t speak English well, they
were shy, they were embarrassed about possibly speaking poorly. This
type of reasoning is typical of narratives and especially small stories
or unpractised narratives which partially function to make sense of
past experiences (Ochs and Capps 2001, 2). See also line 11 where
Leticia interrupts her story to provide another evaluation with possible
alternatives. The statement in the abstract piqued my interest, as I was
surprised to hear of Norwegians with poor English and assumed there
must be extenuating circumstances, i.e. that they were either too young or
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too old to have been exposed to enough English either at school or in the
community.

Danielle: @@6
Leticia: yes //I’ve seen those7
Danielle: //youngŢ8

Old or:Ţ9

This question of age prompted Leticia to focus on a specific experience
about an encounter with a Norwegian who didn’t speak with her.

Leticia: I met a young- there was: one of the:10
or maybe he was just a bit too shy or not very nice @=11
=//and he didn’t want to speak with me12

Tracy: //@13

She starts with the action of meeting a young Norwegian but then
interrupts the story and presents an external evaluation in the present,
repairing her original statement which was that he didn’t speak with her
because his English was insufficient and proposing instead that perhaps it
was because he was either shy or not nice (lines 10–12). At this point the
antagonist has not been introduced and is referred to only as he. Leticia
then gives a short orientation where she introduces the antagonist as her
colleague’s partner.

Leticia: bu:t uh there was the: the partner of one of my: colleagues (.)14
so I met her in the [t-bane] and I say Ţ"oh hi NNN" and I started15
speaking with her and her boyfriend was there and I just say (.) a comment just16
to talk a little bit with him and he17

The scene is set in the next line and here Leticia uses the Norwegian
word for Metro/Underground/Subway, [t-bane] with Norwegian pronun-
ciation. It is not entirely clear whether this is a case of code-switching or
lexical borrowing. A few words later she does code-switch when pronoun-
cing her colleague’s name, a popular Norwegian name. One of many reas-
ons for code switching may be in order to demonstrate knowledge of the
language or culture. It may also be out of habit. Once that habit becomes
ingrained and widespread enough, the phrase can be called a loanword.
“Loanword (or lexical borrowing) is here defined as a word that at some
point in the history of a language entered its lexicon as a result of bor-
rowing (or transfer, or copying)” (Haspelmath 2009, 36) As can be seen in
the examples listed above, there are several English terms that refer to a
similar public transport system in different English-speaking countries, it
may thus be easier to use the Norwegian word than to choose one of the
English terms. Or it may be that the [t-bane] is viewed as a specific cultural
object that is referred to by a proper noun and cannot be substituted with
another country’s equivalent.

By using direct reported speech (De Fina 2003, 104) Leticia is able to
convey not just what she said, but how she said it. There is a clear
distinction in the voice of the narrator during the direct reported speech. It
is pitched slightly higher than the surrounding speech and given in a kind
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of bouncy, friendly and familiar voice. It gives the impression of a friendly
character who is happy to see her friend. On lines 16–17 she makes it
clear that she attempted to be polite and follow what she considered to
be social norms by saying something to her colleague’s partner, but he
doesn’t reciprocate her politeness and the narrator’s voice changes and
goes deeper to imitate him when describing his lack of response. Of course
since he didn’t say anything she couldn’t report direct speech, so instead
she made a grimace and used the voice to describe his actions on line 18

Leticia: Ť"was like all (.) he didn’t talk and he was like" ((grunt))18
so I was like maybe he doesn’t (0.7)19
his English is not good enough like he //was shy to say something in English20

Danielle: //mhm21
Leticia: //so he didn’t really (.) yeah say much °so u:h° (.)22
Danielle: //mhm23
Tracy: or is he just NorwegianŢ @24

She assumes the reason he doesn’t speak with her is because he lacks
competency in her chosen language of communication, a skill that is
often associated as being typical for a Norwegian. In this sense she is
playing an agentive role, encouraging him to talk, using a lingua franca
that she is confident in, while his role is passive and he is portrayed as
either shy or incompetent. Tracy offers an alternate evaluation on line 24
asking the rhetorical question “or is he just NorwegianŢ ” implying that his
behaviour is, in fact, stereotypical of Norwegians. This also implies that
those traits are used to define membership to the category Norwegian. All
three laughed at this suggestion, displaying a common understanding of
the joke and suggesting insider knowledge of the stereotype as a member
of a different group: non-Norwegians who have contact with Norwegians.
It also displays a sense of camaraderie, solidarity, and approval from the
other members.

Leticia: y- yeah //oh exactly or THAT (.) ye//s I don’t know28
Tracy: //like they’re quiet yeah //yeah @29
Leticia: or maybe he was //too: not that nice @ or po//lite to just only //say something30
Tracy: //yeah //mhm31
Danielle: //yeah32

Leticia confirms Tracy’s observation as a valid one on line 28, and Tracy
expands on her evaluation by making a generalisation “they’re quite
quiet yeah” on line 29. This is in spite of the fact that she had made
explicit comments earlier in the conversation about the fact that the
Norwegians she had met did not necessarily conform to the stereotype
she had expected, describing them as nice and inclusive. And although
she had heard that they could be shy and guarded, this wasn’t true for
the Norwegians she knew. This suggests that the function of Tracy’s
comment here was intended to elicit laughter and build rapport with
the focus group members as non-Norwegians rather than as a serious
suggestion. This was accomplished by playing on the shared knowledge
of immigrants to Norway, namely that Norwegians are stereotyped as
being cold and guarded.
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Leticia then proposes the alternate explanation that she had earlier
suggested in line 11, that rather than making a generalisation it was
just a case of that individual being not “nice or polite”. In this context,
these traits can be viewed as being uncharacteristic of Norwegians. This
is followed by agreement among the participants and the moderator.
The narrative ends without a resolution, just a short coda bringing the
conversation back to the present in lines 33–35.

Leticia: ((inhale)) so yeah you never know //@@ which one of the two (0.7)33
Tracy: //yeah34
Leticia: °but u:h° (.)35

A generalised you on the same line functions to include the other
participants in the evaluation and allows all suggestions on explaining
why this and similar incidences occur to remain valid.

4.4.3 Tracy 4

This narrative was prompted by a conversation about multilingualism
within the family unit and Tracy’s wish that she had learnt her father’s
native language as well as her admiration for her multilingual colleagues.
This progressed into a discussion about Tracy’s experiences with foreign
language learning and how her plans to learn Norwegian had been put off
due to poor timing again and again. She tells a short narrative about her
intentions to learn Norwegian over the course of her first year of living in
Norway. This story then prompts Leticia to tell a related story in support
of Tracy’s position, a second story (Siromaa 2012).

Although she has some passive Norwegian skills and attended French
lessons as part of her high school curriculum, Tracy defines herself as a
monolingual.16 At several points during the focus group, she expresses
admiration for multilingual people and an interest in learning a foreign
language herself. Having said that, the Norwegian language appears less
appealing to her than other more widely used languages, like Spanish, due
to its limited value on the language market outside of Norway (lines 2–7).

Danielle: do you think you will learn a: a second language: at some pointŢ1
Tracy: Ţyea:h I guess I didn’t try with Norwegian because it’s useless outside of Norway2

//so I was like "((sigh))"3
Danielle: //mhm4
Tracy: if anything I wanted to learn Spanish but (.)5
Leticia: mhm6
Tracy: yeah that’s: probably the most usefulŢ um: (0.7)7

The fact that she had originally moved there on a one year work contract
meant that the time and money resources would be “wasted” once her

16. This is evidenced both in her answers on the survey, and in the focus group where
she claimed “I only know English” not long before starting this narrative.
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contract was over, but she is re-evaluating her position now that her plans
have changed to stay for another year (lines 8–15).

//but now that I’m gonna stay longer (0.5)8
Leticia: //mhm9
Tracy: I think than I: first (.) planned //um (0.6)10
Danielle: //mhm11
Tracy: I sh- I’m gonna go and learn I think even just so I understand some more12
Danielle: you’ll go to a courseŢ13
Tracy: ! yeah I think so14

but if: yeah it’s twice a week after work so15
Danielle: oh they offerŢ your work offersŢ16
Tracy: um they were gonna pay halfŤ17

which is good I //suppose18
Leticia: //mhm19
Tracy: but the ones- the courses that there are are the ones after work so20
Danielle: was this the: [fol//keuniversitetet] //a:h okay mhm21
Tracy: //mhm yeah there’s the daytime ones or the aft//erwork ones mhm22
Danielle: (0.6) mhm23
Tracy: °yeah (.) so I should make an effort now°(.)24

Her plan to learn Norwegian is reinforced by her employer who offers
to subsidise half of the course cost. Although it is clear that she is
not convinced half is enough when she modifies her evaluation with “I
suppose” (line 18). Tracy expresses a feeling of obligation towards learning
Norwegian using the modal verb should in line 24: “So I should make an
effort now”. This gives the impression that her employer has done their
part and it is now her responsibility to take further steps. A report on
attitudes related to immigration and integration in Norway, there were 3
main players named with varying degrees of responsibility for ensuring
successful integration17 of immigrants: the immigrants themselves, the
government, and the rest of the population. Most of the responsibility is
put on the first group (IMDi 2014, 28-29).

There is a short pause following this statement, and Leticia takes that as a
cue for her to take a turn.

Leticia: that’s good if they pay half //if they help then it’s ni//cer °than so°25
Tracy: //yeah //yeah (.) yeah cause26

they are quite expensive=//that’s why I just kept putting it off like "nah //I’ve27
Leticia: //yeah //yeah28
Tracy: pa- I’ve survived this long without it" //but29
Leticia: //<yeah> (.) //I mean30
Danielle: //if it were free you would31

have done it (.) //soonerŢ32
Tracy: //yeah for sure33

yeah If it was free I definitely would have done it (.) //straight away34
Danielle: //mhm35
Leticia: //exactly36

//yeah °yeah°37

She encourages Tracy by commenting that it is nice of her workplace to
offer to pay half. This brings the discussion to the topic of the cost of
language courses in Norway and how the monetary expense has been

17. ‘successful integration’ is discussed in the report as being largely measured in terms
of Norwegian language aquisition, and being able to financially support yourself and
your family
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a major deterrent for Tracy so far (lines 26–29). In lines 27 and 29 she
uses direct reported speech to give an insight on her own thoughts at the
time of making that decision: “I’ve survived this long without it”. This use
of the verb survived insinuates that although speaking Norwegian may
have made aspects of living there easier, it is by no means a necessity
for her. The moderator asks whether having access to free Norwegian
language courses would have made a difference to which Tracy replies
in the affirmative, asserting that she would have taken courses “straight
away” (line 34). This type of reflecting on a hypothetical past is referred
to by Ochs and Capps as sideshadowing and it “allows us to consider
narratives that offer alternative possible endings, shifts in mindset, and
having characters that are unaware of the outcome before it’s happened”
(2001, 5-6). This then prompts Tracy to tell a short narrative from lines
38–44.

Tracy: //>cause that was my plan even when I got here like "I’m gonna do it"< but then38
it was summer: and I was going away a lot //then I was like "a::h"=39

Danielle: //@40
Leticia: //yeah summer41
Tracy: ="yeah I’ll leave it" >and then //I was like< "oh it’s Christmas" and now it’s:42
Leticia: //yeah43
Tracy: one year on and I ((@ while speaking)) still haven’t done it44
Danielle: mhm45

Her intentions had been to learn Norwegian. She uses direct reported
speech frequently during the narrative to situate her audience in the
moment and take them step by step through her thinking process. The
use of this speech form aids her in appearing more convincing and allows
the others see from her perspective that her reasons for not learning were
justified. The coda in the narrative from the end of line 42 to line 44 “and
now it’s one year on and I still haven’t done it” functions to bring the story
back to the present time. The conclusion insinuated is that she had no
time to learn Norwegian, she was too busy. The other participants offer
affirmation/understanding for her predicament.

The end of this narrative allows Leticia to take a turn. It is possible that
Leticia had previously tried to take a turn at line 30 but several people
were trying to talk at the same time and she ceded the floor at that
point. Leticia offers understanding of Tracy’s dilemma and support for
her decision in lines 46–48.

Leticia: I mean but that’s okay because if you do not plan to: stay in Norway or like //uh46
Tracy: //mhm47
Leticia: yeah (.) end up living here then why would- because I had a friend //that came to48
Tracy: //mhm49
Leticia: >do the PhD< and he was like really sure that "I’m going back to Spain" so he’s50

like "I’m not gonna learn Norwegian" because he’s like "no (.) //it o- you-51
Tracy: //mhm52
Leticia: Norwegian is only spoken in Norway an:d learning this language would only help53

me here //in Sweden and in Norway and that’s //it"54
Tracy: //yeah55
Danielle: //mhm56
Tracy: mhm57
Leticia: >so he was like< "I’m not gonna waste my timeŢ" like yeah I mean58
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of course it’s ni- I mean it’s nicer that you try to learn the language of the59
country you are li//ving i:n it’s kind of nice//r60

Tracy: //yeah //mhm61

The you on line 46 is aimed specifically towards Tracy as Leticia was
addressing her directly. Leticia interrupts her own evaluation to tell
a narrative about a friend of hers in a similar situation to Tracy. She
introduces the character in the narrative as her friend who comes to
Norway to do his PhD, she then switches to direct reported speech to
state that he would be going back to Spain. Being that she was in such
a similar situation to the protagonist, it is possible that her choice to tell
this story using direct reported speech and first person pronouns reflects
that it could also have been true for her had she chosen to go back to Spain
instead of staying. By using direct reported speech she is also distancing
herself from the responsibility of consequences from the statements in
lines 53–58 since it is not her opinion that Norwegian is a useless language
outside of Norway and Sweden, she is merely communicating what her
friend said. At the same time she is also demonstrating support for his
opinion by quoting him so directly without mocking him and it is clear in
this context that she agrees with his stance. Her voice quality between the
reported speech and the rest of the narrative was indistinguishable and
it is only through vocabulary cues that we can establish reported speech.
According to her friend, learning Norwegian would be a waste of time
since he doesn’t need it while he’s living in Norway short-term and it
has little functional value outside of the Scandinavian region. Leticia then
makes a repair to this statement in line 59 in her own voice that takes some
distance from the preceding statements by conceding that in spite of its
lack of functional value on the linguistic marketplace, it is nonetheless
nicer to make an effort to learn the national language when you’re living in
a foreign country, even if it’s not necessary. This statement is not directed
towards Tracy specifically, but contains a plural and generalised you in
“it’s nicer that you try” (line 59) and includes all participants no matter
which foreign country they’re living in. Stating that it is nicer is also
another way of reiterating that it is not essential since the two terms can be
opposed to each other (nicer vs. essential). Tracy acknowledges and gives
support to this statement.

Leticia: but from a point of: from a functional kind of point if you are not gonna end up62
living in Norway then it’s no use63

Tracy: yeah64
Leticia: and he was like so he didn’t bother to learn //u:h learn the language=65
Tracy: //mhm66
Leticia: =s:o and I kind of understand if your plans are to come back to your country then67

(.) and you are in a: country that //(.) your- luckily (.) they all speak English68
Danielle: //mhm69
Leticia: then you are good to go //so uh70
Danielle: //mhm71
Tracy: //mhm72

Leticia goes on to reiterate in her own voice that she doesn’t think it’s
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worth learning Norwegian if you’re only living in Norway temporarily.
This first you on line 62 may be specifically referring to Tracy. However,
the following two are clearly generalised as can be seen by the references
to the non-specific country on lines 67 and 70. She follows up with a
resolution to the narrative, her friend did not end up learning Norwegian.
She understands and supports this decision which she extends to Tracy’s
situation (line 67).

Danielle: do you kn//ow: any other foreigners who’ve been here for a (.)85
Leticia: //°just-°86
Danielle: long time who who still don’t speak NorwegianŢ (1.0)87
Leticia: m: >m m m< m: non- u:h no actually not (1.1)88

only the: only foreigners who:’ve done a PhD89
//those well uh- (.)90

Danielle: //mhm91
Leticia: I mean they’re also my cycle of friends bu:t I know from them (.)92

i- because it’s the sameŤ93
because we don’t need Norwegian to do: to work in: the laboratoryŢ (.)94
so then we are good with English=I n- I know others that have also been: living-95
because doing a PhD is three four years so then //they’ve been (.)96

Danielle: //mhm97
Leticia: four years here (.)98

a:nd they don’t speak uh Norwegian either99
//so those are the only ones that I know=100

Danielle: //mhm101

Leticia also makes a point of grouping herself with other foreign PhD
candidates that work in the laboratory with her by specifically pointing
out that they’re all in the same situation (line 93) “it’s the same” and
including herself in the pronoun we (lines 94 and 95). In this context
it appears as though she is speaking for her colleagues without having
asked them specifically why they don’t speak Norwegian. She considers
that they are in the same situation as her and therefore have the same
reasons as her, namely, that Norwegian language skills are redundant in
their current workplace.

Leticia then makes an addition to her original evaluation which is that
although you don’t need Norwegian if you’re only planning on living in
Norway short-term, you do need it if you’re going to stay. This is true of
others she’s known who’ve taken that path and she also makes a direct
statement to Tracy.

=but others that have stayed here they of course you need to end up learning102
Norwegian=so if you ((directed to Tracy)) plan to stay here //then you have-103

Tracy: //mhm104
Leticia: I mean there’s no other way (.) //you cannot get away without Norwegian here105

//yeah106
Leticia: °so uh° (0.5) so then you //have to-107
Danielle: //for workŢ108
Leticia: ! <for work y:es:>109
Tracy: mhm (.)110
Leticia: I mean yeah if you were just living here without working then: yes you can get=111

=away jus::t of course you can get away112
Danielle: //mhm113
Tracy: //mhm114
Leticia: bu:t just on the social situations that you would be a bit left out cause you=115

=wouldn’t ((@ while talking)) understand what’s //going on=that’s the thing116
Danielle: //mhm117
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Tracy: mhm118
Leticia: //°so:°119

In this narrative, Leticia suggests that learning Norwegian is something
that can be avoided, but in the long-term it is necessary to learn it for
work reasons and to be fully involved in social situations. At some point
it becomes necessary and you can no longer “get away without Norwegian”
(line 105) otherwise you will be “left out” (line 115) socially. Leticia sees
the Norwegian language as a prerequisite to becoming an in-member
in Norwegian society. Her attitude reflects the dominant discourse in
Norway (IMDi 2014, 28-29).

4.4.4 Victoria 5

In the following two narratives (Victoria 5 and Victoria 6), Victoria talks
about her language practices when she is in the company of people in her
husband’s family, who are Norwegians. It is evident from these narratives
that Victoria feels a significant amount of stress when speaking Norwegian
compared to English, which may be linked to her perceived skill in the
respective languages and the wish to appear competent in them.

The intention of the moderator in this instance had been to find out
what the participants thought about the apparent paradox whereby
Norwegians expect them to speak Norwegian well, but will quickly switch
to using English when faced with a foreigner who attempts to speak
Norwegian. It should be mentioned that Victoria’s use of the category
foreigner in this extract on line 24 was primed by the moderator (line 1).
This term had previously been employed in the conversation by both the
moderator and Lana, but not Victoria. It is used here in opposition to
the category Norwegian (line 2 them). Victoria and Lana both agreed that
Norwegians don’t often provide them with feedback when they speak
Norwegian as people in other countries might.

Danielle: so it’s up to you then as as the foreigner to: (0.8)1
to learn Norwegian by yourself without them ... helping you?2

Lana: °yeah°3
Victoria: yeah they definitely: think- they jus:t even say it like (.)4

u:m: "what happened to your your Norwegian?=5
=how much did you learn?6
are y- d- can you speak nŤow?"7
um things like that=like u:h check-ups8

Danielle: mhm9

Lana took control of the conversation and used direct reported speech
(DRS) to give examples of things Norwegians have said to her (lines
5–7). At this point it was unclear exactly who the they Victoria was
referring to was, so the moderator asked for a clarification as it would
have been odd for strangers to ask such questions. It turned out Victoria
had started talking about conversations with Norwegians she knew, her
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husband’s family. Using direct reported speech, she took on the role of
the Norwegian characters in her story and how they quizzed her on her
progress with the Norwegian language. The tone of voice and flow of
questions very much gave the impression of an interrogation, something
she explicitly states on line 8 “check-ups”.

Victoria: you knowŤ(.) so I feel: like u:m10
//you know they11

Danielle: //who does that? (0.6)12
Victoria: u:h f- when I visit uh Ţfamily13
Danielle: okay14
Victoria: Norwegian Ţfamily15
Danielle: mhm16
Victoria: a:nd yeah I feel like they: want me to: make the effort you kno:w //like (.)17
Danielle: //mhm18
Victoria: that I SHOULD=like19

okay I’m HERE so I should learn the LANGuage and that I can’t just speak English20
(.) all the time with THEM or with: other people (.)21

Danielle: mhm22
Victoria: around=so: I feel like they: <think>23

that "okay: foreigners are here they should learn: Norwegian"24
Danielle: mhm25
Victoria: //"and they should learn it well"26

She then goes further in her role as a Norwegian, by interpreting their
feelings (line 17) “I feel like they want me to make the effort”. Although
she employs the first person on line 20, the voice quality is different from
her normal voice and the emphasis suggests it was more like someone else
her informing her of her duty to learn the language . It sounds as though
it was the Norwegians in her story telling her “you’re here so you should
learn the language”. This is reflected in the reformulation and repetition of
the same sentiment and following the same lexico-syntactic and prosodic
structure as the utterance on line 24, only this time she’s using DRS as a
Norwegian character and I has been replaced by foreigner.

Victoria okay I’m HERE so I should learn the LANGuage and that I can’t just speak English20

Victoria that "okay: foreigners are here they should learn: Norwegian"24

In the role of the Norwegian character, Victoria voices the opinion that
if people want to live in Norway they should not only make the effort
to learn Norwegian but they should attain a good standard. This is not
something they have directly said to her, but her own conclusion based
on their questions to her and the importance they appear to place on
language. They accept that non-Norwegians want to live in Norway on
the condition that they learn the language. This attitude is reflective
of dominant discourse: in a survey measuring attitudes on integration,
87% of respondents indicated their belief to some extent that immigrants
should have to pass a Norwegian language test before they can obtain
nationality (ibid., 29).

Lana starts speaking on line 27 thinking that Victoria is done and the turn
has passed on to her but ends up speaking simultaneously with Victoria
who adds an emphasis on the level of Norwegian that she feels is expected
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of her and other foreigners to attain.
Danielle: mhm25
Victoria: //"and they should learn it well"26
Lana: //do you s-27

do you speak N:orwegian or English with your boyfriend?28
Victoria: °English°29
Lana: And your f- in the famil- uh his family hereŢ30

do //you speak in Engli//sh with him?31
Victoria: //no //((stuttering)) u:h32

oh ooh //whatŢ33
Lana: //Like when you are all presentŢ34

do you still speak in English //with your boyfriend?35
Victoria: //NO no >no no no no no< no when we visit36

Lana takes her turn immediately following this last statement by Victoria
and takes on an active role as the moderator in the discussion by
asking Victoria questions about her language practices with her husband.
This demonstrates a high level of agency, and perhaps also that she is
comfortable enough in her surroundings at this point to venture into
the role of interviewer since both the participants and the researcher are
members of the same category here: young, professional foreigners. The
moderator is an in-member of the target group and in fact one of the
reasons these women elected to participate in this study was because they
had been in the situation of researcher themselves and could sympathise
with the challenges of obtaining a sufficient number of participants. In
response to Lana’s question: “do you speak N:orwegian or English with your
boyfriend?” Victoria whispers her answer “°English°” as though she’s
embarrassed about it since she believes it’s not the right thing to do.

Line 30 presents an interesting insight on Lana’s ideas about belonging to
a family group as she stumbles in her search for an appropriate possessive
pronoun to describe Victoria’s relationship to her parents-in-law. She
starts off with the 2nd person possessive your, then the more general
the (family) perhaps to be followed by here and still indicating personal
membership. Lana changes her mind again and ends up on his family here,
effectively removing Victoria from having a direct relationship with them.
This may be because at that point Lana was referring to Victoria’s partner
as her boyfriend rather than her husband. She may have forgotten what
the status of their relationship was as it had been mentioned much earlier
in the conversation. Or it may be that Lana’s view on membership in an
extended family group does not occur through marriage. It might also be
as a result of the narrative itself which sets the family up in the position
of antagonist. On line 13 Victoria herself referred to them simply as family
before making a repair and specifying Norwegian family, in both instances
avoiding the explicit use of any possessive pronouns although my does
appear to be implicit on both occasions. Whether not using the pronouns
explicitly indicates a lesser degree of feeling adherence to this group is an
interesting idea, but would require further research.

Lana rephrases and repeats her question (line 34) since Victoria didn’t
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understand the intent of her question the first time. When she becomes
aware of what Lana is asking, Victoria responds with a definite and
forceful NO and then repeats her answer many times, indicating that any
other answer would be unheard of. She then goes on to expand upon her
answer and explain her feelings about speaking with them.

//u:h then: we speak Norwegian: but I’m a bit u:h you know I’m: kind of um how to37
say:38

Lana: //mhm39
Victoria: a bit wary=like u:m because:40

I’m a bit like okay I’m daydreaming somewhere and u:h =41
and and someone ask me something42
and they have accent that a- a dialect that >I don’t understand<43

Lana: mhm44
Victoria: and I’m a bit stressed like=45

="okay what are they >talking about now<?" like=I feel like (.) I feel (.)46
<I: have to answer in the proper Norwegian> >but at the same time< I can’t47
because I don’t understand them (.)48
and then I feel a bit stressed with this49
but yeah w- we speak Norwegian in front of them //an:d (.)50

Lana: //in front of them51
Victoria: at °home we speak English because it’s easier //and quicker an:d yeah°52
Lana: //mhm53
Victoria: that’s wrong //but-54
Lana: //but why do you speak in Norwegian with your partner in front of55

them=56
=just because of it- //it’s (.) yeah it’s like a (0.5)57

Victoria: //>yeah yes< yeah it’s:58
Lana: per//forming thing @59
Victoria: //yeah yeah a bit uh yeah so: you knowŤ60
Lana: yeah61

The expectation that she believes they have is that she should speak
Norwegian in their presence, even when addressing her husband with
whom she normally communicates in English. This expectation can make
communicating stressful since Victoria feels that she needs to perform
her Norwegian skills well in front of them. Certain factors, such as
dialects and level of focus, make it more difficult for her to keep up
and follow the conversation. Victoria goes on to explain that she and
her husband normally converse in English for functional reasons: “it’s
easier and quicker” (line 52) but that she feels she is breaking some kind of
unwritten code by doing so: “that’s wrong but” (line 54). Lana finds it odd
that Victoria employs different languages with the same person depending
on the context and presses further, asking why. She suggests an answer
herself which is that it is a type of performance, an idea Victoria agrees
with to some extent. Victoria then tells a short narrative about negotiating
language choice with her husband.

Victoria: uh but sometimes he forgets because he’s so used to speaking English //with me=62
Lana: //yeah63
Victoria: =so he (.)64

>forgets and he tells me something in English in front of them and I’m like< (.)65
"okay (.) English or Norwegian"=I’m like "okay choose one language" //because66

Danielle: //@67
Victoria: yeah (.)68

a:nd I know they u:h expect us to speak >Norwegian //so I’m like "okay just<69
Lana: //mhm70
Victoria: speak Norwegian an:d"71
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Danielle: mhm72
Victoria: yeah (1.3)73
Lana: yeah (1.4)74

The story focusses on her husband forgetting to speak in Norwegian with
her in front of his family since he’s in the habit of speaking English
with her otherwise. In these situations she overtly corrects his language
choice as she feels it is expected by Norwegian family members that they
communicate in Norwegian (line 69) even though the latter have some
competency in English. In this way, she is viewed by them as being
capable of speaking Norwegian and any potential blame for speaking
English then lies with her husband.

In this narrative, Victoria views her Norwegian family as a type of
authority on the acceptable behaviour of foreigners. This type of
gatekeeper view is not uncommon in migrant narratives. De Fina
describes the same pattern in her research on narratives of Mexican
migrants who had illegally crossed the border into the U.S.:

“the most salient trait of characters who appear in them
[narratives] is their identity as gatekeepers and/or legitimate
inhabitants of the new land, as opposed to their identity as
strangers [. . . ]” (De Fina 2003, 188).

4.4.5 Victoria 6

After the moderator clarifies that the Norwegian family members actually
can speak English, Victoria offers an evaluation, or more precisely, repeats
her husband’s evaluation of why they prefer to speak Norwegian. The
reasons she quotes him giving are that they are shy and/or uncomfortable
speaking in English because they are worried they don’t speak well (lines
83–84). She uses both indirect and direct reported speech to quote her
husband. She herself expresses uncertainty as to whether her husband’s
evaluation is correct (line 84).

Danielle: they speak EnglishŢ75
they can speak EnglishŢ76

Victoria: yes yes //they can77
Danielle: //mhm78
Victoria: yes (0.7)79
Danielle: yeah you were saying before that maybe they’re not as comfortable (.)80

//with English81
Victoria: //maybe:82

that- that’s what my husband says=that they might be shy and they think they83
don’t speak well but I don’t kno:w84

Danielle: mhm85
Victoria: or: maybe he just tries to:86

u:h tell me okay "they: y’know they feel uncomfortable" (0.6)87
a:nd um88
yeah it’s not just because they: love Norwegian:: //language ((smiling)) and89

Danielle: //@90
Victoria: Norway so much they’re not patriotic they just (.) feel uncomfortable like91
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//okay: u:h92

It is unclear whether she is continuing in the voice of her husband or
whether she has switched over to being the author of line 91 herself. Her
voice in this passage is slightly louder and faster paced with less hesitancy
than line 87 so it is possibly her own contribution. By explaining that
the reason they would rather speak Norwegian isn’t anything to do with
being nationalistic, rather that they simply feel more comfortable using
their mother tongue, it is implied that patriotism is negative.

Lana: //but do you fee:l like that affects your relation with them? (1.1)93

In line 93 Susana again takes the role of moderator by asking Victoria if
she feels that the language barrier affects the relationship she has with
her husband’s family. As discussed in 4.4.4 Victoria 5, this in itself is
an act of agency. Even though Susana’s role starts off as more of a
participant responding to questions asked by the moderator, she grows
more comfortable in her surroundings as the conversation progresses,
up to the point where she confidently takes control of the direction of
questioning.

Victoria’s response gives an insight into her perception of typical Norwe-
gian characteristics. She claims that the language barrier doesn’t negat-
ively impact the aforementioned relationship since they’re not very so-
ciable people to begin with. She generalises this behaviour as typical
for Norwegians, a comment which provokes laughter from the other two
group members.

Although this came out sounding as though it was a joke and was
interpreted as such by the other group members, Victoria was actually
being quite sincere. She reacted to her comment being interpreted as a
slight at Norwegians or a negative trait so she immediately tries to correct
the misunderstanding:

Victoria: no no not really: they’re (.) you knowŤ they’re they’re not very: social94
//like Norwegians so //they don’t (go-) >NO NO NO< really //really I mean95

Lana: //okay yeah //@@@ //that’s good96
Danielle: //@@@97

By making a comparison with her own family who she depicts as loud,
she attempts to show the quiet characteristics of Norwegians under a
positive light. This she does using humour and by making fun of her own
loud family, joking that her family “can’t shut their mouth” (line 100) and
that her mother “attacks” her husband by bombarding him with question
after question when they meet. On this occasion she is distancing herself
from her family and aligning her values with those she identified as being
typical for Norwegians: quiet and reserved.

Victoria: no they s- they speak but it’s not like my //family=98
Lana: //mhm99
Victoria: =my family: can’t uh shut their m//outh100
Danielle: //@@101
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Lana: I know102
Victoria: yeah when: my husband visits uh back in CCC they’re like103

my ((@ while speaking)) mother like attacks him like she speaks wi-104
>my mother doesn’t speak English< an- or >Norwegian so //they speak< German like105

Lana: //mhm106
Victoria: u:h somehow (bon)107
Lana: oh108
Victoria: yeah but she’s like talking all the time and (all) like109

"o:h do you want to eat more?=oh how are //you?"=like110
Danielle: //@111
Victoria: "we have uh the bed prepared" you know li-112
Victoria: an:d they’re not like that //so it’s different113
Lana: //mhm mhm yeah114

From lines 100 - 112 she tells a short narrative about what it’s like when
they visit her family in her country of origin. She quotes her mother using
direct reported speech though it’s clear this cannot be a word for word
translation since she already stated that her mother doesn’t speak English.
She portrays it as a comical situation, and it is obviously one that the other
group members can relate to as they contribute with both verbal and non-
verbal markers such as head nodding, laughter, and affirming remarks
like Susana’s “I know” (line 102). Although all three group members grew
up in different countries, they demonstrate that they have experienced a
similar cultural background with respect to loud and boisterous families.
This trait is often associated with people from the Mediterranean and
elsewhere in southern Europe.

Victoria then goes back to talking about her husband’s family and
how conversation/interaction with them is different. She employs the
indefinite pronoun you when describing the way her Norwegian family
speaks to her, depersonalising the experience.

Victoria: and they’re (.) more (.) you know quiet an:d you know they don’t (.)115
talk to you like conversation and all day a //few hours an:d they just (0.7)116

Lana: //yeah yeah117
Victoria: Ţyea:h they might ask usually they ask you "how is your Norwegian?" or:118

you kno:w "did you find a job?" or something like tha:t "How is the weather in119
Oslo?" but (.) <it’s not like this //conversation> you knowŢ(.)120

Lana: //mhm121

The example questions she quotes them asking are all fairly superficial
and related to things that Norwegians value as markers of successful
integration like work and language (line 93) (IMDi 2014, 29). This gives the
impression of generic questions and a habitual exchange that resembles
an interrogation, perhaps indicating an imbalance in power between the
parties.

Victoria: so: yeah yeah (.) an:d if if I: (0.7)122
not all of them but u:h some of them=if if I think a bit like123
"okay: how to say it" or if I don’t understand124
I think u:h my expression tells them that u:h (.) you know I don’t understand so125
(.) u:h one of them: switches to English126

Danielle: mhm127
Victoria: but I’m stubborn and I reply in Norwegian: //after I take a breath and figure out128
Danielle: //mhm129
Victoria: how to say it (.)130

yeah but um:131
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YEAH I’m actually happy that they’re not so talkative so I have //time to=132
Lana: //@133
Victoria: =rehearse and h- //how to say it you knowŢ//@134
Lana: //yeah //yeah yeah135
Victoria: but yeah136

Although some of the Norwegian family members will switch to English
if they see her struggling/hesitating, she asserts her will to speak
Norwegian with them: “I’m stubborn” (line 128). Perhaps to demonstrate
that she is in fact capable of communicating with them on their terms.
This again links back to what was said in the analysis of Victoria 5, that one
reason to speak in Norwegian is as a type of performance. This is exhibited
again in line 134 when she mentions that she likes to “rehearse” what
she is going to say to them and is therefore glad they’re not so talkative.
This implies that following this rehearsal she performs a particular identity
when she is in their presence, and this identity speaks Norwegian.

She ends the narrative with the marker “but yeah”.

4.4.6 Tracy and Leticia (liking Norway)

This excerpt is not a narrative in the traditional Labovian sense as it does
not tell of a specific event that has occurred, or even an event that will
happen in the future. It lacks both temporal structure and the formal
structure that Labov and Waletzky discuss as evident in prototypical
narratives 1997. Golden and Lanza refer to narratives that deal with what
typically or repeatedly happens as iterative or generic narratives (2012, 34).
It does, however, contribute an excellent source of data with an insight into
identity constructions in the group both as individuals and in the process
of constructing a group identity. There are aspects of the conversation,
such as a high frequency of direct reported speech (DRS), that are typical
features in traditional narratives. The focus of this part of the conversation
was not to tell a story, but to find out directly what the participants’
extrinsic thoughts on Norwegian identity were. Many small narratives
make up the overall narrative.

I was interested in finding out what the participants thought it meant to
be Norwegian. This set off a discussion about stereotypes, general past
events, and lots of small stories that have led the participants to form the
opinions that they now have about Norwegians and Norwegian identity.
It was an interesting and lively discussion with lots of turn taking and
input from both participants as well as the moderator (the latter perhaps
enjoying the conversation so much she temporarily forgot her role and
started contributing her own narratives). This narrative would probably
have taken shape differently if there had been a Norwegian present, due
to the risk of causing offence. In this sense, the perceived essentialist
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identities of the participants and moderator as foreigners and the positive
reactions expressed in the early stages shaped the discussion.

The excerpt starts off with the moderator directly asking the two
participants what qualities they thought were essential to a Norwegian
identity. Tracy seemed very eager to contribute and didn’t need long to
think of an answer, replying within seconds of the moderator posing the
initial question. Her initial response in lines 6–9 was that Norwegians
are proud of all things Norwegian. In this segment she also uses direct
reported speech (DRS) to give examples of things she claims to have heard
Norwegians say. The use of DRS acts to support her stance by providing
evidence directly from source. She employs a slightly higher pitch and
more animation during these utterances, following which she makes
a repair in her own voice “like they’re so proud of their country=which is
nice” so that her actions aren’t seen as mocking Norwegians. This also
serves to make it clear that she does not view this as a negative trait.
She goes on to make a comparison between patriotism in Norway and
Australia, the latter which she describes as sometimes “disgusting and
racist” behaviour, whereas she is yet to experience negative patriotism in
Norway. On line 12 she does not include herself under the label Australian.
She thus distances herself from possessing the label ‘racist’ which she has
generalised as a characteristic of the group Australians. On the other hand,
it might also be the fact that she was born and grew up in Australia that
provides her with the authority to make such negative assessments about
the group, particularly in front of another Australian. Her essentialist
in-group membership allows her to comment, but at the same time she
distances herself from the category-bound activity. On line 18 she starts to
make a generalisation about the national pride expressed by Norwegians
but then stops mid utterance and makes a repair by acknowledging that
Norwegians is a heterogeneous group and that some people belonging to
that group can also be racist.

Danielle: w- what is it about (.) what is it about Norwegian identity=1
=like what are the things that you think make a Norwegian //(1.3) person2

Tracy: //mhm3
Danielle: is it just (0.5)4

is it being born in NorwayŢ or: (0.8)5
Tracy: they’re SO patriotic6
Danielle: mhm7
Tracy: everything like "oh do you wanna buy Norwegian" "ohŢ it’s Norwegian"=8

=like they’re so proud of their country=which is nice9
Danielle: mhm10
Tracy: an:d I guess they’re not really: (0.7)11

disgusting about it like Australians=12
=like on Australia Day it’s nice and it’s fun and I like it but it’s just (.) t-13
like sh- disgusting sometimes and racist an:d14

Danielle: //mhm15
Leticia: //mhm16
Tracy: it’s just like next level: (.) pride @ (.)17

//but Norwegians are really- uh I guess: they can be racist too18
Danielle: //mhm19
Tracy: not- I’ve never experienced it but (0.7)20

I’ve heard that they are sometimes //u:m21
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Danielle: //mhm22
Tracy: but I think that’s the main thing they’re like Ţ"yeah Norway"23

and they just love it so much and they’re so proud24
Danielle: mhm25
Tracy: I think that’s probably the strongest thing I’ve noticed about their: (.)26

like identity27

Throughout Tracy’s speech, the moderator, Danielle, offers interjections
expressing active listenership and agreement. On line 28 she tries to
get more detail and paraphrases Tracy’s comments. Tracy reiterates her
opinion “they just really support Norway” (l. 29) and then gives an example
of how she sees this support expressed on lines 32–33.

Danielle: yeah mhm (.) that they’re reall//y (0.7) //"I’m from:" (.)28
Tracy: //yeah they just //really support Norway29
Danielle: @30
Tracy: yeah @31

and same with th- yeah their dialects and where they’re from like=32
=Ţ"I’m from the north" like they’re //really (.) proud of that33

Danielle: //mhm34
Tracy: and being Norwegian so (.)35

yeah36

She again employs DRS to portray a Norwegian with a phrase someone
may or may not actually have said with those exact words or in that
manner. Her voice quality changed and her tone was defiant and
proud. Here she has also gone from using the pronoun they to describe
a national Norwegian identity to a more local identity within the larger
group. One is Norwegian in an international context but a northerner/
westerner/easterner/southerner etc. in an intranational context. This also
demonstrates Tracy’s understanding of identity as complex and multi-
layered. In addition, it demonstrates how dialects are considered as strong
identity markers for Norwegians. It is not entirely clear here whether the
they or their in these lines is a generic reference or if it refers to one or more
of Tracy’s Norwegian housemates or friends since she described them in a
different passage as all “from the north”.

The moderator summarises again and tries to encourage more stories or
opinions. After several attempts, it is clear that Tracy had said all she
wanted to at that time and her short responses and soft voice indicated
that she wanted someone else to take control of the conversation again.
Leticia correctly interprets Tracy’s short answers and pauses as a sign it
was her turn to talk and she comes in at line 42 first by showing support
for Tracy’s statements “mhm yeah”, “yeah I think so too”. She then hedges
her own opinion with “maybe also” (line 44), “kind of” (line 45) so that it
doesn’t appear too domineering or definite. This also serves to relinquish
some responsibility for her comments by making no claim to be an expert
on the matter of Norwegian identity.

Danielle: okay so like the language- the dialect is a reflection o//f:37
Tracy: //yeah definitely38

for them (.) mhm39
Danielle: and an important part of: of who they areŢ40
Tracy: mhm (.) °yeah°41
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Leticia: °mhm yeah° (0.6)42
yeah I think so too a bit of course the language and the different accents43
u:h maybe also l- it’s like (.)44

Leticia starts off by employing the indefinite pronoun you to refer to
those who she considers to have a Norwegian identity, hinting that this
is something attainable by herself, the other participants, and people in
general. The traits she supplies here are very general.

Leticia it’s kind of like likin:g everything in a way=45
=Liking your country=46
=likin:g how is your country:47
the (.) geography and stuff //you know, the mountai:ns and the: (.)48

Danielle: //mhm49
Leticia: the s- the: coast-side an:d um: (0.6)50

And liking the things that you do here=51

It is also worth noting that she had previously mentioned the mountains
and landscape in Catalonia where she’s from as being similar to Norway,
giving even more credence to the idea that she may be including herself
in the you comments. Where Leticia is the main contributor between lines
42 and 87 there are 18 instances where she uses the generic you to refer
to Norwegians versus just 5 them and their. There was 1 reference to those
people (the sub-group of people born in Norway but who don’t enjoy living
there) where she clearly designates an other group separate from herself.
Compare this to Tracy who exclusively employed the 3rd person plural to
refer to Norwegians throughout the entire excerpt (a total of 30 times).

In lines 52 to 58 she goes into more detail about specific activities that
a Norwegian should enjoy and here she switches over to using the 3rd
person plural pronouns. These activities are listed in a positive or neutral
manner.

Leticia: =so their: (.) I dunno their cultural stuff they ha:ve and //going to the: (0.7)52
Danielle: //mhm53
Leticia: u:h outside in- in the woods or in the nature and54

I dunno a- all the spo:rts and a bit of their-55
that kind of lifestyle they have=I think it’s (.)56
it’s kind of liking that=57
=even liking the: you know the: bad weather or @ the cold //weather @58

Danielle: //@@59
Tracy: //@@60
Leticia: yes I think so it’s a bit like that s:o: um: (1.1)61

that’s what I would say that makes you a- a Norwegian in a way=62

In lines 63 to 69 she again switches back to the indefinite you pronoun, but
this time she is describing an identity by listing activities the individuals
don’t like rather than what they do like. Some of the scenarios on this
list are either explicitly negative: “terrible weather”, or else have negative
connotations attached: “cabins in the woods where there’s no electricity”.
Leticia bases her assessment of Norwegianness on attitude rather than
birthright and situates it on a scale so that even Norwegians born in
Norway (line 63) can be less Norwegian if they don’t conform to the
right attitude. They maintain some degree of Norwegianness as a
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birthright but not full membership (lines 75–80). The they on line 68 refers
specifically to people born in Norway who don’t like the activities Leticia
mentions as typically Norwegian: skiing, spending time outdoors in
nature, mountainous country, cold weather (bad weather), simple cabins,
snow. The use of the present continuous form of the normally stative
copula here indicates a special meaning and in the context it appears as
though being Norwegian is a choice, something that someone does rather
than something that they are. The same pattern can be seen in the verb to
like which is also a stative verb. So Norwegian identity can to some extent
either be lost or gained (lines 71–78). The use of the phrase “the Norwegian
thing” implies that there is some common identity.

=because if you (are/were) a: Norwegian like you’re born here (.)63
but you do not like your country because the weather is terribl:e64
a:nd you don’t like ski:ing (.)65
and you don’t like going to the >cabins in the woo:ds where there’s no66
electricity and stuff< then: (.)67
I would feel like "maybe they are not very happy being Norwegians" right=68
=//those people for instance69

Danielle: //mhm70
Leticia: so I think it’s more like about liking what it is: (.) Norway as a whole71
Danielle: //mhm72
Tracy: //mhm73
Leticia: i:f you like it the:n (.) you know that’s the Norwegian: thing an:d (.)74

//and if you don’t like it then75
Danielle: //mhm76
Leticia: >okay you are Norwegian because you were born here< but77

not really because you really want from your (.) heart in a //way=78
Danielle: //mhm79
Leticia: =//and you would prefer >just living in< Spain or in Australia=I //mean80
Tracy: //mhm //mhm81
Leticia: in @ Melbourne weather it’s sunny and warm weather all year so u:h82

and you don’t have to- and you don’t get the snow that you ha:te=83
=and stuff like tha//t so: (0.6) that’s what I thin//k84

Danielle: //@@85
Tracy: //mhm86
Leticia: it’s a bit more (.)87

When she names examples of countries that Norwegians who are not
really Norwegians would prefer to live rather than Norway, she chooses
the two home countries of the group members: Australia and Spain. Both
of these countries are renowned for their beaches and hot summer weather
(even if that doesn’t accurately represent the whole country or account for
seasonal variation). These countries are thus proposed as contrasting to
Norway. So just as people born in Norway can choose to live in another
country and adopt at least part of their culture, so too can people from
those countries adopt Norway, and it does seem that some of the examples
listed as contributing to Norwegian identity are things that Leticia herself
had previously mentioned as having experience in (i.e. she had been on
a skiing trip in the north with her dad, she described the landscape in
Catalonia as mountainous country similar to Norway).

Tracy and Danielle produce back-channel feedback with “mhm” throughout
to indicate that they are listening and on two occasions with laughter.
Neither corrects Leticia when she claims that it’s sunny in Melbourne
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all year because the point she was trying to make, which is that some
Norwegians prefer warmer climates, is understood.

Leticia rounds off her turn with the coda “so that’s what I think” (line 84),
then considers continuing in more detail but at this point Tracy takes
the floor back with some examples demonstrating Leticia’s observation
that Norwegians like everything Norwegian. This marks the start of a
real bonding experience between the participants as the discussion gets
lively with people frequently interjecting and talking over each other as
experiences are shared one after the other.

As opposed to Leticia’s narrative where the only DRS was used for
quoting herself, Tracy launches straight into a transaction between a
Norwegian and herself on line 88. By starting off with “It is cute” Tracy
is making clear that her stance on the behaviour she describes is one
of affection. As such, even though she is going to disagree with their
assessment of Norway having the nicest beaches, she maintains her image
of being fond of them. It’s clear that she sees them as somewhat naive in
their views of things outside of their own country (lines 90–95).

Tracy: it is cute they LOVE every- like they’re like "Ţoh it’s like th- (.) sort of88
nicest like beach"89
I’m like Ţ"na:h it’s n-" like //I don’t know (.) I dunno if90

Danielle: //o:h my god91
Tracy: they realise //there’s nicer things outside os- //uh like Norway92
Danielle: //beaches //@93
Tracy: an:d (.) I get that they’re proud but sometimes I’m just like=94

="are you kidding meŢ"=95
=like "this:" I dunno "this potato tastes like shit" and they’re like96
Ţ"OH MY GO:D IT’S NORWEG//IAN POTATO"97

Leticia: //@@@98
Danielle: //@@@@99
Tracy: that’s a really bad example but lots //of things like (0.6) //yeah like100
Danielle: //NO it’s a GREAT e//xamp//le101
Leticia: //yeah102
Tracy: "OH I lOVE" LIKE uh I dunno //just something really crappy=103
Leticia: //yeah104
Tracy: =I’m like Ţ"oh there’s so many:" (.) better brands or places or things to //do105
Leticia: //yeah106
Tracy: (at/but) I dunno other placesŢ=but I guess they’re just really: really proud107

but sometimes I’m just like "are you: kidding" h-108

She relies on the shared background knowledge of the other group
members when she talks about the quality of beaches in Norway. The
implication is that Norwegians don’t know what constitutes a nice beach
whereas Australians and Spaniards do, positioning the latter two in as
more knowledgeable on the subject. The stumble that she makes with
“os-” most likely referring to Oslo, which she repairs to “Norway” on line 92
indicates that she may be thinking of specific people or incidents.

Tracy is given positive feedback by way of confirmation/agreement in
the interjections made by Danielle (lines 91, 93) which encourages her to
continue. The positive response perhaps helps her to lower her guard and
relax some of the social conventions expected in the company of people
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you don’t know well e.g. only saying nice things about people. We see
in line 96 when she exclaims “this potato tastes like shit” and in a way
mocks that naive patriot aspect of Norwegian identity for holding the
humble potato in such high regard. This scenario elicits hearty laughter
from both Leticia and Danielle and when Tracy claims that it wasn’t a
good example Danielle interrupts her and evaluates it as “a great example”
(line 101) and Leticia agrees. The solidarity displayed by the other group
members persuades Tracy to alter her first assessment and she continues
giving examples.

When it appears as though Tracy has finished her narrative, Danielle again
chimes in to affirm that the first two examples Tracy gave were an accurate
depiction of her own experiences. There is laughter and affirmation
from the other participants which prompts Danielle to continue with a
narrative of her own demonstrating what they had just talked about. It
is clear that the researcher became caught up in the conversation and
temporarily forgot her role as the moderator and all pretence of being
a neutral observer is lost as she actively contributes her own narrative
(lines 114–130). One can also deduce from the repetition of the topic, the
animated reactions of the group members and the frequent occurrence
of simultaneous speech more than a simple “yeah” or “mhm” that the
beach is important to them and the experience resonates for all. It seems
that each of those present had experienced something similar or could at
least imagine what such an experience would be like. For example Leticia
on line 117 “and you see ŢTEEK whatŢ” and Tracy on line 118 “yeah Ţ"what is
thisŢ"”.

Danielle: //<yeah> oh no both of those things //both of those examples you just said I109
Tracy: //@ //yeah @110
Danielle: think were perfect //th- the potatoe//s Norwegians and potato//es111
Tracy: //yeah //@@ //@112
Leticia: ye//ah //mhm113
Danielle: //and the beach as we//ll I was SO excited to go to the beach=114
Tracy: //yeah like Ţ"o:h you’ve gotta go there"115
Danielle: =for the first //time but (.) like "where’s the //sandŢ" (.) //"where’s=116
Leticia: //and you see ŢTEEK whatŢ117
Tracy: //yeah Ţ"what is thi//sŢ" @@@118
Danielle: =the sand"119
Leticia: @@@120
Danielle: "the//se rocks are hurting my feet"121
Leticia: //yeah122
Tracy: //yeah123
Leticia: //yeah124

@125
Danielle it’s di//rt like DIRT126
Tracy: //@@127
Leticia: //yeah128
Tracy: //yeah (.) //°but°129
Danielle: //and they love it130

Building this narrative together allowed the group to bond over sharing
similar experiences and co-construct a group identity. Their knowledge
of Norwegian characteristics was from the point of view of one who has
in-depth knowledge yet is not a member of that group oneself. Instead,
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the identity constructed here was one uniting the participants as non-
Norwegians who have strong ties to Norway but can still use their
experiences to poke fun at the stereotypes of Norwegians.

At this point, Tracy takes over again as the main contributor and gives
an evaluative opinion on why Norwegians are so fond of the things they
have. She considers that it is a remnant of their cultural heritage and
poor background. Such that even now when Norway is a wealthy and
modern state whose people enjoy one of the highest standards of living in
the world18, people have romanticised the simple life of the past. Tracy
argues that the norms formed when the country and people were poor
became ingrained as part of the identity, and have formed into traditions
that celebrate their roots. This includes food, clothes, and holidays such
as Easter and Christmas. Her evaluation has some merit, as Hylland
explained that the traditional Norwegian ‘farmer image’ and simple
lifestyle saw a revival after it was used to promote Norway to visitors
during the 1994 Winter Olympics held in Lillehammer (Eriksen 2011,
413). Hylland makes a distinction between a people’s culture (common
understanding), which experiences gradual change along a continuum,
and their social identity (group construction and demarcation), which is
discontinuous and zealously guarded (ibid.). Tracy’s impression from
Norwegians is that they feel it necessary to participate in these traditions
and perform them in a specific way (lines 147–153). This is more
representative of social identity according to Hylland’s definition, than
culture. Notice as well the use of the imperative on lines 149 “you
have to eat lamb [...] you’ve gotta eat [...]” and 153 “you have to wear the
clothes”. Performing these acts is a part of enacting one’s social identity as
Norwegian.

Tracy: //I suppose they appreciate the: smaller things //like (0.8) the simple kind of131
Leticia: //mhm //mhm yeah132
Tracy: life=like I guess it was a poor country so they ate this crappy food and133

they’re still eating this crappy food //like (0.5)134
Leticia: //yeah135
Tracy: //and they like it because it’s tradition an:d (0.6)136
Leticia: //mhm yeah137

yeah //yeah (.) yeah138
Tracy: ye//ah um:139

and they’re just grateful for what they have but it- it isn’t the best140
Leticia: //yeah exactl//y141
Danielle: //mhm142
Tracy: //I sound like a whinger now but (.)143

there’s better things //in (.) some places144
Leticia: //yeah145
Danielle: mhm146
Tracy: yeah u:m but I think (.) also their tradition:s: (0.8)147

really (.) sort of: give them their identity too148
//they’re all like "oh you have to eat lamb at Easter=you’ve gotta eat"149

Danielle: //mhm150
Tracy: like //(.) whatever like (0.7) "at Christmas time" and // (.)151
Leticia: //yeah //yeah152

18. Listed as #1 on the Human Development Index (HDI) by the United Nations for 13
of the past 15 years.
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Tracy: "our family does this and you have to wear the clothes an://d (.)"153
Danielle: //mhm154
Tracy: yeah they’re really big on tradition (.)155

On line 157 she makes a comparison between Norwegians and Australi-
ans. At this point her inclusion in the group Australians is implicit and the
sentence can be interpreted as “which I guess for [me, as a token example
of the group] Australians is so different”. She makes an explicit reference
to her membership of the group Australians on line 159 by her use of the
first person plural pronoun we as an anaphoric reference to Australians.

Danielle: m//hm156
Tracy: //which I guess for Australians is so: different157
Danielle: mhm158
Tracy: we don’t have old traditions @159
Leticia: yeah160
Tracy: they don’t exist161
Danielle: //is that162
Tracy: //u:m163
Leticia: yeah164

The moderator then invites Leticia to take the floor by indirectly asking
about a comparison with Spain on line 165. It is worth noting that this con-
versation occurred several months prior to the independence referendum
held in Catalonia in October 2017. While Leticia repeatedly states that
there is no unified Spanish identity as there is with Norwegian e.g. “we
don’t go and say I’m proud of being Spanish=like in Norway [...]” (lines 182–
183) she nonetheless employs the pronouns “we” and “our” while refer-
ring to the group ‘Spanish’, thus implying that there is some level of group
identity that she includes herself in. One aspect that does seem to unify
the Spanish in her opinion is how they emphasise their differences. Leti-
cia feels more of a connection to a regional identity as a Catalonian or even
more so on a local level from her home town.

Danielle: that might be different in //Spain165
Tracy: //yeah maybe166
Leticia: u:m::167

y- (.)168
yeah a little bit u:m (0.6)169
but we don’t have u:h you know this the huge day like u:h like Norwegians have170
of course the seventee:nth of MayŢ=//we- we don’t have such a thing in Spain (.)171

Danielle: //mhm172
a nationa//l:173

Leticia: //no a national where everybody is like (0.6)174
happy for the country (.)175
no that’s a bit: that is: not >happening anymore in Spain<176
we are a little bit u:h (.)177
different an:d and we: our (0.8)178
um: how is itŢ we are putting more like emphasis in our differences than in our179
(.) how we are all alike s//o: that’s a bit u:h (0.7)180

Danielle: //mhm181
Leticia: right now in Spain we do not feel like "oh I’m-" ! we don:’t go and say182

I’m proud of being Spanish=like //in Norway they do in the seventeenth of May183
Danielle: //mhm184
Leticia: like they are happy and proud (.) you knowŢ "my small country NorwayŢ" (.)185
Leticia: no that’s: that’s not really happening=there is more like traditions- (.) more186

like local in a way=//so Catalonia even within (.) a region (0.6)187
Danielle: //mhm188
Leticia: there’s a small tradit:ion=so my home town we have a day: and then (.) !189
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so it’s bit more like local and THEN you feel (.) that you belong to that but190
not a whole (.) as in the whole of Spain no we don’t have that191

Danielle: mhm (.)192
Leticia: where in Norway they do I mean: °which is really nice=so that’s a: (0.6) that’s°193

°really nice°194

In contrast, rightly or wrongly, she views Norway as unified with one
Norwegian identity overarching any more regional or local identities. In
this instance, she employs the pronoun they to refer to Norwegians. This
could be in order to contrast it with her use of we in identifying herself as
Spanish or Catalonian. At this point she marks herself as an outsider and
talks somewhat wistfully about a national identity as “really nice” (lines
193–194).

4.4.7 Leticia (incompatible immigrants)

The preceding conversation was focussed on the largest or most conspicu-
ous groups of immigrants in Norway. Swedes, Polish and Americans were
mentioned. The moderator then asked if there were any groups in partic-
ular that the participants felt stood out because they don’t integrate and
Leticia responded within half a second. What followed was not a narrative
in the narrow sense though there are temporal clauses present, but more
a general picture painted of regular activities and behaviours that she has
observed over time and that she classifies as either Norwegian or ‘other’.

Leticia: There is this group ((croak)) but: I think they were (.) like (.)4
((croak)) they were refugees so the guys from Africa: (uh/or) from Somalia or5
Eritrea (.) because (0.7)6
((croak)) they came actually way before than this:: //now this Europe:an and7

Danielle: //mhm8
Leticia: world-wide immigration //wave=they came WAY before (.) that (.)9
Tracy: //mhm10

Leticia presents a couple of groups in the introduction (l. 6–7) that she
believes stand out because they don’t integrate in Norway: refugees
from Africa, more specifically from Somalia or Eritrea. This influx of
African refugees was placed in contrast with later European and global
immigration following the expansion of the EU in 2004 and subsequent
increase in work immigrants from eastern Europe. Two things are notable
in this introduction already, her use of refugees to define a category
separate from those who immigrated for work or other purposes (such
as herself), and the juxtaposition of African and European/world-wide
immigration waves where she is also a member of the latter category.
Given that she later talks specifically about women, her reference to guys
on line 6 is a generic term for people, not only men.

In the next utterance, Leticia emphasises the vast difference in the cultures
of this group and Norwegians, implying that this makes integration at the
very least difficult if not impossible. People coming from those countries
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are branded as belonging to or possessing a culture that is irreconcilable
with Norwegian culture, and therefore they will be unable to integrate.
This suggests that Leticia has an essentialist perception of cultural identity
in this case: the people are in a way bound by the cultures that they are
assumed to possess and incapable of adapting to another culture. This is
not to say that she believes identity is always stable, rather that there are
degrees of cultural difference and while those with less cultural difference
can adapt, there is a critical point at which the differences become too great
for this to be possible.

She then goes on to give an example of the cultural differences and line 13
marks the first and only time in the entire one and a half hour discussion
that religion was referenced at all.

Leticia: and- and the <women> are these Muslim style=so they are wea- because in13
((smiling)) Toyen there’s a lot14
so in //Toyen there’s like- it’s fifty fi-15

Danielle: //mhm16
Leticia: fifty percent Norwegians and the other fifty (.)17

is immigrants //but immigrantsŢ(0.5)18
Danielle: //mhm19
Leticia: especially from these u:m Arabic: or Afri- African Arabic //u:h countries and the20
Danielle: //mhm21
Leticia: womens are the ones all cover:ed and they only have they eyes and they are (.)22

with all the ki:ds23

Here, Muslim women are characterised by the ostensible style of clothing
they wear, namely the niqab. With 33% of its population reported as
having an immigrant background19 compared to the national average of
16.8%, Oslo holds Norway’s record as the municipality with the highest
proportion of immigrants. Although all of the districts in Oslo have
a proportion of immigrants higher than the national average, several
districts stand out for having as many as over 50% of its inhabitants either
immigrants or children of immigrants (Sandnes 2017, 155). Although
not in the highest scoring districts, Tøyen and Grønland in Oslo’s inner
east are suburbs that are well known for having a very high population
of immigrants with backgrounds from Somalia, Eritrea, Iraq, and Syria.
These groups represent the four countries with the highest number of
immigrants with refugee status in Norway. While mass emigration from
Syria to Europe occurred in 2015/2016 and Eritrean refugees have had
a steady influx since 2009, immigrants from Somalia and Iraq arrived
in Norway throughout the 90’s and early 2000’s before the expansion
of the EU to eastern European states in 2004 and subsequent rise in the
number of work immigrants from Poland and Lithuania. Leticia implies
that both the style of dress and having lots of children are not typical
for Norwegians. Arab/African and Somalia/Eritrea grouped together.
Leticia doesn’t appear to distinguish these groups in this context. Their
members share whatever characteristics are necessary for placing them in

19. according to SSB this is immigrants, and children born in Norway to two immigrant
parents
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the other group.

On line 18 Leticia employs the category immigrants for the first time, using
it a further two times in this segment on lines 18 and 24 but not again.
Although she has perhaps been primed to use this category since Tracy
used it just before this narrative and Danielle had also used it a couple of
times earlier on, Leticia herself had previously used the term international
as a category in opposition to Norwegians, so her use of ‘immigrant’ here
appears marked. Some feel that a distinction is made between who
qualifies as an ‘expat’ and who is an immigrant, arguing that the term expat
is reserved for Caucasian people while others are viewed as immigrants,
a term that is often negatively laden.20 While the data is insufficient to
know if this is the case for Leticia, it is clear that she is othering the group
in question. This can be seen in the choice of prepositions “those are the
immigrants” a sub-category of immigrants, they, their, those, those people on
lines 24–25 and in comparing them directly to others and us and everybody
else on lines 30–31. Further explaining who she means by us by naming
nationalities, including her own and that of both Tracy and Danielle (both
Australian) as well as a third, Polish. Polish represents the group with
the largest total number of migrants in Norway, but since they are work
migrants with high employment rates and physically resemble what the
dominant discourse stipulates an ethnic Norwegian looks like, they tend
to be considered well integrated.

Leticia: so those are the immigrants that (.)24
they: just hang Ţout with their: own peoŢple speakin:g their: lanŢguage as well25

Danielle: mhm26
Leticia: and I think they- they know Norwegian too because their children go to27

[barnehage] and all of that (0.5)28
<Bu:t they: always hang out together> (uh/and) the women with the same °uh°29
from the same c- so those do not integrate=because the others (0.7)30
all of us like Spanish Polish you kno:w Australians //e- everybody else you31

Tracy: //mhm32
Leticia: h- you hang ou:t you go to cross country to the [hytta]s (0.6)33

but those people do not do those things so those //a:re the ones that I would say34
Danielle: //mhm35

She then goes on to name activities that Norwegians and immigrants who
do integrate partake in: hanging out, cross country skiing, cabin trips. She
has previously mentioned both skiing and cabin trips as typical activities
for Norwegians and ones used to judge Norwegianness. It is interesting
to note that hang out is mentioned as an activity for both the us and the
other groups, but appears to take on a negative connotation in connection
with the latter. While it is not explicitly stated why the same activity is
positive for some groups and negative for others, there is an inference that
the activity becomes negative when the group is exclusive. That is, Leticia
views the categories of African/Arabic/Muslim immigrants as excluding

20. https://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-network/
2015/mar/13/white-people-expats-immigrants-migration Why are white people expats
when the rest of us are immigrants Published 13/03/2015, accessed 14/03/2017
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others from different backgrounds (including herself) from participating
in the activity.

Leticia: they: just hang Ţout with their: own peoŢple speakin:g their: lanŢguage as well25

She is excluded based on her background and her language skills. The idea
of exclusion is repeated again on lines 29 - 30. She introduces the idea that
it is not their lack of Norwegian skills stopping them from socialising with
Norwegians, but a choice they make since they prefer to socialise with
people of the same background (lines 27–30). Meanwhile, the us category
appears to be open and inclusive, not just Spanish people associating with
other Spanish people, but mixing between immigrants and Norwegians
(line 31). Leticia then employs a simile to demonstrate the extent of the
lack of integration, comparing the various groups as behaving “completely
like water and oil @@ it’s like they do not mix” (lines 36 –37).

In contrast to the activities skiing and cabin (hytte) trips, Leticia lists some
activities that the other groups participate in, such as homemaking and child
rearing.

Leticia: I think they are happy but they’re happy doing their things so:51
//Going to the parks goin:g you Ţkno:w n:52

Danielle: //okay53
Leticia: you know being h- housewives making the food being with the children (.)54

It is then implied that these are not activities that interest typical
Norwegians:

But they just don’t do what the Norwegians do55
Leticia: which is you know more the the fu:n and (.)56

going ou:t and playing ga:mes and they don’t- they don’t °do those things°=//they57
Danielle: //mhm58

and that while the first list of activities is monotonous and boring,
Norwegian activities are fun. She gives a summary of her position in lines
60 to 64 and then ends the narrative with a final “that’s what I would say”.

4.4.8 Victoria 3 (Agency)

In this narrative, Victoria initially responds to a question about her
first impressions of Norway. While she experienced that her husband’s
family preferred to communicate with her in Norwegian from the start, a
situation she found quite stressful, her interactions with strangers in the
wider community presented a different experience. She would initiate the
dialogue with them in Norwegian (presumably to practice/improve) but
that they would constantly respond to her in English.

Victoria: yeah I found that uh they switch too quickly like the first sentence or something1
they: they: just prefer to: switch (0.9)2
right away (0.7)3

Danielle: even though you’ve said it correct//ly.4
Victoria: //>yeah yeah< they- they: just5

>for example I just say one sentence and they just answer in English right away6
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and continue in English so I’m like okay I’ll< continue in English too or7

In the beginning, she appears resigned to passively accept the preference
of her interlocutors: “they just prefer to switch” (line 2) and “okay I’ll
continue in English too” (line 7). She employs non-specific pronouns for the
antagonist(s) and uses the present tense, both indicators that she is making
a generalisation of habitual past experiences rather than referencing one
particular instance.

The moderator then presents her with an alternate scenario in which
she acts as though she cannot communicate in English and thus forces
the exchange to continue in Norwegian and asks her if she’s ever done
anything like that.

Danielle: you never stick to Norwegian and //just uh pretend like you don’t @ speak English8
Victoria: //u:h actually9

oh actually: @10

As can be seen in lines 9 and 10, this provokes Victoria to think about a
specific incident which she then goes on to tell:

there was this u:m (.) ! (.)11
Victoria: uh case in the post office like this old lady and12

I started in Norwegian and she- (.)13
s:witched to English >and then I:< I was like "okay:" an:d >then I answered in14
English but then I continued in Norwegian because I’m like<15
"okay >I know Norwegian and I want to speak Norwegian with her<" (0.5)16
so yeah it was a bit of: (u:h/a:) mixture17

Danielle: mhm18
Victoria: she: saw that I spoke Norwegian but u:m19
Danielle: did she continue? (.) //in20
Victoria: //u:h it was a bit uh m- mixed21
Danielle: okay22
Victoria: yeah (0.5)23

°yeah°(0.7)24

After a short introduction where she presents the setting as the post
office and the antagonist as an old lady (presumably Norwegian), the
story starts off the same way as the others with Victoria speaking in
Norwegian and the interlocutor responding in English, only this time
she is using the past tense. Although Victoria initially accepts her
interlocutor’s language choice and switches to English, on this occasion
she decides to assert her will to speak Norwegian and so proceeds
to switch back. The conversation then continues with a mix of both
Norwegian and English. This demonstrates the difficulties that L2 learners
face in language negotiations when their skills are still developing.

The last section of this narrative from lines 25 to 28 presents us with
Victoria’s resolution:

Victoria: and that was uh- (.)25
so I: have a strategy now=if they speak Norweg- u:h EnglishŢ26
I will just answer in Norwegian so they: (.) so they see that (.) >okay I can:<27
speak Norwegian an:d we don’t HAVE to speak English28

As a result of these experiences, Victoria has made a conscious decision to
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assert her will to speak Norwegian in future language negotiations with
other Norwegian language speakers.

In this narrative, it appears that Victoria is concerned with how she is
perceived by Norwegians. On lines 19 and 27 she employs the verb
‘to see’ when describing how interlocutors realise that she is capable of
communicating with them in Norwegian. There is a recurring theme
in Victoria’s narratives of the need to perform her Norwegian language
skills. This was discussed in more detail in the narratives 4.4.4 Victoria 5
and 4.4.5 Victoria 6 but it is also evident in this excerpt. By continuing
in Norwegian she is demonstrating her proficiency in the Norwegian
language. It may indicate convergence to a more Norwegian identity,
divergence from a foreigner identity, or a combination of the two.

On line 28 the emphasis on the words “HAVE” and “English” gives the
impression that Norwegians are accustomed to speaking English for the
benefit of foreigners. It also hints at a possible feeling of obligation
Norwegians feel, speaking English to make up for deficiencies foreigners
may have in the majority language. It is somewhat of a stereotype
that people who move to Norway as adults struggle in Norwegian
conversations even after living there for many years. Victoria’s efforts may
be seen as trying to counter this stereotype or perhaps distance herself
from it by demonstrating her willingness and ability to speak Norwegian.

4.4.9 Lana (Language IQ marker)

This brings us to the next theme: language competency as a perceived IQ
marker. Lana tells a small story about an exchange between herself and
one of her colleagues from CCC where they discuss Lana’s Norwegian
language competency and how she feels she is perceived while using it.

Lana: someone: in CCC asked me=one of my colleagues u:h from u:h she i-1
she’s studying social psychologyŢ(.)2
and she: asked (.)3
"do you feel like people: think that you are less: u:h (.)4
>intelligent when you speak in Norwegian<?" (0.7)5
"because you don’t speak with so good accent and uh you know you miss words=6
=you use very simple vocabularyŢ" (0.5)7
and the true is sometimes I feelŤ(.)8
I feel people think I’m not so smart as I am because my Norwegian is not so9
developed10

Danielle: mhm11
Lana: mhm12
Victoria: mhm13

Lana introduces her colleague by presenting us with her educational
background, she is studying social psychology. Introducing her in this
manner serves two purposes:

1. it helps explain why this particular topic is relevant given it may be
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of academic interest or something the colleague is currently studying

2. it positions her colleague as an expert on the topic which lends
credibility to the stance she takes.

The question she quotes her colleague as asking is not neutral, but phrased
in such a way that it is clear the colleague expects an affirmative answer,
her stance is thus implied: people perceive a person’s overall IQ as
correlating with their performed language competency.

It is interesting to note that the list given on lines 6 and 7 is attributed to
Lana’s colleague using direct reported speech, however, it seems unlikely
that this is a direct quote. To begin with, in order to make such judgements
the interlocutor would have to have a fair amount of Norwegian language
knowledge herself. No information is given for her qualifications on that
front but the omission itself suggests that it was not the evaluation of
an expert. It also seems unlikely that a colleague would make such a
negative evaluation of another’s skills so bluntly. With this in mind, the
most plausible interpretation is that this is Lana’s own assessment of her
skills.

She then switches back to talking as herself in the first person, explicitly
aligning her opinion with that of her colleague in lines 8 and 9 by
saying that she does feel she is perceived as less smart when she speaks
Norwegian due to her basic skill level.

4.4.10 Lana 3 (professional identity)

The next two narratives are led by Lana as she provides us with two ex-
amples of language negotiation in the workplace and how profession ap-
pears to play a role in interlocutors’ willingness to respond in Norwegian
to her. In the first narrative, Lana feels that her role as an educated, white
collar employee in an office means that her initial request to speak in Nor-
wegian is accepted without question. While in the second narrative, Lana
feels that her position as a waitress doesn’t command the same amount
of respect and more often results in customers immediately switching to
English.

This narrative follows on almost immediately after 4.4.8 Victoria 3
(Agency). There were 10 seconds separating them in which my canine
assistant growled at some birds and distracted all present. After being
asked by the moderator if she had experienced anything similar to what
Victoria described in her narrative, Lana admits that she has many such
examples. She proceeds to tell a narrative about an experience she had in
her current job in an office setting.
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She starts off by building off Victoria’s previous narrative, constructing a
common identity through shared experiences in lines 5 to 11.

Danielle: have you had any: any s- sort of similar experience//s?1
Lana: //yea:h (.)2

I @ //have many @3
Victoria: //@4
Lana: I- I:: I think I agree with Victoria with people switching very quick to:5

to English6
Danielle: mhm7
Lana: as soon as they understand that you are a foreigner8
Danielle: okay9
Lana: that’s: yeah (.)10

that happens so many many times @ with me like uh even (0.6)11

This appears as an abstract but instead of continuing into a story
Lana then comes in with a new abstract containing a statement that
slightly modifies her views regarding language negotiations. Namely
that if you are working in a superior position (presumably by superior
she means something along the lines of a role that requires higher
education) people are more willing to respect your language choice
without further negotiation. During this abstract, on line 13, she also states
the qualifications that allow her to make this assessment, her personal
experience working in different sectors.

Lana and (.) what I feel now like I had different kind of job experiences (.)12
I feel more like uh (.) when you are in- in a superior positionŢ(.)13
u::h people respect you a little bit more and they give you (0.5)14
one chance more for you to: show your Norwegian (.)15
but for example when I was working as a waitressŢ(1.0)16
I would go and talk in uh in: my (.)17
m- bad uh Norwegian: accen:t and uh °people just to switch to English°(.)18

Danielle: mhm19

On line 15 we can see another example of a participant referring to
speaking Norwegian as a type of performance with “show your Norwegian”.
Lana is expecting to be judged on this performance. If she does well then
the interlocutor will continue in Norwegian. If not, she expects they will
switch. What’s more, in this abstract she also makes an assessment of her
accent when speaking Norwegian, calling it bad. This is given as the main
reason interlocutors elect to switch to English.

Her stance on the practice is made clear in the following passage from line
20:

Lana: yeah (.) that (.) >I was WORKING you know and people would do that< (0.9)20

her reaction shows her incredulity at the lack of respect accorded to her
as a waitress. This suggests that Lana interprets people immediately
switching to English to facilitate conversation as a slight against her
language skills and shows a lack of respect for her as a person.

Following this, she provides an alternate example where she is now
working in an office environment:

Lana on uh when I started this new jobŢ (0.9)21
I feel like people: uh (.)22
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get a little bit like (.)23
u:h w- for example I (.)24
this was happening with me in the beginning I was getting a little bit frustrated25
(.) that was like people would <call> to my company=26
=I would answer you know we have this like [sentralbord]27
u:h (.) and I would answer:28
and people would say "oh am I calling to this company?"29
because they are not expecting some foreigner to take the phone (.)30
//you knowŢ (0.6)31

Danielle: //mhm32
Lana: a:nd u:h yeah (.)33

so I was getting a little bit frustrated with "yes: uh you are34
>talking with this company< h:ow can I help you?" (0.7)35
u::h in Norwegian and yeah (.) people don’t switch36
but I’m sure if I would b:e- this would be like (.)37
uh waitress positionŢ //(.) people would like start speaking English38

Danielle: //mhm39
//mhm40

Lana: //as it happened before (0.6)41

In the middle of her story she code-switches to Norwegian and says
“[sentralbord]” possibly because she is used to referring to it as such,
because she didn’t know/couldn’t remember the English switchboard, or
even to give a very small demonstration of her Norwegian skills to the
group and lend credence to the argument that it wasn’t necessary for her
interlocutors to switch. In this example she is still getting frustrated with
the reactions of clients/customers upon hearing that she has an accent,
but her point is that in the office environment she feels that people are less
likely to immediately switch to English the way they did when she was
waitressing.

Lana: so yeah (.) um: (0.6)42
((click)) I dunno (.) but this is just my own experience I can’t (.)43
yeah of course I cannot give a generalisation ((sharp intake of breath))44
from my: own experienceŢbut u:h (.)45
when I talk with other people with foreigners=46
=the same >situation has been happening< so: yeahŢ47

In the final section from lines 42 to 47 Lana is hesitant to make a
generalisation from her experience, though she does evaluate it as
common for other foreigners she has spoken to. It is her experience on
a micro level but at the same time it is a broader theme for the category
foreigners at the macro level.

The discourse marker “so yeah” on line 47 signifies the end of this
narrative.

4.4.11 Lana 6 (waitress story)

This narrative came about 5 minutes after the end of Lana 4. The group
members had been talking about situations where either they or someone
they knew couldn’t or wouldn’t speak English in response to a request
to switch languages. Danielle had just told a narrative about a situation
she described as the funniest language mishap experience she’d had in
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Norway and Lana came in immediately after with a funny story of her
own.

Lana’s story takes place in a restaurant where she worked as a waitress.
She had previously told us how customers would frequently and very
quickly switch to English when she approached them in Norwegian. On
this occasion she chose to ignore their request and instead pressed on in
Norwegian, but then had difficulty understanding their response. Instead
of admitting to that, she continued the conversation and used other tactics
to complete her task of taking their order.

Following Danielle’s narrative, Lana segues into her story by building on
the overall narrative and introducing her story as recounting a similar
experience. We can see this on line 1 with the word too:

Lana: yeah (.) I- I- I remember too (0.7)1

In the next section she expresses her decision to stop switching to English
so that she can improve her Norwegian skills.

Lana: w- while I was uh working as a waitress a bit like (.)2
"okay now I’m gonna start also refusing to speak u::h uh English I want to alsoŢ"3
you know I want to train @4

This is very similar to a sentiment expressed by Victoria in the narrat-
ive 4.4.8 Victoria 3 (Agency): “I know Norwegian and I want to speak Norwegian
with her”. Both participants were in the position where a Norwegian
speaker refused their request to communicate in Norwegian, both had ex-
perienced this enough times already that they felt offended, disrespected
and frustrated by the action at the time, and both had made a conscious
decision to stop accommodating the wishes of their interlocutors in lan-
guage negotiations where they had the option to speak Norwegian. In
addition, they both employed direct reported speech to convey to group
members what they were thinking at the time. This manner of reporting
makes it easier to more effectively convey emotion and other non-verbal
aspects of the encounter.

Lana makes it clear that she considers it would be inappropriate to practice
Norwegian at her other workplace in the corporate world.

Lana: and because I was >at the time< working at this uh5
at this company: with oil industry I know that I will never yeah (.)6
just start speaking Norwegian with bad Norwegian but u:h when you are (.)7
working as a waitress like not so much thing that can fail8
u:h with trying >so I was just trying< (.)9

She believes there is less risk associated with making language errors as
a waitress than in her role at the office. This also links back to Lana’s
narrative about assumptions of IQ being correlated to perceived language
competency in narrative 4.4.9 Lana (Language IQ marker). Her office
job is related to the field she completed her education in and where
she is currently building her career. The office job is therefore much
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more important to her personally and professionally and she considers
it essential to maintain a professional image there. Speaking non-fluent
Norwegian is therefore not a consideration in that environment.

The specific narrative then starts on line 10:
Lana: I remember one time (.) I said to someone like this (0.5)10

u- the person (.) switched to English11
Danielle: mhm12
Lana: and then I- (.) I just like uh (.)13

I just tried to keep >the conversation in Norwegian< (.)14
somehow (.)15
I didn’t understand what the what the person uh said and I just wanted to look=16
=like I >was understanding very much and< I was like "[hva mener du]?" and m-17
the person (.) was like ve- very much like (.)18
a bit upset because "[hva mener JEGŢ]"19

Danielle: //@@20
Lana: //I was like "u:h" @ an:d yeah21

The antagonist is not described in any detail aside from being a customer,
referred to only as “someone” and “the person”. From the context in this
and other narratives included in this chapter, we can see that Lana felt
that a Norwegian interlocutor who quickly switched to English when
she initiated dialogue in Norwegian was making a judgement about her
Norwegian skills (and perhaps also her IQ as discussed in 4.4.9 Lana
(Language IQ marker)) and felt it as a threat to her positive face. In response
to this, Lana does not acknowledge the interlocutor’s request to switch to
English, and continues in Norwegian.

A second complicating action arises when she then doesn’t understand
what the customer has said. She didn’t want to lose face by admitting
this after she had insisted on communicating in Norwegian, so her tactic
was to ask the person what they meant: “[hva mener du]?”.21 Without more
information it is difficult to understand exactly why the customer became
upset with this and responded with “[hva mener JEG]”22. If it was in the
context of the customer supplying Lana with their order, something they
expected to be a straightforward affair, they may have been taken aback
with her response, as asking what someone means is more appropriate if
you want them to elaborate on a response rather than simply repeat it. The
implication would be that their response wasn’t clear enough the first time
they said it. By this point Lana realises that by trying to save face herself,
she has inadvertently upset her customer.

Here she breaks off the story and generalises that conflicts like this can
happen when you try to use a language you haven’t yet mastered.

Lana: then ((@ while talking)) you can get on this kind of conflicts also with (.)22
uh okay now I’m gonna try ((...)) //yes in Norwegian (1.0)23

Danielle: //mhm24
Lana: yeah (.) a lot: of <kind of> uh //examples like this can happen @@25
Victoria: //((...))26

21. “what do you mean?” - my own translation
22. “what do I mean” - my own translation
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Danielle then tries to paraphrase Lana’s evaluation:

Danielle: where you try and //use Norwegian but use it (.) maybe not (.)27
Lana: //mhm mhm28

not (.)29
Danielle: not the expected way and they get (.)30
Lana: yeahŢ31
Danielle: offen//ded32
Lana: //mhm a little bit (0.6)33

a phrasing Lana mostly agrees with but to a lesser extent, feeling that
offended was too strong a word. She hedges her response with “a little
bit” and then provides a summary herself:

Lana: not that- cause u- I was just like "okay nowŢ I- I:" the person tried to34
>speak in English with meŢ<35
I: (.) tried (.) to not speak in English36
and then you u- >you don’t understand somethingŢ<37
and then it’s too BAD you know >because also you are proud<38
a- and you don’t want to go back to English //@39

Danielle: //((@ while talking)) mhm40
Lana: when you make yourself first=it’s: yeah so: it’s like (.)41

yeah42
Victoria: @43

The summary starts off in the first person on line 34 up until the end of
line 36 at which point in the story Lana says she tried to avoid speaking
English. She then switches to the general “you” from lines 37 to 41,
making the experience less personal with the same outcome possible for
any of the other group members as non-native speakers of Norwegian. By
making the experience generic she is also distancing herself from fault and
responsibility. As she then states being too proud to admit that she didn’t
understand what was said in the original interaction, pride can also be
impacting the conversation here where she is telling others she doesn’t
know so well about a slightly embarrassing situation. Embarrassing
language mishaps are almost inevitable for adult language learners, so it
was something the other group members could definitely relate to.

The moderator was eager to find out how Lana had resolved the situation
and prompts her to continue the story.

Danielle: did you switch after that?44
Lana: no no45

//I continued and the person like (.)46
Danielle: //you st-47
Lana: what do youŢ ((...)) was like48

then I just pick the menu I >bring the menu< I >explain la la la<49
(you) say an:d you know it comes >all the time with the description< =50
=everything //is very well descripted u:h51

Danielle: //yeah52
mhm53

Lana: uh yeah @54

She animatedly recounts the rest of the story rather quickly, switching
between talking in the first and second person. She describes the tactics
she used that allowed her to save face in the end, resourcefully using the
menu as an aid to find out what the customer wished to order.
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In the last section she was primed by Danielle’s use of the word saved to
say “I saved my skin”.

Danielle: okay (.)55
so you (0.5)56
//you saved th- //you save the situa- //@@@57

Lana: //NO //I- I- I sa- I saved my: skin //@@@58
Victoria: //@@59
Lana: I did I h- I was (.)60

<proud> enough to not switch back to EnglishŤ(.)61
Danielle: mhm62

Choosing this phrase either because it is a common idiom or because
she wanted to stress to the other group members that the situation could
have had serious repercussions. In her final utterance in this narrative
she again talks about feeling pride, using positive language to describe it:
proud enough versus too proud. With this she marks her ability to continue
in Norwegian even when things go wrong or become awkward as an
accomplishment.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and conclusion

In the first part of this research project I set out to document the language
practices of respondents. The hypothesis was that English is so widely
used in Norway that skilled migrants who worked only in English would
be less inclined to learn Norwegian. The results from the survey indicate
that this is not the case, with 10/11 participants participating in some level
of Norwegian language course.

5.1 English speakers still learn Norwegian!

5.1.1 Language use and motivation

Already from the survey it was evident that in this group, skilled migrants
are still inclined to learn Norwegian even though they are competent
English users. Evidence from the survey and the focus groups both
suggest that the factor most likely to impact whether or not a person
learns Norwegian is their expectation for living long-term in Norway. The
only person from the survey not to have taken a Norwegian language
course was the respondent who had been in Norway for the least amount
of time, Tracy. She had lived in Norway for just over a year at the
time of the survey, but planned to leave when her contract expired in
the following month. As this respondent later attended a focus group
and could expand upon her answer, we found out that she had in fact
considered taking a language course multiple times. However, factors
such as time, expense, and return on investment (due to Norwegian’s low
value on the language market outside of Scandinavia) discouraged her. At
the time of the interview, she had just accepted an extension of her contract
for another year. By then she felt more obliged to take a course but was
still undecided as we saw in her narrative 4.4.3 Tracy 4.
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In addition, although neither Tracy nor her interlocutor, Leticia, had
included Norwegian as part of their language repertoire in the survey,
they both reported knowledge of Norwegian language during the focus
group. They claimed to be able to follow a simple conversation in a social
context if it was one-on-one and spoken slowly in a dialect they were
familiar with. They were also capable of producing simple sentences,
though not confident in their pronunciation. This leads me to believe that
there was a case of under-reporting Norwegian language competency in
the survey for at least 2 and maybe all 3 people who didn’t include it in
their repertoire.

If we then consider the reasons people give for staying long-term in
Norway, results from the survey showed that most people initially
moved for work reasons. One person also indicated in the survey
that though they initially came for a job, they returned and settled for
love. Further exploration of this topic during the focus groups showed
that 3 of the 4 participants were in long-term live-in relationships and
though only one of the participants had indicated her partner as the
reason for moving to Norway in the first place, the other two who had
originally moved for work reasons chose to remain in Norway to pursue
their relationships. The survey didn’t specifically ask respondents about
their partner’s relationship to Norway, two nonetheless specified their
partner as Norwegian, and in the focus group a further two specified
Norwegian while there was one non-Norwegian European. From this
data it appears that majority of the partners are Norwegian, and this
provides another strong factor motivating the participants to acquire the
Norwegian language: communicating with their partner’s family. Victoria
demonstrated this during her narrative 4.4.4 Victoria 5.

In the course of the focus group conversations, other reasons mentioned
for wanting to learn Norwegian covered the whole range of motivation
types discussed in section 2.2 Second language acquisition. If we break
down the reasons provided by the participants into the four motivation
types (allowing that some reasons may end up in more than one group)
we have:

• Functional: necessity for long-term enjoyment, expanding job
opportunities, social reasons, peace of mind in case they ever need
to use it in a new situation, communication with partner’s family,
pressure from different actors

• Integrative: as a courtesy to their new nation state e.g. “it’s nicer
that you try to learn the language of the country you are living in” 4.4.3
Tracy 4, a sense of duty e.g. “foreigners are here they should learn
Norwegian” 4.4.4 Victoria 5 , immersion in the culture of the new nation
state
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• Resultative: fun, pride (this was much more evident in narratives
outside of the corpus. e.g. Lana talks about swapping languages
with her co-workers where they teach her one uncommon Norwe-
gian word, and she reciprocates with one uncommon word from her
native language)

• Intrinsic: fun, peace of mind, pride e.g. “because also you are proud a-
and you don’t want to go back to English” 4.4.11 Lana 6 (waitress story)

5.1.2 Norwegian is important in the workplace

Contrary to my original hypothesis, i.e. that participants would
experience far less functional motivation to learn Norwegian since
English is so widely used and accepted, my findings suggest that
this type of motivation was still rather high amongst the parti-
cipants. This was stated explicitly in the focus group (FG) conversa-
tions: “so if you plan to stay here then you have- I mean there’s no other way
(.) you cannot get away without Norwegian here” (4.4.3 Tracy 4). The same
sentiment was expressed by Lana and Victoria in parts of the FG conver-
sation that were not included for deeper analysis in the corpus:

Danielle: did they tell you you had to learn Norwegian to work there?
Lana: no [they] they did not but I understood that uh it is like (.) it w- yeah it was

like essential for me to get to yeah to have Norwegian

Victoria: most of the companies are just n- in Norwegian and they say like uh certain
positions are really like you have to write things in Norwegian like texts and
(.) on social media so y- you you must speak very well (.) or at least write very
well

Even those, such as Lana and Tracy, who were originally employed
without Norwegian skills and worked entirely in English felt that their
lack of Norwegian was a drawback in the workplace. They found that
they would often unintentionally be excluded from meetings conducted
in the majority language or a mix of Scandinavian varieties.

The conclusion that functional motivation to learn Norwegian is also
derived from its value in the workplace can likewise be deduced from the
results of the survey. There was a relatively high instance of Norwegian
used in the workplace as referenced by 7 out of 11 respondents of which
4 specified that they used it all the time at work. It would be interesting to
carry out a similar study amongst foreign employees at a company where
English is the main working language to see how that might influence the
results.
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5.1.3 Performing Norwegian

In their narratives of using Norwegian in different situations, the parti-
cipants seemed to demonstrate the understanding that perceptions about
identity are formed in dialogue and interaction, not pre-determined. This
makes it important for them to perform as competent Norwegian speak-
ers.

We saw this in Victoria’s narratives on interactions with her husband’s
family in 4.4.4 Victoria 5 and 4.4.5 Victoria 6 where she talks about
rehearsing what she’s going to say in her head so that she can express
herself correctly when she talks with them. It was in fact Lana who
first brought up the concept of performing Norwegian when she explicitly
asks Victoria whether that’s the reason she speaks Norwegian with her
husband in front of his family when they normally communicate in
English.

Lana herself talks about how speaking Norwegian well or not impacts the
way that interlocutors perceive her level of intelligence. She believes that,
in general, people interpret a foreigner’s lack of fluency in the majority
language as indicative that they aren’t intelligent. Speaking Norwegian
is therefore seen as an outward performance of the character trait intelli-
gent/unintelligent. More specifically, Lana feels that her own Norwegian
skills are insufficient to portray an intelligent person and that “people think
I’m not so smart as I am because my Norwegian is not so developed” 4.4.9 Lana
(Language IQ marker). As such, Lana felt less inclined to use Norwegian
at the office where she worked as she believed it would negatively impact
the identity she was constructing: that of an intelligent and competent
employee. She was more comfortable training her Norwegian production
skills in her role as a waitress as she felt that position was less import-
ant and perhaps people held different expectations of staff in that context
(4.4.5 Victoria 6).

In addition to the narratives, we can also look to the survey responses
to see in which domains the respondents used Norwegian. What it
showed was that more respondents used Norwegian, and used it more
frequently, when they were in the community rather than at work,
at home, with friends etc. If we only consider those who included
Norwegian in their responses, they indicated an average score of 3 out
of 5 for use of Norwegian in the workplace, but 4.5 out of 5 in the
community! This might indicate a broader trend of Lana’s experience:
that language learners are less likely to ‘train’ their language production
skills in a professional environment for fear of performing badly and being
categorised as unintelligent.

This brings us to the next section: why do Norwegians think migrants
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don’t speak Norwegian?

5.1.4 Why do Norwegians think migrants don’t speak
Norwegian?

In formulating the hypothesis of my research, I thought about all the
times that I, as a migrant, had been praised by Norwegians for my
Norwegian proficiency while apparently representing the exception. My
Norwegian interlocutors told me that they knew one or more migrant
colleagues at their workplace who had lived in Norway for many years
and either hadn’t learned Norwegian at all, or spoke only rudimentary
sentences. This formed the basis of my research question: do highly
educated migrants who are competent English users learn Norwegian?
As we have seen from the analysis and discussion so far, it appears that
migrants in this group do indeed learn Norwegian. So where, then, does
the impression that English-speaking migrants don’t learn Norwegian
stem from? The next sections are therefore dedicated to exploring some
possible explanations to this question.

5.1.4.1 Language use varies in different domains

By asking survey respondents not just which languages they used but
where they used them and how much they used them in those domains, I
was able to build a more detailed picture of their Norwegian language
use. What it showed was that people employ different languages in
different domains. From further exploration of this topic during the focus
group conversations it became apparent that a number of factors can
influence their preference for using Norwegian or another language in a
particular context. So while Norwegian was frequently used in the wider
community, there was, on average, moderate usage in the workplace.
However, there was a high level of variation for frequency of use between
the respondents in this domain. One respondent indicated that they didn’t
use English in the workplace at all, almost exclusively using Norwegian
supplemented only by Russian on rare occasions. But while some used
Norwegian frequently in the workplace, others used it rarely. So it is
possible that these migrants can speak Norwegian, and do so in other
contexts, but choose to communicate in other languages at work for the
reasons specified by Lana and discussed in the previous section: they
want to appear as competent as possible at work. The preference to not
employ Norwegian at work may be interpreted by Norwegian colleagues
as a lack of Norwegian competency where the same person might be quite
comfortable using Norwegian in a shop or restaurant as demonstrated in
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the survey results and narratives like 4.4.11 Lana 6 (waitress story). This is
demonstrative of a conflict between the social and professional identities
of the migrant.

5.1.4.2 Participants are hesitant to use non-perfect Norwegian

As discussed in 5.1.3 Performing Norwegian, Lana and Victoria both
expressed concerns about how they would be perceived while honing
their spoken Norwegian skills. Lana explicitly named these concerns in
4.4.9 Lana (Language IQ marker) and Victoria alluded to them when she
talked about rehearsing Norwegian responses in her head before she says
anything out loud to her husband’s family in 4.4.5 Victoria 6. In a different
part of the conversation, Victoria also says:

Victoria: if I’m not sure I- I just speak English or: I- I don’t like to say it wrong you1
knowŢ2
//because I- I don’t feel (.)3

Danielle: //mhm4
Victoria: I don’t feel good (.)5

I’m- I’m trying to learn it and to- to speak as perfectly as I can grammar-wise6
yeah (.) I make sure I say it correctly first7

I think this excerpt really highlights the extent to which some immigrants
feel anxious about speaking Norwegian before their skills are finely
honed. Dewaele refers to this phenomenon as Foreign language anxiety
(FLA) and is defined in his article as “the feeling of tension and
apprehension specifically associated with second language contexts,
including speaking, listening, and learning” (MacIntyre & Gardner as
cited in Dewaele 2007, 391 ). This might be especially important for
this particular group of people, since they are all highly educated. All
respondents had university degrees and all but one had completed or were
in the process of completing post-graduate studies, so this is a group of
high achievers. As such, they might have particular difficulty ‘performing’
when they feel their skills are rudimentary, and would prefer, as Victoria
said, to make sure everything is perfect before speaking. This may give the
impression to Norwegians that immigrants have no wish to communicate
in Norwegian.

5.1.4.3 Norwegians’ expectations of immigrants: a paradox

Quite a few of the narratives in the focus group conversations dealt with
language negotiation. Language negotiation occurs two or more parties
work out which language to use in their interaction. This negotiation
may not occur overtly, but might be as subtle as one person initiating
communication in one language, and their interlocutor responding in
a different language, thus signalling that they would like to change.
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These experiences happened at work, with family, and in the wider
community. An interesting paradox presented itself in these narratives:
the participants felt like Norwegians expect them to be able to speak
Norwegian well, but at the same time the latter would frequently switch
to English when the participants first addressed them in Norwegian. This
seemed to be a common occurrence, as demonstrated by Lana’s statement:
“I have many” in 4.4.10 Lana 3 (professional identity), in response to a
question asking if she had had similar experiences to Victoria’s narrative
on the topic in 4.4.8 Victoria 3 (Agency). Victoria also talked about how,
in addition to switching to English when she was struggling to find a
word rather than assisting her in Norwegian, Norwegians would switch
to English even if they had said everything correctly. The participants felt
that this was done from a helpful perspective to aid communication since
Norwegians tend to be such skilled English users. It may also be that in
spite of Norwegians wanting immigrants to speak Norwegian, they also
like to showcase their own English competency. This makes it difficult for
the participants to practice their Norwegian skills in an environment they
consider relatively innocuous.

5.2 Participants used narratives to co-construct
shared identities

Participants used a multitude of tools to co-construct their identities
within the focus group narratives. In addition to their individual
identities, the participants also co-constructed shared identities for the
group. The techniques used included: back-channelling and stance-
taking to lend support to each other’s narratives, going into second
stories to demonstrate a shared experience, using categories to define
groups that included each other but defined them as separate from others,
demonstrating shared values and a similar cultural background using
humour and shared knowledge.

5.2.1 Constructing a shared identity in second stories

There were five instances of second stories (also called parallel stories)
present in the corpus and many more in the remaining narratives of the
focus group conversations. Some of these are to be expected since I, as the
moderator, followed up one participant’s narrative with a question to the
other participant directly asking for their input on the same topic. This
was the case in 4.4.1 Lana 1: “and you?”, and 4.4.10 Lana 3 (professional
identity): “have you had any any s- sort of similar experiences?”. However,
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other second stories such as those in 4.4.3 Tracy 4, 4.4.6 Tracy and
Leticia (liking Norway), and 4.4.11 Lana 6 (waitress story)1 all developed
organically. As discussed in the theory sections 2.6.5 Co-constructed
narratives and 2.6.6 Second stories: “A particularly elaborate realization
of active co-tellership transpires when interlocutors initiate additional
narratives that shed light on a previous narrative of personal experience.”
(Ochs and Capps 2001, 33). This is done not just by repeating the theme
in the story, but repetition can also be evident in the linguistic elements
such as in the lexico-syntactic structure, use of direct reported speech,
and following the same development with a comparable high point in the
story (Siromaa 2012, 528). Ochs and Capps add that second stories aren’t
independent as they are both shaped by and reshape earlier stories “by
providing either comparable or contrasting experiences and perspectives”
(Ochs and Capps 2001, 32). In all but the first of the narratives mentioned
above, the second narrator offered a comparable experience that was
either personal or the story of someone they knew, in support of the first
person’s narrative. We saw that in particular, the narrative 4.4.6 Tracy
and Leticia (liking Norway) created a real bonding experience for the two
participants and myself as we joked and shared our own personal stories
as a series representative of a generalised experience for immigrants in
their encounters with Norwegians.

The second story provided by Leticia in 4.4.3 Tracy 4 was not of a personal
narrative, but the experience of one of her friends. She uses this story
to lend support to Tracy’s first narrative on not learning Norwegian by
providing her with an example of someone who had done the same thing,
a situation Leticia “understand[s]”. Leticia makes her stance clear that she
supports the position both of the protagonist in her own narrative and
then extends this approval back to Tracy and her situation. Coates claims
that second stories such as this are “a powerful way of ‘doing’ friendship”
(2001, 81).

5.2.2 Participants viewed identity as both dynamic and
static

Without explicitly talking about the different theoretical perspectives of
identity as either static, dynamic, or a combination of the two, in the
focus groups, we did talk about identity in such a way that a view can
be interpreted from the participants’ discourse. The data indicates that
the participants talk about identity sometimes as essential (static) and
sometimes as dynamic. Identity was viewed as dynamic in 4.4.6 Tracy

1. Lana 6 followed on from a narrative by Danielle which was not included in the
corpus
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and Leticia (liking Norway) when Tracy first identifies herself as separate
from the category Australians, but later in the same narrative she includes
herself as a member of that category. She also allows that Norwegians can
be both unprejudiced and racist, although here she appears to be saying
that certain members of the category Norwegian are racist whilst others are
not. This is an essentialist attitude as opposed to the dynamic perspective
that one and the same person might be unbiased in one context but display
racist tendencies in another.

Leticia also talked about identity as something pre-determined and
unchanging in her narrative Leticia (incompatible immigrants) where
people are seen as possessing religions rather than following them,
and culture is described as being a part of someone rather than being
something they have experienced. In Golden and Lanza’s study on
migrant narratives, they too found that culture could be described as
either static or dynamic in its representation in metaphors 2013, 309. Their
participants would sometimes refer to culture as an object that one could
possess (static), and other times as a backpack or a toolbox that one could
put things in and retrieve them at will (dynamic). Leticia talked about
immigrants of certain backgrounds as having a static identity that was
incompatible with her perception of Norwegian identity, the latter which
seems to reflect the dominant discourse in Norwegian society. However,
she also described identity as dynamic in other cases such as her with her
own relationship to Norwegian identity in 4.4.6 Tracy and Leticia (liking
Norway). Perceptions of Norwegian identity will be further scrutinised in
section 5.2.4 ‘Norwegian’ defined in multiple ways .

5.2.3 Defining ‘foreigners’

5.2.3.1 Supranational identity

The participants found several ways of categorising themselves, each
other, and others in co-constructing their identities that give rise to the
perception of a group identity higher up than the national level. Since in
all cases bar Tracy and myself, who both come from Australia, participants
had different national backgrounds, it wasn’t possible to build a group
identity based solely on nationality. It was therefore necessary to use
other categories to talk about themselves and each other as part of a
larger group in Norway, a supranational identity. In addition to using
categories like foreigner, immigrant, not/non Norwegian_ (see table 4.1)
and a combination of national identities like in 4.4.7 Leticia (incompatible
immigrants) where Leticia coordinates the categories Spanish, Polish,
and Australian into one group, group identities were also created using
category-bound activities. In the same narrative, Leticia talks about
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activities that Norwegians and foreigners who integrate well partake
in. These activities were based on shared knowledge and stereotypes of
Norwegian culture and included cross-country skiing, going to simple
cabins, and in this case she goes one step further to combining a foreigner/
Norwegian identity by code-switching and using the Norwegian word
for ‘the cabin’ hytta. They built up a common identity as foreigners who
integrate by participating in activities they saw as typical for Norwegians:
learning the language, going for walks in nature, going to the gym, or
even just watching Netflix with your housemates on a Sunday when all
the shops are closed.

This isn’t to say that their national identity doesn’t feature as part of
the discourse at all. As I pointed out in section 4.3.3 Category labels,
the national identities of each participant did feature to some extent in
the focus groups they attended. But they weren’t particularly salient
or frequent. My belief is that having relatively few immigrants from
these countries resident in Norway, as well as being groups that have a
fairly low profile in Norwegian media and general discourse, makes their
national identity less important in this context. It would be interesting
to do further studies on different groups, along the same lines as Pájaro’s
study on immigrants from Latin America (Pájaro 2011), to see how sharing
a national/supranational identity influences their discourse.

5.2.3.2 Constructing an image as ‘good’ foreigners

As I mentioned in the previous section, the participants used the
narratives to co-construct an identity that was compatible with Norwegian
culture. The fact that they participate in Norwegian category-bound
activities and don’t have characteristics that they expressed would exclude
them from being able to integrate, presents the image of a good immigrant.
In addition building up a positive image of their relationship to Norway,
participants also employed linguistic tools to relinquish responsibility
when saying negative things about Norway or Norwegians. These
included using direct reported speech, hedging opinions, and repairing
statements to make their stance explicit.

On several occasions, direct reported speech was used in order to quote
someone else and in that way, shift the responsibility of the opinion
to the antagonist in the story world e.g. Leticia quoting her friend
saying “I’m not gonna learn Norwegian” because it’s a waste of time in 4.4.3
Tracy 4. They hedged their opinions: “maybe he was just not that nice or
polite” 4.4.2 Leticia 3 (t-bane), and made repairs if they said anything
that might be interpreted negatively towards the majority: “they’re so
proud of their country” quickly repaired with “which is nice” 4.4.6 Tracy
and Leticia (liking Norway). These actions served to imply their stance,
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which was positive towards Norway and Norwegians. These tactics
noticeably decreased in frequency during the abovementioned narrative
as the group members grew more comfortable with each other and pushed
the boundaries of social acceptability in order to tell an interesting and
animated narrative. This might also be due to the fact that I myself
supplied a narrative on the topic, thus letting them know as the researcher
that their discourse was acceptable in the context of our focus group.

In spite of this, part of the identity work done using narrative during
the entire focus group conversations was to depict the image of a good
immigrant: one who learns the language (or feels bad for not learning
it), participates in Norwegian activities, and speaks affectionately of the
country, its people, and their culture.

5.2.3.3 ‘Othering’

The construction of one group identity presupposes the existence of at
least one other, contrasting group. It follows that further to constructing
joint identities with each other, there were also examples of othering in
the narratives. These occurred both implicitly by non-inclusion in the
constructed groups, and explicitly by labelling specific groups as other.
This is evidenced in the participants’ use of pronouns, categories, and
metaphors in the narratives. The most salient example of othering is in
Leticia’s narrative on Leticia (incompatible immigrants) where she first
uses categories based on reasons for migration: refugees, and national/
supranational identity: Africa, Somalia, and Eritrea to designate groups of
immigrants that she considers don’t integrate so well. She then places
those groups in opposition to the Spanish, Polish, and Australians who
are claims as representative of immigrants who do integrate. She also
contrasts the use of the pronoun us and the general you with those and they
for the others. At the end of the narrative she employs a metaphor that
makes her opinion very clear, comparing Norwegians/Norwegian-like
and the other immigrants to water and oil: two substances that, although
they are both fluids, do not mix.

It is important to remember that this narrative did not appear out of
thin air. It was both prompted by the researcher’s leading question, and
reflective of the dominant discourse on immigrants in Norwegian society:

“when immigrants present certain images of themselves or
apply definitions to others, they are often reacting to what
the media, or other social actors say about them. Their
stories are often designed to counter negative images or
to incorporate commonly held prejudice about competing
groups. Interactional negotiations about identity cannot be
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explained without reference to these external voices.” (De Fina
2003, 30)

5.2.4 ‘Norwegian’ defined in multiple ways

Throughout the narratives, participants referenced and defined Norwegi-
ans and Norwegianness in various ways. This is especially evident in the
co-constructed narrative between Tracy, Leticia, and myself in 4.4.6 Tracy
and Leticia (liking Norway) where we talked specifically about our ideas
on Norwegian identity. In this narrative, Norwegian identity was defined
in terms of: a person’s participation in certain Norwegian activities; their
attitudes to the country, its climate, and landscape; and their birthright.
According to Leticia, Norwegianness is assessable in terms of a gradated
scale between Norwegian and non-Norwegian rather than a dichotomous
all or nothing perspective. As such, even Norwegians who are Norwegian
by birthright can be less Norwegian if they do not participate in the right
activities or display the right attitudes. In this sense, Norwegian identity
must be performed. This is then contrasted with Australian and Spanish
identity, both of which were said to lack old traditions that unite their pop-
ulations the same way as those in Norway. The factors specified for Nor-
wegian identity might not be relevant for membership in other national
identities.

In addition to the above factors, Norwegians were also defined by non-
adherence to certain activities, beliefs, and even clothing styles in 4.4.7
Leticia (incompatible immigrants). By defining an other in opposition
to Norwegians in terms of what they wear, believe, and what activities
they partake in, Leticia inadvertently defines a Norwegian identity
based on non-conformity to these criteria. Thus, in this discourse,
Norwegian women do not wear niqabs, Norwegians are not Muslims, and
Norwegians do not have lots of kids that the women (mothers) have to
look after.

Participants in the focus groups frequently displayed insider knowledge
of Norwegian culture and stereotypes, using it for rhetorical effect in the
discourse. As an example, in 4.4.2 Leticia 3 (t-bane) Tracy contributes to
Leticia’s story with: “or is he just Norwegian”, implying that the antagonist
in the story world was behaving in a way that is stereotypical for
Norwegians. This is even more interesting since Tracy had earlier made
comments about her own experiences with Norwegians who were warm
and welcoming towards her, stating that the stereotype did not match
her lived experience. It can therefore be deduced that the stereotypes
and definitions of Norwegians in these narratives were not necessarily
meant as concrete semantic descriptions, but were used as narrative tools
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to support an aim within the discourse.

5.2.5 Middle ground Norwegian - immigrant

I believe that the participants in my study feel like well integrated
immigrants who would locate themselves somewhere from the middle
to the more Norwegian end of the Norwegianness scale discussed in the
previous section 5.2.4 ‘Norwegian’ defined in multiple ways. I have based
this conclusion on analysis of the types of stories, language use, stances,
and positioning techniques present within the narratives.

Along similar lines, Glørud and Kleppestø talk about a transnational
identity in their study on Bosnian and Pakistani immigrants to Norway,
(2015). According to them, a transnational identity is located somewhere
in between two dichotomous identities: that of the mother land, and
Norwegian (2015, v). This is slightly different from the ‘Norwegianness
scale’ Leticia described in 4.4.6 Tracy and Leticia (liking Norway), which
was also placed between two dichotomous identities but rather than
have another national identity in opposition to Norwegian, it was simply
a general non-Norwegian identity. However, these are both relevant
measures as less Norwegian is not the same thing as, for example more
Spanish.

In addition to the techniques mentioned above that implied a middle
ground identity between being an immigrant and being Norwegian,
Leticia actually did specifically talk about her mixed national identit-
ies in one of the narratives that wasn’t selected for deeper analysis
as part of the corpus. She said that although, after living in Nor-
way for many years, “I will still not (.) say I’m Norwegian” because “I:
I w- Spanish and I’m (.) I also love Norway but it’s like an addition in a way
[...] half or a part in a way”. So although she sees herself as Spanish in
an essentialist manner, she describes her Norwegian experiences as pieces
that add to her identity without detracting from her Spanishness. This
presents similar findings to those of Glørud and Kleppestø’s study on
transnational identities in Bosnian and Pakistani immigrants 2015, and Pá-
jaro’s study on Latin American migrants in Oslo (2011).

5.3 High level of agency

During the focus group conversations, the participants showed a very
high level of agency. This was prevalent both within the story world
and within the interaction itself. In the following sections I will discuss
the agency displayed when participants told narratives about negotiating
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language choice, followed by agency demonstrated within the interaction
using direct reported speech and positioning.

5.3.1 Language negotiation

Language negotiation was a recurring theme in the narratives. Every
single participant told at least one narrative that was mostly concerned
with language choice and negotiating which language to use in commu-
nication with an interlocutor. Victoria and Lana both told narratives in
which their Norwegian interlocutors switched to English after the former
had initiated a dialogue in Norwegian. Sometimes the participants ac-
ceded to the choice of their interlocutor, but on other occasions, perhaps as
they grew more confident in their abilities, they began insisting on speak-
ing Norwegian. Victoria demonstrated this in her post office story in 4.4.8
Victoria 3 (Agency) when she ignored her interlocutor’s request and re-
fused to switch from Norwegian to English. Lana told a very similar story
in 4.4.11 Lana 6 (waitress story) where she also refused to switch and con-
tinued the exchange in Norwegian instead. Victoria mentions having to
be “brave” in her narrative, to stand up for her rights and assert her will to
speak in Norwegian. This is no small feat for someone in either of their po-
sitions. As has already been said, Norwegians generally have a very good
command of the English language and will frequently switch with for-
eigners to aid the flow of communication. If we only consider that aspect,
it appears as though it is the Norwegian interlocutor who sits with all the
power to negotiate language in the exchange. However, in her story Lana
also talked about how her role as a skilled employee in an office gave her
more authority to negotiate language in telephone exchanges with Norwe-
gian clients than she felt she had with her customers as a waitress. These
stories demonstrate how a high level of agency was manifest in the story
world of these narratives.

5.3.2 Frequent use of direct reported speech

Direct reported speech (DRS) was also a common feature in the parti-
cipants’ narratives. It was used to report on speech both of the narrators
themselves in the story world and antagonists or other characters in their
stories. According to De Fina (2003, 94) simply using reported speech is
both “an act of appropriation of somebody else’s words, and a reformu-
lation of the original act”. So regardless of what is said, the act alone ex-
presses a degree of agency. If we then assess what was said, by whom, and
how, we can start to build a more detailed picture of the level of agency
expressed in the narrative.
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In 4.4.6 Tracy and Leticia (liking Norway) there is a whole section between
lines 88 and 97 where Tracy uses DRS to recount an exchange between
herself and a character referred to only as they who appears to represent
all Norwegian people.

Tracy: it is cute they LOVE every- like they’re like "Ţoh it’s like th- (.) sort of88
nicest like beach"89
I’m like Ţ"na:h it’s n-" like //I don’t know (.) I dunno if90

Danielle: //o:h my god91
Tracy: they realise //there’s nicer things outside os- //uh like Norway92
Danielle: //beaches //@93
Tracy: an:d (.) I get that they’re proud but sometimes I’m just like=94

="are you kidding meŢ"=95
=like "this:" I dunno "this potato tastes like shit" and they’re like96
Ţ"OH MY GO:D IT’S NORWEG//IAN POTATO"97

In this exchange, the Norwegian character is reported as saying how
Norway has the nicest things, using a beach as an example in DRS.
Tracy’s character in the story world disagrees with this assessment, and
she conveys this in the narrative also using DRS. Next, she expresses
incredulity at their opinion and follows it up with an assessment of her
own, employing a derogatory term illustrate her point to maximal effect.
Her use of the word “shit” acts both to highlight her point that not
everything Norwegian is the best of its kind to illustrate her agency in
disagreeing with her interlocutor’s view so forcefully.

5.3.3 Positioning

Positioning is a good tool for investigating agency because it defines the
narrator’s position on multiple levels. We can look at their positioning
in relation to: the other characters in the story, to the broader discourse
(at a macro/societal level), and within the boundaries of the telling of the
narrative itself (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008, 385).

Although there were instances in the focus group conversations where
the participants told personal narratives in which their position seemed
to lack agency, most of the time those narratives would only start off that
way before a turning point in the story saw the narrator place themselves
in a more agentive position e.g. 4.4.8 Victoria 3 (Agency) where Victoria
decides that she will no longer simply follow her interlocutors choice to
switch to English. There were several narratives, mostly from focus group
2 (FG2) where the participants told stories of how their lack of Norwegian
skills left them excluded in certain situations either at work, or in a social
context. These narratives often ended in the participants lamenting their
situation like in the following example from FG2:

Tracy: well: if it’s like a bigger thing or they’re addressing something to me they1
speak in English2
um if it’s a big group conversation but sometimes they don’t switch3
and when they tell jokes and say funny things I’m just like4
"aw I dunno what’s happening"5
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Leticia: yeah I’ll be like "((high pitched mumbling))"6
yeah @@7

Tracy: um: @@8
Leticia: yeah9

As for agency as part of a dominant discourse, there were some differences
and some similarities between focus group 1 (FG2) and focus group 2
(FG2). This is especially evident in relation to discourse on Norwegian
language since the participants in FG1 had a good grasp of Norwegian
while the participants in FG2 were entry-level learners. Informants
from both groups expressed that not being able to communicate well in
Norwegian was a drawback for them both professionally and socially.
There is an obvious change in how Lana and Victoria position themselves
and other characters when they were beginner learners, and later when
they became more proficient Norwegian language users and decided to
assert their right to use the majority language. This is reflective of the
position Norwegian language holds in society as a kind of gatekeeper
to employment and social interaction. Being able to communicate in
Norwegian is therefore seen as an important tool in gaining power:

“Communicative resources thus form an integral part of an
individual’s symbolic and social capital, and in our society
this form of capital can be every bit as essential as real
property resources were once considered to be (Bourdieu
1973).” (Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz 1982, 5)

In addition to the information we can get from within the story worlds of
the narratives, there were other cases where the interaction in the focus
group itself was demonstrative of a participant’s agency. The most salient
example of this was in 4.4.5 Victoria 6 where Lana temporarily took on the
role of moderator by asking questions to Victoria and driving the narrative
in a particular direction. The position of ‘researcher’ is often written about
as somewhat daunting for participants in sociolinguistic research with
researchers viewed as out-group members. Whether, or to what extent,
our shared attributes such as our similar age, our gender, educational
level, background as a fellow migrant or other variables played a role in
putting the participants somewhat at ease is difficult to guage with any
certainty. But the fact that Lana took on the moderator role hints that she
felt comfortable and somewhat authoritative, perhaps positioning us as
peers rather than researcher and participant.
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5.4 Limitations with the study design

5.4.1 Limitations with the survey

In the online survey, participants were asked how many languages they
used or understood. Their answer was then used to provide them with
the relevant number of forms to fill in with information on their skills in
the different languages. Although it was specified as a note to the original
question that fluency in the language was not a requirement in order
to include it, it appears that most participants only included languages
where they rated their respective skills as 3 or higher on a scale from 0–7. I
cannot be absolutely sure that they did not include other languages where
the scores would have been lower, but given that only one participant
indicated any comprehension of Swedish of the eight who indicated a
good to fluent levels of Norwegian, and none included Danish, I believe it
is either the case of an oversight where similar languages are concerned, or
that the wording of the original question inhibited participants including
languages where they only have a very basic level of comprehension and
perhaps little or no active skills.

Although only two participants indicated that their current occupation
was ‘student’ on page 8 of the survey, several were inconsistent in
selecting not applicable for place of study when discussing their language
practices on pages 12–21, sometimes opting to answer with a ‘0’ for never
instead. This trend was also apparent in other questions with some
participants selecting not applicable where I assume they meant ‘0’. This
was irrespective of whether the participants had indicated native-like level
of English proficiency, which leads me to wonder why so many seemed to
misunderstand what the question was asking. I believe that participants
may have been answering some questions in terms of the language
practices they used to have when that domain was relevant. Clearer
wording and specifying that the question relates to present practices only
might remove some confusion.

The question concerning language use in the various domains posed a
problem when it came to describing the different degrees of usage. I
decided against employing a numerical scale in this instance, opting
instead for a worded description. See Appendix C Nettskjema for an
example of the online survey. The terms used were: never, rarely, once a
week, several times a week, most of the time, always, and not applicable. I put
a lot of thought into trying to make the terms as objective as possible to
be able to somewhat quantify usage. My expectation was that within the
same domain you would be able to use multiple languages from rarely to
several times a week, but once you use one particular language most of the
time it would limit any other language usage in that domain to, at most,
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several times a week. And one step further, if always was selected, I expected
that to be the sole language in usage in that particular domain. However,
some of the results came back showing answers that seemingly contradict
each other. For example, one participant indicated that they use English
while in the community most of the time, however on the next page while
filling out the same form for Norwegian, the participant again answered
most of the time for the same domain.

One of the biggest issues with using an online survey where you have no
direct contact with the respondents is the inability to clarify terminology.
This might lead to questions being misunderstood, and answers being
difficult to interpret. Fortunately in this study, the online survey was
backed up with a qualitative method that would allow me to address these
deficiencies: the focus group conversation.

5.4.2 Limitations with the focus group

Finding a time that was convenient for several people to meet up proved
difficult and in the end not all people showed up. When the group size
was already small, this could have posed a problem had only one other
person been absent. As it was, the group size with two participants and
one researcher worked quite well, but it might have worked just as well
with one more participant.

As far as practicalities go, although the tea and cake created a nice and
relaxed atmosphere, drinking and especially eating are not conducive to
talking. There was one occasion where I asked a participant a question
while she had her mouth full, she quickly tried to chew and swallow it
but it made the flow of talk a little awkward.

In spite of my attempts to create a relaxed atmosphere, we were all well
aware of the fact that this was a focus group and not just a friendly chit-
chat. The recording device was not forgotten and there was an imbalance
of power with the moderator mostly left to steer the conversation. That
is, when conversation stagnated, the participants looked to me to drive it
forward by asking the next question. We were conscious of the fact that the
conversation had a clear purpose different from that of other interactions
that regularly engage in.

Krueger and Casey emphasise that the role of the moderator is not
to judge the participants’ answers, but to listen, observe, note, and
keep the discussion focussed. (Krueger and Casey 1994, 9). This is
incredibly difficult to achieve in an interactive situation and is perhaps
more suited to larger focus groups in other fields of research, such as
health. As demonstrated in 4.4.6 Tracy and Leticia (liking Norway) I
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did get quite actively involved at one point both giving my opinion on
Tracy’s evaluation and contributing my own narrative. However, other
researchers who employ focus groups to study identity, like Tannen,
explicitly mention adding their own narratives where they naturally occur.
This is therefore not exactly a fault with the execution of the focus group,
rather something that needs to be taken into consideration during the
analysis.

I found the focus group setting very conducive to collecting data on
narratives. As I mentioned in section 4.3.2 Selection of excerpts for the
corpus, there were upwards of 79 narratives of some description present in
the focus group sessions. Many more than the 11 I included in the corpus
warranted analysis, but due to the constraints of this project I had to limit
the data.

The nature of a qualitative analysis such as this is that it isn’t possible
to make generalisations when you have so few sources of data. Data is
time consuming to collect and analyse and it simply isn’t feasible to do
qualitative studies on a large scale. This is opposed to quantitative studies
where “large samples allow us to draw more reliable inferences about the
behavior of the whole population” (Buchstaller and Khattab 2013, 81). The
beauty of qualitative research lies within the depth obtained in the data.
Using a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods seems the
best way to overcome the weaknesses that are inherent in each individual
method.

5.5 Implications of the findings on future re-
search

This study was designed in a similar manner to others that have been
conducted on various migrant groups in Norway. Most of the groups that
have now been studied are based on membership to specific national or
ethnic categories: Aas (2010) presented a study on two sisters of Latin
American background, Glørud and Kleppestø (2015) looked at Bosnian
refugees and first generation Norwegians with a Pakistani background,
Golden and Lanza (2013) studied narratives of two doctors from Africa,
and Pájaro (2011) studied the narratives of 3 migrants from Latin America.

My research presents a different perspective as I look to see how migrants
co-construct identities when they don’t necessarily share a national or
ethnic background. The common factor in my participants was that they
all had tertiary education, they were all competent English users, and they
all belonged to the same organisation which characterises its members
as “educated foreigners”. It was also the only one of these studies to
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look specifically into the language practices and how these interact with
the construction of participants’ identities. It would be interesting to
complete further similar studies on other groups to compare to these
results in terms of agency, co-construction of identities, and experiences
in interaction. I would suggest the next step is to look specifically at
language communities where the native language is English and majority
of the population grow up ‘monolingual’, for example in Australia or
England. Another interesting group would be within an international
company where English is employed as the main working language.

Another aspect that merits further research looking at how a community
accommodates language learners. Some of the participants expressed dif-
ficulty in negotiating language choice with Norwegian native speakers
who frequently switched to English instead of encouraging Norwegian
usage. There is an apparent paradox whereby Norwegians expect foreign-
ers to speak Norwegian, but unintentionally limit their opportunities to
practice in the wider community. It would be beneficial to study the Nor-
wegian perspective on migrant language practices.

5.6 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, I will return to the research questions stated in the
introduction and evaluate how they have been answered in the data:

1. can they speak Norwegian?

In short, the answer is a resounding yes! 10/11 respondents in the
online survey had participated in some sort of Norwegian language
course. The one respondent who hadn’t attended a language course
later attended a focus group conversation where she demonstrated some
passive Norwegian skills. What we found out from the survey is there is a
wide spread of abilities within the group. While some rated themselves as
fairly competent, others indicated entry level skills. Everyone had some
level of skills even if they were ‘only’ passive, but defining at what point
a person becomes a competent speaker is problematic since the answer is
subjective.

2. when, how, and why do they use the languages they do in particular settings?

The combination of the survey and the focus group conversations
demonstrated that respondents/participants used different languages in
different domains. While Norwegian was frequently used in interactions
with the wider community, there were fewer who used it in the work
domain. Participants expressed nervousness at employing a language
they are still in the early stages of learning in an environment where they
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felt they would be harshly judged because of poor performance. They
were very aware of how important language skills are in the construction
of a professional identity. Respondents ranked themselves as significantly
more competent in English, and this language dominated in every domain
except that of the wider community. Lana stated explicitly during focus
group 1 (FG1) that she believed people perceive a link between language
performance, and intelligence. This is a powerful factor in determining
when and where she uses different languages.

3. how do they co-construct their identities in this multicultural group of peers?

One could have completed an analysis of the narratives in this project
using any one of the analytical tools discussed in section 2.6 of the theory
chapter and written an entire thesis on that! The participants made use
of all of the linguistic tools at their disposal in the co-construction of
their identities. They presented aligned stances in the frequent use of
second stories, they used categories to define groups that included those
present but could exclude others based on where they come from, their
religion, and whether or not they participate in stereotypical Norwegian
activities as defined in dominant discourse. We also saw that dominant
discourse on migrants can influence perceptions within the group on who
‘good’ migrants are and who ‘bad’ migrants are. The participants usually
performed a ‘good’ migrant identity within the focus group conversations.
They often presented themselves in agentive positions, but there were a
few instances where they expressed diminished agency in their narratives.
The common theme in the narratives with diminished agency was lack of
Norwegian competency.

4. do they consider having competency in Norwegian as important - why/why
not?

Three of the four focus group participants felt it was important for
them to have a high level of competency in Norwegian. They cited job
opportunities and social inclusion as strong factors related to functional
motivation. What came out of discussions in FG1 and FG2 was that
Norwegian was viewed as essential for those planning on living long-term
in Norway but non-essential for those who plan on migrating elsewhere
after a few years if they can use English in the workplace.

This provides a nice segue back to my hypothesis: that migrants with
a high level of education and are fluent English speakers may feel less
of a functional motivation to learn Norwegian, but that factors such as
relationships with Norwegians play an important role in a migrant’s
desire to learn the language. While we saw that the functional motivation
can decrease for participants who work in English and are planning to
leave after a few years, those who planned to stay long-term definitely
had a high amount of functional motivation to learn Norwegian. They felt
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this was important for increasing their employment prospects since jobs
where only English is a prerequisite are limited to very specific industries,
especially after the recent oil crisis and subsequent economic downturn.
The reason most of the respondents/participants chose to move to and
stay in Norway was for love. So the hypothesis was only half right: the
number one factor in determining whether or not a person felt a functional
motivation to learn Norwegian appeared to be their long-term prospects in
Norway, but long-term prospects in Norway were closely correlated with
having a Norwegian partner. Thus, it’s difficult to say with any degree of
certainty which of those is the main factor. It is most likely a combination
of both of those and many others. A revised hypothesis might be that
temporary migrants (e.g. those on work contracts for one to two years)
are less likely to learn Norwegian.
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Appendix A

Common European Framework
Reference - Languages

This Appendix contains a table has been reproduced from (Council
of Europe 1997, 24) https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-
framework-reference-languages (accessed 1/04/2018) supplying a de-
scription of the expected competencies for language learners at a partic-
ular level.
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experience of member states and of institutions with related expertise is incorporated
into the description. 

It is also desirable that the common reference points are presented in different ways
for different purposes. For some purposes it will be appropriate to summarise the set of
proposed Common Reference Levels in single holistic paragraphs, as shown in Table 1.
Such a simple ‘global’ representation will make it easier to communicate the system to
non-specialist users and will also provide teachers and curriculum planners with orien-
tation points:

Table 1. Common Reference Levels: global scale

C2 Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can summarise 
information from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing 
arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express him/herself
spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, differentiating finer shades of 

Proficient
meaning even in more complex situations.

User C1 Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognise
implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously
without much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language flexibly
and effectively for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce
clear, well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled
use of organisational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices.

B2 Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and 
abstract topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of
specialisation. Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that
makes regular interaction with native speakers quite possible without strain
for either party. Can produce clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects
and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and 

Independent disadvantages of various options.
User

B1 Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters
regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most
situations likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where the language is
spoken. Can produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of
personal interest. Can describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes and
ambitions and briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions and plans.

A2 Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of 
most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information,
shopping, local geography, employment). Can communicate in simple and
routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on
familiar and routine matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her
background, immediate environment and matters in areas of immediate 

Basic need.
User

A1 Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases
aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can introduce
him/herself and others and can ask and answer questions about personal
details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she
has. Can interact in a simple way provided the other person talks slowly and
clearly and is prepared to help.

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: learning, teaching, assessment

24 Figure A.1: CEFR - Table 1
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Appendix B

NSD application

The documents in this Appendix formed part of my application to the
Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD) for project approval. Included
in it are an interview guide, a participant information letter, and the
response from the NSD regarding their approval for the project.

The interview guide provides examples of the types of questions that
would be used during the focus group conversations.

The information letter was distributed to participants to inform them of
what the project would entail and how their information would be stored.
It also informed them of their right to revoke their consent at any time and
have their information removed from the data.

In addition to these documents I also had to send in a list of the questions
that would be used in the online survey. You can see these questions in
Appendix C Nettskjema.
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B.1 Interview Guide

Questions	will	be	aimed	at	getting	the	participants	to	share	stories	about	their	
interactions	in	and	impressions	of	Norway	and	the	Norwegian	language.	As	the	
nature	of	the	informal	conversation	method	implies,	questions	will	vary	
according	to	the	participants	present	but	will	be	along	the	lines	of	the	following:	
	
Introduction/allowing	the	participants	to	relax	and	connect	over	shared	
stories:	
Can	you	tell	me	about	your	earliest	memories	and	feelings	of	when	you	first	
came	to	Norway?	
	
What	did	you	think	of	the	Norwegian	language?	Had	you	heard	it	before	you	
came?	Did	it	sound	like	any	other	language	you	knew?	
	
Have	your	impressions	changed	since	those	early	days?	
	
Current	experience	and	impressions	of	Norway	and	Norwegian	identity:	
What	(if	any)	aspects	of	living	in	Norway	do	you	find	difficult?	
	
What	do	you	like	about	living	in	Norway?	
	
Can	you	describe	what	you	think	the	stereotypical	Norwegian	person	is	like	
according	to	media	overseas?	
	
How	is	this	different	from	your	own	impressions	of	Norwegians?	
	
What’s	it	like	making	friends	here?/	
Do	you	find	it	easy	to	make	friends	with	Norwegians?	
	
Do	you	have	any	Norwegian	family?	
	
Language	practices:	
What	was	it	like	trying	to	learn	the	Norwegian	language?	
What	techniques	did	you	use?	
	
What	languages	do	people	in	your	friend	groups	usually	speak	when	you’re	at	a	
party/gathering?	
	
How	well	do	you	think	Norwegians	understand	and	speak	English?	
	
Have	you	ever	been	in	a	situation	here	where	it	wasn’t	possible	to	use	English?	
Are	there	any	situations	where	you	think	it	would	be	inappropriate	to	use	
English?	
	
Do	you	feel	that	you	can	express	yourself	freely	in	English?	What	about	
Norwegian	(other	languages)?	
	
If	someone	who	already	has	a	job	is	going	to	live	here	for	a	long	time,	do	you	
think	it	will	eventually	be	necessary	for	them	to	learn	Norwegian?	Why?	

Figure B.1: Interview Guide
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B.2 Information letter

Request for participation in research project

 "The language practices and identity constructions of young 
professionals with a migrant background in Oslo"

Background and Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to document the range of languages used by young professionals with a 
migrant background in Oslo. In which contexts are particular languages more frequent and what role do the 
languages play in the construction of individual and group identities? The data collected will be used for a 
master thesis under the Department of Linguistics and Scandinavian Studies at the University of Oslo. 

The Norway International Network has been selected as a place to recruit participants who represent young 
professionals with a migrant background in Oslo. Participants should be between 18 and 40 years old at the 
time of completing the survey. 

What does participation in the project imply? 
There are two aspects of data collection for this project. The first is an online survey where participants 
answer questions (some multiple choice, some short answer) related to what languages you use and in 
which situations, along with some background information. The approximate completion time is around 10 
minutes. At the end of this survey, you will have the opportunity to include your name and contact details if 
you are willing to be contacted to later participate in the second part of the study: a short and informal 
conversational interview to expand on your answers and talk about your experiences of living in Norway. 
This conversation will be conducted in a small focus group with one to two other participants and the 
researcher (myself). In addition to taking notes, the conversation will be audio recorded and later 
transcribed by the researcher. The conversation will occur at a time agreed upon by the all involved at a 
convenient location and is estimated to last between 30-60 minutes. Participants will be offered tea/coffee 
and cake as a thank you for taking part in the conversation. 

What will happen to the information about you? 
All personal data will be treated confidentially. Any information sent over the Internet during the online 
survey will be appropriately encrypted so that the only people who will have access to personal data are the 
student researcher and her supervisor. All information will be stored securely and any directly personal data 
such as names, phone numbers and email addresses will be stored separately from audio recordings and 
survey answers. 

Data will be anonymised so that participants will not be recognisable in the publication. Any quotes used 
will need to be approved by the participant prior to publication. 

The project is scheduled for completion by June 2017. Following acceptance of the thesis, all personal data 
and recordings will be erased and the transcripts and survey answers will be anonymised. This should occur 
no later than by the end of December 2017. 

Voluntary participation 
It is voluntary to participate in the project, and you can at any time choose to withdraw your consent 
without stating any reason. If you decide to withdraw, your survey answers will be deleted (unless you 
completed the survey anonymously and it is impossible to trace which were your answers) as well as all 
your personal data, and all of your contributions in the conversation will be removed from the recording 
and transcript. 

If you would like to participate or if you have any questions concerning the project, please contact: 
Danielle Stephan (researcher) -  
Åshild Næss (supervisor) -  

The study has been notified to the Data Protection Official for Research, NSD - Norwegian Centre for 
Research Data. 

Figure B.2: Information letter
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B.3 NSD Approval

Åshild Næss

Institutt for lingvistiske og nordiske studier Universitetet i Oslo

Postboks 1102 Blindern

0317 OSLO

Vår dato: 08.12.2016 Vår ref: 51019 / 3 / AGH Deres dato: Deres ref: 

TILBAKEMELDING PÅ MELDING OM BEHANDLING AV PERSONOPPLYSNINGER

Vi viser til melding om behandling av personopplysninger, mottatt 08.11.2016. Meldingen gjelder

prosjektet:

Personvernombudet har vurdert prosjektet, og finner at behandlingen av personopplysninger vil være

regulert av § 7-27 i personopplysningsforskriften. Personvernombudet tilrår at prosjektet

gjennomføres.

Personvernombudets tilråding forutsetter at prosjektet gjennomføres i tråd med opplysningene gitt i

meldeskjemaet, korrespondanse med ombudet, ombudets kommentarer samt

personopplysningsloven og helseregisterloven med forskrifter. Behandlingen av personopplysninger

kan settes i gang.

Det gjøres oppmerksom på at det skal gis ny melding dersom behandlingen endres i forhold til de

opplysninger som ligger til grunn for personvernombudets vurdering. Endringsmeldinger gis via et

eget skjema, http://www.nsd.uib.no/personvern/meldeplikt/skjema.html. Det skal også gis melding

etter tre år dersom prosjektet fortsatt pågår. Meldinger skal skje skriftlig til ombudet.

Personvernombudet har lagt ut opplysninger om prosjektet i en offentlig database,

http://pvo.nsd.no/prosjekt. 

Personvernombudet vil ved prosjektets avslutning, 31.12.2017, rette en henvendelse angående

status for behandlingen av personopplysninger.

Vennlig hilsen

Kontaktperson: Agnete Hessevik tlf: 

51019 The language practices and identity constructions of young professionals
with a migrant background in Oslo

Behandlingsansvarlig Universitetet i Oslo, ved institusjonens øverste leder
Daglig ansvarlig Åshild Næss
Student Danielle Louise Stephan

Kjersti Haugstvedt
Agnete Hessevik

Figure B.3: NSD Approval - Page 1
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Vedlegg: Prosjektvurdering

Kopi: Danielle Louise Stephan danieste@student.iln.uio.no

Figure B.4: NSD Approval - Page 2
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Personvernombudet for forskning

Prosjektvurdering - Kommentar
Prosjektnr: 51019

The purpose of the project is to map out the linguistic resources of young professionals with a migrant

background and established English network and to see what role the Norwegian language has in members'

interactions within and outside of Norway International Network.

The sample will receive written information about the project, and give their consent to participate. The letter of

information is well formulated.

There will be registered sensitive information relating to ethnic origin.

There may be registered some information about third persons. Please note that identifying information about

third persons should only be registered when necessary for the scientific purpose of the project. The information

should be reduced to a minimum and should not be sensitive, and must be made anonymous in the publication.

As long as the disadvantage for third persons is reduced in this way, the project leader can be exempted from

the duty to inform third persons.

The Data Protection Official presupposes that the researcher follows internal routines of Universitetet i Oslo

regarding data security. If personal data is to be sent by email or stored on a private computer, the information

should be adequately encrypted.

It is stated that personally identifiable information will be published. The Data Protection Official presupposes

that the participants give their explicit consent to this. Further, we recommend that participants are given the

opportunity to read through their own information and give their approval before publication.

Estimated end date of the project is 31.12.2017. According to the notification form all collected data will be

made anonymous by this date. Making the data anonymous entails processing it in such a way that no

individuals can be recognised. This is done by:

- deleting all direct personal data (such as names/lists of reference numbers)

- deleting/rewriting indirectly identifiable data (i.e. an identifying combination of background variables, such as

residence/work place, age and gender)

- deleting digital audio files

Figure B.5: NSD Approval - Page 3
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Appendix C

Nettskjema

This appendix shows screen shots of the online survey as it would have
appeared to respondents. In the case of Figure B.15 and Figure B.16,
only one of these would appear according to whether the respondent had
selected ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the first question on that page. Page 12 in figure
C.13 would repeat according to how many languages were indicated on
page 11, figure C.12.

Figure C.1: Nettskjema - Page 1
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Figure C.2: Nettskjema - Page 2

Figure C.3: Nettskjema - Page 3

Figure C.4: Nettskjema - Page 4
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Figure C.5: Nettskjema - Page 5

Figure C.6: Nettskjema - Page 6

Figure C.7: Nettskjema - Page 7
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Figure C.8: Nettskjema - Page 8

Figure C.9: Nettskjema - Page 9
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Figure C.10: Nettskjema - Page 10a

Figure C.11: Nettskjema - Page 10b
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Figure C.12: Nettskjema - Page 11
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Figure C.13: Nettskjema - Page 12
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Figure C.14: Nettskjema - Page 13

Figure C.15: Nettskjema - Page 14

Figure C.16: Nettskjema - Page 15
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Figure C.17: Nettskjema - Page 16

Figure C.18: Nettskjema - Page 17
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Figure C.19: Nettskjema - Page 18
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Appendix D

Conversation transcriptions

D.1 Transcription key

(.) pause less than 0.5 seconds

(1.3) length of pause 0.5 seconds and over, rounded to the
nearest tenth

((. . . )) Incomprehensible speech

// marks the start of simultaneous speech

@ laughter (number of @ indicates duration)

(are/were) words in brackets indicate the researcher’s best guess at
what might have been said when unsure

“yeah” direct reported speech (quoting) suggested by change in
voice quality or other cues

= equality signs indicate ‘latching,’ that is, two utterances
that follow one another without any perceptible pause.
When latching occurs between a word at the end of one
line and the start of another, an equality sign is placed in
both locations

((action)) non-linguistic actions

! making a light clicking with the front of the tongue

: prolongation of the preceding sound (number of colons
indicates duration)

italics slight emphasis (stress, volume)

UPPER CASE heavy emphasis (stress, volume)
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°softly° speaking softly/whispering

<slow> decreased speech rate

>rapid< increased speech rate

Ţ when placed at the end of a word it indicates increasing
pitch. When at the start of the word it implies that
the pitch of the following utterance(s) is higher than
the preceding speech (usually associated with direct
reported speech)

Ť decreasing pitch

[barnehage] code switching to Norwegian

NNN person’s name which has been anonymised

CCC country which has been anonymised

D.2 Lana 1 transcript

Danielle: why (.) why did you move to Norway (1.3)1
um (1.1)2

Victoria: u:h (1.3)3
I moved to Norway: because I found my partner online4
and I moved from New York to Oslo because of him (1.1)5

Danielle: how long ago was thatŢ(.)6
Victoria: uh that was two thousand thirteenŢ (0.5)7
Danielle: okay (.)8
Victoria: yes (1.0)9
Danielle: an:d youŢ10
Lana: ((inhale)) yeah I: moved to Norway because I-11

I’ve been here as like a tourist in two thousand elevenŢ12
a:nd uh I was really like13
"okay I really like (.) Scandinavian way of living and uh"14
and I decided after my university will finish I would find a way to do an15
internship here (.)16
((inhale)) so then I: found this program: uh17
from European Union that uh yeah allows you to18
uh find a company who can accept you and give you some trainingŢ19
((inhale)) a:nd uh yeah20
they do like they give you a scholarship (.)21

Danielle: //mhm22
Lana: //yeah so I came here for 6 months and then that company (.)23

contract me after (.) yeah (.)24
for more sixŢ months25
but then was the oil crisis and yeah26
u:h (.) //then I just stayed because I found my boyfriend here (.)27

Danielle: //ah okay28
Lana: and I decided "yeahŢ okay I will stay"29
Danielle: //@30
Lana: //@ that’s the story31
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D.3 Leticia 3 (t-bane) transcript

Leticia: yeah b- but I’ve met sometimes1
i- it’s very rare but there- it’s rare but there are some Norwegians that are not2
that good with English or they are shy (0.5)3
an:d they don’t speak they don’t want to speak in English or they speak (.)4
very bad and just feel worse and then they just shut //up so:5

Danielle: @@6
Leticia: yes //I’ve seen those7
Danielle: //youngŢ8

Old or:Ţ9
Leticia: I met a young- there was: one of the:10

or maybe he was just a bit too shy or not very nice @=11
=//and he didn’t want to speak with me12

Tracy: //@13
Leticia: bu:t uh there was the: the partner of one of my: colleagues (.)14

so I met her in the [t-bane] and I say Ţ"oh hi NNN" and I started15
speaking with her and her boyfriend was there and I just say (.) a comment just16
to talk a little bit with him and he17
Ť"was like all (.) he didn’t talk and he was like" ((grunt))18
so I was like maybe he doesn’t (0.7)19
his English is not good enough like he //was shy to say something in English20

Danielle: //mhm21
Leticia: //so he didn’t really (.) yeah say much °so u:h° (.)22
Danielle: //mhm23
Tracy: or is he just NorwegianŢ @24
Danielle: //@@25
Leticia: //@@26
Tracy: //@@27
Leticia: y- yeah //oh exactly or THAT (.) ye//s I don’t know28
Tracy: //like they’re quiet yeah //yeah @29
Leticia: or maybe he was //too: not that nice @ or po//lite to just only //say something30
Tracy: //yeah //mhm31
Danielle: //yeah32
Leticia: ((inhale)) so yeah you never know //@@ which one of the two (0.7)33
Tracy: //yeah34
Leticia: °but u:h° (.)35

D.4 Tracy 4 transcript

Danielle: do you think you will learn a: a second language: at some pointŢ1
Tracy: Ţyea:h I guess I didn’t try with Norwegian because it’s useless outside of Norway2

//so I was like "((sigh))"3
Danielle: //mhm4
Tracy: if anything I wanted to learn Spanish but (.)5
Leticia: mhm6
Tracy: yeah that’s: probably the most usefulŢ um: (0.7)7

//but now that I’m gonna stay longer (0.5)8
Leticia: //mhm9
Tracy: I think than I: first (.) planned //um (0.6)10
Danielle: //mhm11
Tracy: I sh- I’m gonna go and learn I think even just so I understand some more12
Danielle: you’ll go to a courseŢ13
Tracy: ! yeah I think so14

but if: yeah it’s twice a week after work so15
Danielle: oh they offerŢ your work offersŢ16
Tracy: um they were gonna pay halfŤ17

which is good I //suppose18
Leticia: //mhm19
Tracy: but the ones- the courses that there are are the ones after work so20
Danielle: was this the: [fol//keuniversitetet] //a:h okay mhm21
Tracy: //mhm yeah there’s the daytime ones or the aft//erwork ones mhm22
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Danielle: (0.6) mhm23
Tracy: °yeah (.) so I should make an effort now°(.)24
Leticia: that’s good if they pay half //if they help then it’s ni//cer °than so°25
Tracy: //yeah //yeah (.) yeah cause26

they are quite expensive=//that’s why I just kept putting it off like "nah //I’ve27
Leticia: //yeah //yeah28
Tracy: pa- I’ve survived this long without it" //but29
Leticia: //<yeah> (.) //I mean30
Danielle: //if it were free you would31

have done it (.) //soonerŢ32
Tracy: //yeah for sure33

yeah If it was free I definitely would have done it (.) //straight away34
Danielle: //mhm35
Leticia: //exactly36

//yeah °yeah°37
Tracy: //>cause that was my plan even when I got here like "I’m gonna do it"< but then38

it was summer: and I was going away a lot //then I was like "a::h"=39
Danielle: //@40
Leticia: //yeah summer41
Tracy: ="yeah I’ll leave it" >and then //I was like< "oh it’s Christmas" and now it’s:42
Leticia: //yeah43
Tracy: one year on and I ((@ while speaking)) still haven’t done it44
Danielle: mhm45
Leticia: I mean but that’s okay because if you do not plan to: stay in Norway or like //uh46
Tracy: //mhm47
Leticia: yeah (.) end up living here then why would- because I had a friend //that came to48
Tracy: //mhm49
Leticia: >do the PhD< and he was like really sure that "I’m going back to Spain" so he’s50

like "I’m not gonna learn Norwegian" because he’s like "no (.) //it o- you-51
Tracy: //mhm52
Leticia: Norwegian is only spoken in Norway an:d learning this language would only help53

me here //in Sweden and in Norway and that’s //it"54
Tracy: //yeah55
Danielle: //mhm56
Tracy: mhm57
Leticia: >so he was like< "I’m not gonna waste my timeŢ" like yeah I mean58

of course it’s ni- I mean it’s nicer that you try to learn the language of the59
country you are li//ving i:n it’s kind of nice//r60

Tracy: //yeah //mhm61
Leticia: but from a point of: from a functional kind of point if you are not gonna end up62

living in Norway then it’s no use63
Tracy: yeah64
Leticia: and he was like so he didn’t bother to learn //u:h learn the language=65
Tracy: //mhm66
Leticia: =s:o and I kind of understand if your plans are to come back to your country then67

(.) and you are in a: country that //(.) your- luckily (.) they all speak English68
Danielle: //mhm69
Leticia: then you are good to go //so uh70
Danielle: //mhm71
Tracy: //mhm72
Leticia: it’s just a //bit-73
Danielle: //how long was he: planning on living hereŢ74
Leticia: uh just for the time of the PhD=75

=so when he //finished his PhD u:h w- went uh went back //so um: m m76
Danielle: //okay //mhm77
Leticia: ! >so then if you do not NEED it=of course if you end up in a country that they78

are not good at< speaking English then:79
you have no choice than to learn the lo//cal language=80

Danielle: //mhm81
Tracy: //mhm82
Leticia: =the national °la- language but if° (1.0)83

if everybody speaks English then he was like °"I’m good with um:"°84
Danielle: do you kn//ow: any other foreigners who’ve been here for a (.)85
Leticia: //°just-°86
Danielle: long time who who still don’t speak NorwegianŢ (1.0)87
Leticia: m: >m m m< m: non- u:h no actually not (1.1)88

only the: only foreigners who:’ve done a PhD89
//those well uh- (.)90
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Danielle: //mhm91
Leticia: I mean they’re also my cycle of friends bu:t I know from them (.)92

i- because it’s the sameŤ93
because we don’t need Norwegian to do: to work in: the laboratoryŢ (.)94
so then we are good with English=I n- I know others that have also been: living-95
because doing a PhD is three four years so then //they’ve been (.)96

Danielle: //mhm97
Leticia: four years here (.)98

a:nd they don’t speak uh Norwegian either99
//so those are the only ones that I know=100

Danielle: //mhm101
=but others that have stayed here they of course you need to end up learning102
Norwegian=so if you ((directed to Tracy)) plan to stay here //then you have-103

Tracy: //mhm104
Leticia: I mean there’s no other way (.) //you cannot get away without Norwegian here105

//yeah106
Leticia: °so uh° (0.5) so then you //have to-107
Danielle: //for workŢ108
Leticia: ! <for work y:es:>109
Tracy: mhm (.)110
Leticia: I mean yeah if you were just living here without working then: yes you can get=111

=away jus::t of course you can get away112
Danielle: //mhm113
Tracy: //mhm114
Leticia: bu:t just on the social situations that you would be a bit left out cause you=115

=wouldn’t ((@ while talking)) understand what’s //going on=that’s the thing116
Danielle: //mhm117
Tracy: mhm118
Leticia: //°so:°119

D.5 Victoria 5 transcript

Danielle: so it’s up to you then as as the foreigner to: (0.8)1
to learn Norwegian by yourself without them ... helping you?2

Lana: °yeah°3
Victoria: yeah they definitely: think- they jus:t even say it like (.)4

u:m: "what happened to your your Norwegian?=5
=how much did you learn?6
are y- d- can you speak nŤow?"7
um things like that=like u:h check-ups8

Danielle: mhm9
Victoria: you knowŤ(.) so I feel: like u:m10

//you know they11
Danielle: //who does that? (0.6)12
Victoria: u:h f- when I visit uh Ţfamily13
Danielle: okay14
Victoria: Norwegian Ţfamily15
Danielle: mhm16
Victoria: a:nd yeah I feel like they: want me to: make the effort you kno:w //like (.)17
Danielle: //mhm18
Victoria: that I SHOULD=like19

okay I’m HERE so I should learn the LANGuage and that I can’t just speak English20
(.) all the time with THEM or with: other people (.)21

Danielle: mhm22
Victoria: around=so: I feel like they: <think>23

that "okay: foreigners are here they should learn: Norwegian"24
Danielle: mhm25
Victoria: //"and they should learn it well"26
Lana: //do you s-27

do you speak N:orwegian or English with your boyfriend?28
Victoria: °English°29
Lana: And your f- in the famil- uh his family hereŢ30

do //you speak in Engli//sh with him?31
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Victoria: //no //((stuttering)) u:h32
oh ooh //whatŢ33

Lana: //Like when you are all presentŢ34
do you still speak in English //with your boyfriend?35

Victoria: //NO no >no no no no no< no when we visit36
//u:h then: we speak Norwegian: but I’m a bit u:h you know I’m: kind of um how to37
say:38

Lana: //mhm39
Victoria: a bit wary=like u:m because:40

I’m a bit like okay I’m daydreaming somewhere and u:h =41
and and someone ask me something42
and they have accent that a- a dialect that >I don’t understand<43

Lana: mhm44
Victoria: and I’m a bit stressed like=45

="okay what are they >talking about now<?" like=I feel like (.) I feel (.)46
<I: have to answer in the proper Norwegian> >but at the same time< I can’t47
because I don’t understand them (.)48
and then I feel a bit stressed with this49
but yeah w- we speak Norwegian in front of them //an:d (.)50

Lana: //in front of them51
Victoria: at °home we speak English because it’s easier //and quicker an:d yeah°52
Lana: //mhm53
Victoria: that’s wrong //but-54
Lana: //but why do you speak in Norwegian with your partner in front of55

them=56
=just because of it- //it’s (.) yeah it’s like a (0.5)57

Victoria: //>yeah yes< yeah it’s:58
Lana: per//forming thing @59
Victoria: //yeah yeah a bit uh yeah so: you knowŤ60
Lana: yeah61
Victoria: uh but sometimes he forgets because he’s so used to speaking English //with me=62
Lana: //yeah63
Victoria: =so he (.)64

>forgets and he tells me something in English in front of them and I’m like< (.)65
"okay (.) English or Norwegian"=I’m like "okay choose one language" //because66

Danielle: //@67
Victoria: yeah (.)68

a:nd I know they u:h expect us to speak >Norwegian //so I’m like "okay just<69
Lana: //mhm70
Victoria: speak Norwegian an:d"71
Danielle: mhm72
Victoria: yeah (1.3)73
Lana: yeah (1.4)74

D.6 Victoria 6 transcript

Danielle: they speak EnglishŢ75
they can speak EnglishŢ76

Victoria: yes yes //they can77
Danielle: //mhm78
Victoria: yes (0.7)79
Danielle: yeah you were saying before that maybe they’re not as comfortable (.)80

//with English81
Victoria: //maybe:82

that- that’s what my husband says=that they might be shy and they think they83
don’t speak well but I don’t kno:w84

Danielle: mhm85
Victoria: or: maybe he just tries to:86

u:h tell me okay "they: y’know they feel uncomfortable" (0.6)87
a:nd um88
yeah it’s not just because they: love Norwegian:: //language ((smiling)) and89

Danielle: //@90
Victoria: Norway so much they’re not patriotic they just (.) feel uncomfortable like91
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//okay: u:h92
Lana: //but do you fee:l like that affects your relation with them? (1.1)93
Victoria: no no not really: they’re (.) you knowŤ they’re they’re not very: social94

//like Norwegians so //they don’t (go-) >NO NO NO< really //really I mean95
Lana: //okay yeah //@@@ //that’s good96
Danielle: //@@@97
Victoria: no they s- they speak but it’s not like my //family=98
Lana: //mhm99
Victoria: =my family: can’t uh shut their m//outh100
Danielle: //@@101
Lana: I know102
Victoria: yeah when: my husband visits uh back in CCC they’re like103

my ((@ while speaking)) mother like attacks him like she speaks wi-104
>my mother doesn’t speak English< an- or >Norwegian so //they speak< German like105

Lana: //mhm106
Victoria: u:h somehow (bon)107
Lana: oh108
Victoria: yeah but she’s like talking all the time and (all) like109

"o:h do you want to eat more?=oh how are //you?"=like110
Danielle: //@111
Victoria: "we have uh the bed prepared" you know li-112
Victoria: an:d they’re not like that //so it’s different113
Lana: //mhm mhm yeah114
Victoria: and they’re (.) more (.) you know quiet an:d you know they don’t (.)115

talk to you like conversation and all day a //few hours an:d they just (0.7)116
Lana: //yeah yeah117
Victoria: Ţyea:h they might ask usually they ask you "how is your Norwegian?" or:118

you kno:w "did you find a job?" or something like tha:t "How is the weather in119
Oslo?" but (.) <it’s not like this //conversation> you knowŢ(.)120

Lana: //mhm121
Victoria: so: yeah yeah (.) an:d if if I: (0.7)122

not all of them but u:h some of them=if if I think a bit like123
"okay: how to say it" or if I don’t understand124
I think u:h my expression tells them that u:h (.) you know I don’t understand so125
(.) u:h one of them: switches to English126

Danielle: mhm127
Victoria: but I’m stubborn and I reply in Norwegian: //after I take a breath and figure out128
Danielle: //mhm129
Victoria: how to say it (.)130

yeah but um:131
YEAH I’m actually happy that they’re not so talkative so I have //time to=132

Lana: //@133
Victoria: =rehearse and h- //how to say it you knowŢ//@134
Lana: //yeah //yeah yeah135
Victoria: but yeah136

D.7 Tracy and Leticia (liking Norway) transcript

Danielle: w- what is it about (.) what is it about Norwegian identity=1
=like what are the things that you think make a Norwegian //(1.3) person2

Tracy: //mhm3
Danielle: is it just (0.5)4

is it being born in NorwayŢ or: (0.8)5
Tracy: they’re SO patriotic6
Danielle: mhm7
Tracy: everything like "oh do you wanna buy Norwegian" "ohŢ it’s Norwegian"=8

=like they’re so proud of their country=which is nice9
Danielle: mhm10
Tracy: an:d I guess they’re not really: (0.7)11

disgusting about it like Australians=12
=like on Australia Day it’s nice and it’s fun and I like it but it’s just (.) t-13
like sh- disgusting sometimes and racist an:d14

Danielle: //mhm15
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Leticia: //mhm16
Tracy: it’s just like next level: (.) pride @ (.)17

//but Norwegians are really- uh I guess: they can be racist too18
Danielle: //mhm19
Tracy: not- I’ve never experienced it but (0.7)20

I’ve heard that they are sometimes //u:m21
Danielle: //mhm22
Tracy: but I think that’s the main thing they’re like Ţ"yeah Norway"23

and they just love it so much and they’re so proud24
Danielle: mhm25
Tracy: I think that’s probably the strongest thing I’ve noticed about their: (.)26

like identity27
Danielle: yeah mhm (.) that they’re reall//y (0.7) //"I’m from:" (.)28
Tracy: //yeah they just //really support Norway29
Danielle: @30
Tracy: yeah @31

and same with th- yeah their dialects and where they’re from like=32
=Ţ"I’m from the north" like they’re //really (.) proud of that33

Danielle: //mhm34
Tracy: and being Norwegian so (.)35

yeah36
Danielle: okay so like the language- the dialect is a reflection o//f:37
Tracy: //yeah definitely38

for them (.) mhm39
Danielle: and an important part of: of who they areŢ40
Tracy: mhm (.) °yeah°41
Leticia: °mhm yeah° (0.6)42

yeah I think so too a bit of course the language and the different accents43
u:h maybe also l- it’s like (.)44
it’s kind of like likin:g everything in a way=45
=liking your country=46
=likin:g how is your country:47
the (.) geography and stuff //you know the mountai:ns and the: (.)48

Danielle: //mhm49
Leticia: the s- the: coast-side an:d um: (0.6)50

and liking the things that you do here=51
=so their: (.) I dunno their cultural stuff they ha:ve and //going to the: (0.7)52

Danielle: //mhm53
Leticia: u:h outside in- in the woods or in the nature and54

I dunno a- all the spo:rts and a bit of their-55
that kind of lifestyle they have=I think it’s (.)56
it’s kind of liking that=57
=even liking the: you know the: bad weather or @ the cold //weather @58

Danielle: //@@59
Tracy: //@@60
Leticia: yes I think so it’s a bit like that s:o: um: (1.1)61

that’s what I would say that makes you a- a Norwegian in a way=62
=because if you (are/were) a: Norwegian like you’re born here (.)63
but you do not like your country because the weather is terribl:e64
a:nd you don’t like ski:ing (.)65
and you don’t like going to the >cabins in the woo:ds where there’s no66
electricity and stuff< then: (.)67
I would feel like "maybe they are not very happy being Norwegians" right=68
=//those people for instance69

Danielle: //mhm70
Leticia: so I think it’s more like about liking what it is: (.) Norway as a whole71
Danielle: //mhm72
Tracy: //mhm73
Leticia: i:f you like it the:n (.) you know that’s the Norwegian: thing an:d (.)74

//and if you don’t like it then75
Danielle: //mhm76
Leticia: >okay you are Norwegian because you were born here< but77

not really because you really want from your (.) heart in a //way=78
Danielle: //mhm79
Leticia: =//and you would prefer >just living in< Spain or in Australia=I //mean80
Tracy: //mhm //mhm81
Leticia: in @ Melbourne weather it’s sunny and warm weather all year so u:h82

and you don’t have to- and you don’t get the snow that you ha:te=83
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=and stuff like tha//t so: (0.6) that’s what I thin//k84
Danielle: //@@85
Tracy: //mhm86
Leticia: it’s a bit more (.)87
Tracy: it is cute they LOVE every- like they’re like "Ţoh it’s like th- (.) sort of88

nicest like beach"89
I’m like Ţ"na:h it’s n-" like //I don’t know (.) I dunno if90

Danielle: //o:h my god91
Tracy: they realise //there’s nicer things outside os- //uh like Norway92
Danielle: //beaches //@93
Tracy: an:d (.) I get that they’re proud but sometimes I’m just like=94

="are you kidding meŢ"=95
=like "this:" I dunno "this potato tastes like shit" and they’re like96
Ţ"OH MY GO:D IT’S NORWEG//IAN POTATO"97

Leticia: //@@@98
Danielle: //@@@@99
Tracy: that’s a really bad example but lots //of things like (0.6) //yeah like100
Danielle: //NO it’s a GREAT e//xamp//le101
Leticia: //yeah102
Tracy: "OH I lOVE" LIKE uh I dunno //just something really crappy=103
Leticia: //yeah104
Tracy: =I’m like Ţ"oh there’s so many:" (.) better brands or places or things to //do105
Leticia: //yeah106
Tracy: (at/but) I dunno other placesŢ=but I guess they’re just really: really proud107

but sometimes I’m just like "are you: kidding" h-108
Danielle: //<yeah> oh no both of those things //both of those examples you just said I109
Tracy: //@ //yeah @110
Danielle: think were perfect //th- the potatoe//s Norwegians and potato//es111
Tracy: //yeah //@@ //@112
Leticia: ye//ah //mhm113
Danielle: //and the beach as we//ll I was SO excited to go to the beach=114
Tracy: //yeah like Ţ"o:h you’ve gotta go there"115
Danielle: =for the first //time but (.) like "where’s the //sandŢ" (.) //"where’s=116
Leticia: //and you see ŢTEEK whatŢ117
Tracy: //yeah Ţ"what is thi//sŢ" @@@118
Danielle: =the sand"119
Leticia: @@@120
Danielle: "the//se rocks are hurting my feet"121
Leticia: //yeah122
Tracy: //yeah123
Leticia: //yeah124

@125
Danielle it’s di//rt like DIRT126
Tracy: //@@127
Leticia: //yeah128
Tracy: //yeah (.) //°but°129
Danielle: //and they love it130
Tracy: //I suppose they appreciate the: smaller things //like (0.8) the simple kind of131
Leticia: //mhm //mhm yeah132
Tracy: life=like I guess it was a poor country so they ate this crappy food and133

they’re still eating this crappy food //like (0.5)134
Leticia: //yeah135
Tracy: //and they like it because it’s tradition an:d (0.6)136
Leticia: //mhm yeah137

yeah //yeah (.) yeah138
Tracy: ye//ah um:139

and they’re just grateful for what they have but it- it isn’t the best140
Leticia: //yeah exactl//y141
Danielle: //mhm142
Tracy: //I sound like a whinger now but (.)143

there’s better things //in (.) some places144
Leticia: //yeah145
Danielle: mhm146
Tracy: yeah u:m but I think (.) also their tradition:s: (0.8)147

really (.) sort of: give them their identity too148
//they’re all like "oh you have to eat lamb at Easter=you’ve gotta eat"149

Danielle: //mhm150
Tracy: like //(.) whatever like (0.7) "at Christmas time" and // (.)151
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Leticia: //yeah //yeah152
Tracy: "our family does this and you have to wear the clothes an://d (.)"153
Danielle: //mhm154
Tracy: yeah they’re really big on tradition (.)155
Danielle: m//hm156
Tracy: //which I guess for Australians is so: different157
Danielle: mhm158
Tracy: we don’t have old traditions @159
Leticia: yeah160
Tracy: they don’t exist161
Danielle: //is that162
Tracy: //u:m163
Leticia: yeah164
Danielle: that might be different in //Spain165
Tracy: //yeah maybe166
Leticia: u:m::167

y- (.)168
yeah a little bit u:m (0.6)169
but we don’t have u:h you know this the huge day like u:h like Norwegians have170
of course the seventee:nth of MayŢ=//we- we don’t have such a thing in Spain (.)171

Danielle: //mhm172
a nationa//l:173

Leticia: //no a national where everybody is like (0.6)174
happy for the country (.)175
no that’s a bit: that is: not >happening anymore in Spain<176
we are a little bit u:h (.)177
different an:d and we: our (0.8)178
um: how is itŢ we are putting more like emphasis in our differences than in our179
(.) how we are all alike s//o: that’s a bit u:h (0.7)180

Danielle: //mhm181
Leticia: right now in Spain we do not feel like "oh I’m-" ! we don:’t go and say182

I’m proud of being Spanish=like //in Norway they do in the seventeenth of May183
Danielle: //mhm184
Leticia: like they are happy and proud (.) you knowŢ "my small country NorwayŢ" (.)185
Leticia: no that’s: that’s not really happening=there is more like traditions- (.) more186

like local in a way=//so Catalonia even within (.) a region (0.6)187
Danielle: //mhm188
Leticia: there’s a small tradit:ion=so my home town we have a day: and then (.) !189

so it’s bit more like local and THEN you feel (.) that you belong to that but190
not a whole (.) as in the whole of Spain no we don’t have that191

Danielle: mhm (.)192
Leticia: where in Norway they do I mean: °which is really nice=so that’s a: (0.6) that’s°193

°really nice°194

D.8 Leticia (incompatible immigrants) transcript

Danielle: Do you think that there are any groups here that don’t integrate so well?1
That don’t mix (.)2

Leticia: Yeah (0.6)3
There is this group ((croak)) but: I think they were (.) like (.)4
((croak)) they were refugees so the guys from Africa: (uh/or) from Somalia or5
Eritrea (.) because (0.7)6
((croak)) they came actually way before than this:: //now this Europe:an and7

Danielle: //mhm8
Leticia: world-wide immigration //wave=they came WAY before (.) that (.)9
Tracy: //mhm10
Leticia: But they do not integrate that’s for sure=I mean they-11

the cultures are SO different (.)12
and- and the <women> are these Muslim style=so they are wea- because in13
((smiling)) Toyen there’s a lot14
so in //Toyen there’s like- it’s fifty fi-15

Danielle: //mhm16
Leticia: fifty percent Norwegians and the other fifty (.)17
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is immigrants //but immigrantsŢ(0.5)18
Danielle: //mhm19
Leticia: especially from these u:m Arabic: or Afri- African Arabic //u:h countries and the20
Danielle: //mhm21
Leticia: womens are the ones all cover:ed and they only have they eyes and they are (.)22

with all the ki:ds23
Leticia: so those are the immigrants that (.)24

they: just hang Ţout with their: own peoŢple speakin:g their: lanŢguage as well25
Danielle: mhm26
Leticia: and I think they- they know Norwegian too because their children go to27

[barnehage] and all of that (0.5)28
<Bu:t they: always hang out together> (uh/and) the women with the same °uh°29
from the same c- so those do not integrate=because the others (0.7)30
all of us like Spanish Polish you kno:w Australians //e- everybody else you31

Tracy: //mhm32
Leticia: h- you hang ou:t you go to cross country to the [hytta]s (0.6)33

but those people do not do those things so those //a:re the ones that I would say34
Danielle: //mhm35
Leticia: they do- it’s completely (.) like water and oil36

(@@ while talking) it’s like they //do not m//ix37
Danielle: //okay //incompatible?38
Tracy: //mhm39
Leticia: yes (0.8)40

I: yeah (.)41
I have never (.) you know ((...)) because there are very strong reasons42
cultura:l a:nd religion-wise too43

Danielle: mhm44
Tracy: //mhm45
Leticia: //s:o:: °those are the ones that yeah°(.)46
Danielle: y-47
Leticia: that I would //say48
Danielle: //do you think they’re unhappy here? (0.7)49
Leticia: no I don’t think they are unhappy actually50

I think they are happy but they’re happy doing their things so:51
//Going to the parks goin:g you Ţkno:w n:52

Danielle: //okay53
Leticia: you know being h- housewives making the food being with the children (.)54

But they just don’t do what the Norwegians do55
which is you know more the the fu:n and (.)56
going ou:t and playing ga:mes and they don’t- they don’t °do those things°=//they57

Danielle: //mhm58
Leticia: do their (.) °I dunno their°(0.5)59

the cultural or what they are used to do in- in their countries °but u:h°(0.8)60
So that’s: the only one that I would say they do not mix=the rest of all the61
other nationalities I think they: try to adapt and do a bit more (when/with)62
Norwegians or what Ţpeople do (.) here (.) //in Norway (0.8)63

Danielle: //mhm64
Leticia: °so u:h°65

°that’s what I would say°66

D.9 Victoria 3 (agency) transcript

Victoria: yeah I found that uh they switch too quickly like the first sentence or something1
they: they: just prefer to: switch (0.9)2
right away (0.7)3

Danielle: even though you’ve said it correct//ly.4
Victoria: //>yeah yeah< they- they: just5

>for example I just say one sentence and they just answer in English right away6
and continue in English so I’m like okay I’ll< continue in English too or7

Danielle: you never stick to Norwegian and //just uh pretend like you don’t @ speak English8
Victoria: //u:h actually9

oh actually: @10
there was this u:m (.) ! (.)11
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Victoria: uh case in the post office like this old lady and12
I started in Norwegian and she- (.)13
s:witched to English >and then I:< I was like "okay:" an:d >then I answered in14
English but then I continued in Norwegian because I’m like<15
"okay >I know Norwegian and I want to speak Norwegian with her<" (0.5)16
so yeah it was a bit of: (u:h/a:) mixture17

Danielle: mhm18
Victoria: she: saw that I spoke Norwegian but u:m19
Danielle: did she continue? (.) //in20
Victoria: //u:h it was a bit uh m- mixed21
Danielle: okay22
Victoria: yeah (0.5)23

°yeah°(0.7)24
and that was uh- (.)25
so I: have a strategy now=if they speak Norweg- u:h EnglishŢ26
I will just answer in Norwegian so they: (.) so they see that (.) >okay I can:<27
speak Norwegian an:d we don’t HAVE to speak English28

D.10 Lana (language IQ marker) transcript

Lana: someone: in CCC asked me=one of my colleagues u:h from u:h she i-1
she’s studying social psychologyŢ(.)2
and she: asked (.)3
"do you feel like people: think that you are less: u:h (.)4
>intelligent when you speak in Norwegian<?" (0.7)5
"because you don’t speak with so good accent and uh you know you miss words=6
=you use very simple vocabularyŢ" (0.5)7
and the true is sometimes I feelŤ(.)8
I feel people think I’m not so smart as I am because my Norwegian is not so9
developed10

Danielle: mhm11
Lana: mhm12
Victoria: mhm13

D.11 Lana 3 (professional identity) transcript

Danielle: have you had any: any s- sort of similar experience//s?1
Lana: //yea:h (.)2

I @ //have many @3
Victoria: //@4
Lana: I- I:: I think I agree with Victoria with people switching very quick to:5

to English6
Danielle: mhm7
Lana: as soon as they understand that you are a foreigner8
Danielle: okay9
Lana: that’s: yeah (.)10

that happens so many many times @ with me like uh even (0.6)11
and (.) what I feel now like I had different kind of job experiences (.)12
I feel more like uh (.) when you are in- in a superior positionŢ(.)13
u::h people respect you a little bit more and they give you (0.5)14
one chance more for you to: show your Norwegian (.)15
but for example when I was working as a waitressŢ(1.0)16
I would go and talk in uh in: my (.)17
m- bad uh Norwegian: accen:t and uh °people just to switch to English°(.)18

Danielle: mhm19
Lana: yeah (.) that (.) >I was WORKING you know and people would do that< (0.9)20

on uh when I started this new jobŢ(0.9)21
I feel like people: uh (.)22
get a little bit like (.)23
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u:h w- for example I (.)24
this was happening with me in the beginning I was getting a little bit frustrated25
(.) that was like people would <call> to my company=26
=I would answer you know we have this like [sentralbord]27
u:h (.) and I would answer:28
and people would say "oh am I calling to this company?"29
because they are not expecting some foreigner to take the phone (.)30
//you knowŢ(0.6)31

Danielle: //mhm32
Lana: a:nd u:h yeah (.)33

so I was getting a little bit frustrated with "yes: uh you are34
>talking with this company< h:ow can I help you?" (0.7)35
u::h in Norwegian and yeah (.) people don’t switch36
but I’m sure if I would b:e- this would be like (.)37
uh waitress positionŢ//(.) people would like start speaking English38

Danielle: //mhm39
//mhm40

Lana: //as it happened before (0.6)41
so yeah (.) um: (0.6)42
((click)) I dunno (.) but this is just my own experience I can’t (.)43
yeah of course I cannot give a generalisation ((sharp intake of breath))44
from my: own experienceŢbut u:h (.)45
when I talk with other people with foreigners=46
=the same >situation has been happening< so: yeahŢ47

D.12 Lana (waitress story) transcript

Lana: yeah (.) I- I- I remember too (0.7)1
w- while I was uh working as a waitress a bit like (.)2
"okay now I’m gonna start also refusing to speak u::h uh English I want to alsoŢ"3
you know I want to train @4
and because I was >at the time< working at this uh5
at this company: with oil industry I know that I will never yeah (.)6
just start speaking Norwegian with bad Norwegian but u:h when you are (.)7
working as a waitress like not so much thing that can fail8
u:h with trying >so I was just trying< (.)9
I remember one time (.) I said to someone like this (0.5)10
u- the person (.) switched to English11

Danielle: mhm12
Lana: and then I- (.) I just like uh (.)13

I just tried to keep >the conversation in Norwegian< (.)14
somehow (.)15
I didn’t understand what the what the person uh said and I just wanted to look=16
=like I >was understanding very much and< I was like "[hva mener du]?" and m-17
the person (.) was like ve- very much like (.)18
a bit upset because "[hva mener JEGŢ]"19

Danielle: //@@20
Lana: //I was like "u:h" @ an:d yeah21

then ((@ while talking)) you can get on this kind of conflicts also with (.)22
uh okay now I’m gonna try ((...)) //yes in Norwegian (1.0)23

Danielle: //mhm24
Lana: yeah (.) a lot: of <kind of> uh //examples like this can happen @@25
Victoria: //((...))26
Danielle: where you try and //use Norwegian but use it (.) maybe not (.)27
Lana: //mhm mhm28

not (.)29
Danielle: not the expected way and they get (.)30
Lana: yeahŢ31
Danielle: offen//ded32
Lana: //mhm a little bit (0.6)33

not that- cause u- I was just like "okay nowŢI- I:" the person tried to34
>speak in English with meŢ<35
I: (.) tried (.) to not speak in English36
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and then you u- >you don’t understand somethingŢ<37
and then it’s too BAD you know >because also you are proud<38
a- and you don’t want to go back to English //@39

Danielle: //((@ while talking)) mhm40
Lana: when you make yourself first=it’s: yeah so: it’s like (.)41

yeah42
Victoria: @43
Danielle: did you switch after that?44
Lana: no no45

//I continued and the person like (.)46
Danielle: //you st-47
Lana: what do youŢ((...)) was like48

then I just pick the menu I >bring the menu< I >explain la la la<49
(you) say an:d you know it comes >all the time with the description< =50
=everything //is very well descripted u:h51

Danielle: //yeah52
mhm53

Lana: uh yeah @54
Danielle: okay (.)55

so you (0.5)56
//you saved th- //you save the situa- //@@@57

Lana: //NO //I- I- I sa- I saved my: skin //@@@58
Victoria: //@@59
Lana: I did I h- I was (.)60

<proud> enough to not switch back to EnglishŤ(.)61
Danielle: mhm62
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